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Protein adsorption at material surfaces is a fundamental concept in many 
scientific applications ranging from the biocompatibility of implant materials in 
bioengineering to cleaning environmental material surfaces from toxic proteins in the 
area of biodefense. Understanding the molecular-level details of protein-surface 
interactions is crucial for controlling protein adsorption. While a range of experimental 
techniques has been developed to study protein adsorption, these techniques cannot 
produce the fundamental molecular-level information of protein adsorption. 
All-atom empirical force field molecular dynamics (MD) simulations hold great 
promise as a valuable tool for elucidating and predicting the mechanisms governing 
protein adsorption. However, current MD simulation methods have not been validated for 
this application. This research addresses three limitations of the standard MD when 
applied to the simulations of the protein-surface interactions: (1) representation of the 
force field parameters governing the interactions of protein amino acids with the material 
surface; (2) cluster analysis of ensembles of adsorbed protein states obtained in protein-
adsorption simulations, in which in addition to the conformation the orientation of the 
sampled states is also important; and (3) simulation time to ensure a significant level of 
conformational sampling to cover the entire rough energy landscape of such a large 
molecular system as protein adsorption. This study, thus, attempted to further advance 
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The interaction of proteins with material surfaces is a fundamental concept in 
various scientific applications ranging from the biocompatibility of implant materials in 
the field of bioengineering to cleaning environmental material surfaces from adsorbed 
toxic proteins in the area of biodefense. In spite of many research efforts to advance the 
field of protein-surface interactions (PSIs), to date there is limited knowledge of the 
fundamental molecular-level details driving protein adsorption. Such a limitation is due 
to the very complex nature of the processes associated with PSIs. And while relatively 
large numbers of experimental studies contribute to the advancement of knowledge in 
this field, currently available experimental techniques are still very limited in terms for 
their ability to characterize the behavior of adsorbed proteins at an atomistic-level of 
detail.  
Over the past few decades, rapid improvements in computer hardware and 
software have enabled studies of molecular interactions using computer simulations. 
Such molecular simulation methods as coarse-grain (CG) molecular dynamics (MD), all-
atom empirical force field (FF) MD, and quantum mechanical (QM) methods have shown 
to have vast potential in providing an atomistic-level understanding of the fundamentals 
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of PSIs. Because of the complexities involved, the most direct method of predicting 
protein-adsorption is through the application of all-atom empirical force-field MD. This 
method enables an all-atom representation of the molecular system and, hence, provides 
the greatest insight into the dynamic behavior of the atomic interactions between the 
adsorbing protein, the adsorbent material surface, and the surrounding aqueous 
environment. 
The basis of all-atom empirical force field MD is classical Newtonian dynamics, 
in which an atom is treated as a point with partial charge and mass. MD uses a potential 
energy function, which consists of various biophysical equations and parameters (i.e., an 
empirical FF) that is used to calculate the interatomic interactions. Over the past several 
decades MD programs have been developed specifically for the prediction of the 
conformational behavior of biomolecules (e.g., proteins, nucleic acids, and lipids) in 
aqueous solution. Nevertheless standard MD programs and FFs have also been used in 
the prediction of the protein adsorption behavior. However, in order to be confidently 
applied in the simulation of a particular molecular system, FF parameters and MD 
methods need to be first developed and validated. 
Three major shortcomings of the application of standard MD methods in the 
simulation of PSIs are addressed in this research work: (i) the assessment and tuning of 
FF parameters that govern the molecular interactions between the amino-acid residues of 
the protein and the material surface within an aqueous environment; (ii) the inability of 
conventional MD simulations to efficiently sample the rough energy landscape 
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represented by a PSI system to provide a Boltzmann-weighted distribution of adsorbed 
protein conformations and orientations on the surface, and (iii) the inability of regular 
clustering methods to account for both the conformation of the sampled states of the 
adsorbed proteins and also their orientations on the adsorbent surface. 
 
1.2 Dissertation Outline 
This dissertation begins with an overview of the background of this research in 
Chapter II. The objectives of this work are discussed in Chapter III. The main 
objective of this project was to further advance protein-adsorption simulation techniques, 
which had already commenced in our group. Chapter IV describes a study of 
parameterization of an interfacial FF (IFF) to accurately represent peptide-adsorption on 
a high-density polyethylene (HDPE) surface. This was achieved by comparing the free 
energies of peptide adsorption obtained from simulation using the CHARMM22/CMAP 
FF with those obtained experimentally, and subsequent tuning of the IFF parameters to 
improve the correlation between the adsorption free energies obtained by simulation and 
experiment. Chapter V addresses the problem of the application of the regular alignment 
and cluster analysis methods for analyzing systems in which both orientation and 
conformation of the sample states are important. Protein-adsorption systems are an 
example of such systems, in which the bioactivity of the adsorbed protein is directly 
related to both its orientation and conformation on a surface. New alignment and cluster 
analysis methodologies are described. Chapter VI presents a study of ribonuclease A 
and hen egg-white lysozyme adsorption on an HDPE surface comparing the adsorption 
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behavior predicted using standard CHARMM22/CMAP to the tuned IFF that was 
developed as described in Chapter IV. An in-house developed enhanced sampling 
method called TIGER2A is utilized in these simulations to accelerate the sampling of 
these large molecular systems (~100,000 atoms). Finally, Chapter VII provides 
conclusions and future research directions. At the end of the dissertation, appendices are 
provided, which include some of the simulation input data and scripts used to run and 






MD simulations employing all-atom empirical FFs are inherently capable of 
capturing the complete picture of atomic level events of molecular interactions. However, 
empirical force field (FF) parameters need to be first tuned and validated before they can 
be confidently applied in the simulation of a particular molecular system. As described in 
the introduction to this dissertation, this research attempts to address three major 
limitations of the application of the standard MD methods in the simulation of 
protein−surface interactions. 
Firstly, over a few decades empirical FFs (e.g., CHARMM, GROMOS, AMBER, 
etc.) have been developed by the MD community specifically for the prediction of the 
conformational behavior of biomolecules, such as proteins, nucleic acids, and lipids, in 
aqueous solution. Nevertheless, such FFs have also been applied for the simulation of 
protein adsorption on material surfaces. However, since these FFs were not 
parameterized for the representation of the interactions between the solution (protein and 
water) and a material surface, such simulations may lead to very unrealistic predictions. 
Secondly, MD simulations, such as those used for the simulation of protein 
folding behavior, produce datasets composed of many thousands of sampled 
configurations of the molecular system. Clustering methods have been widely used for 
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the analysis of the resulting ensemble of sampled states, which typically involves three-
dimensional (3-D) rotation, translation, and comparison of the configurations in order to 
identify similar conformational states of the system. However, for molecular systems 
where both the orientation and conformation of sampled states are important parameters, 
such as protein-adsorption systems, conventional cluster analysis methods that cluster 
based only on conformation are not appropriate.  Instead, cluster analysis methods that 
also discriminate based on molecular orientation are required. 
Thirdly, protein-adsorption systems are relatively large and complex in which 
average properties of the molecular system need to be calculated from a Boltzmann-
weighted ensemble of different conformational and orientational states of the protein 
sampled on the materials surface. Standard continuous MD simulations tend to lead the 
protein to become trapped in local low-energy states and fail to represent such a diverse 
ensemble of adsorbed protein states on the surface, even in the timescales of hundreds of 
nanoseconds. This shortcoming thus demands for a more efficient sampling procedure to 
achieve a significant amount of sampling by overcoming high energy barriers in the 
energy landscape of such a large molecular system, from which ensemble average 
properties can be calculated. Enhanced sampling methods such as replica-exchange MD 
(REMD) are capable of producing sufficient sampling for relatively small molecular 
systems (e.g., peptides). However, because the number of replicas needed for an REMD 
simulation over a given temperature range is proportional to the square root of the 
number of degrees of freedom in the system, REMD can quickly become too 
computationally expensive for large systems. 
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This lack of tools for simulation and lack of understanding of protein-adsorption 
behavior thus became the research gap that this work attempts to fill. This research work 
had three main objectives. The first objective was to develop interfacial FF (IFF) 
parameters for the accurate representation of peptide-adsorption behavior on an example 
material surface–HDPE. In order to achieve this goal, first, peptide adsorption free 
energies from simulation (ΔA°ads) were compared with the experimentally obtained 
values. Then based on this information, using our in-house developed Dual-FF 
CHARMM program, the IFF parameters were carefully tuned to obtain reasonably high 
correlation between the simulation and experimental results (R = 0.88). The second 
objective of this research was to develop a cluster analysis methodology that can be 
specifically used for systems where both molecular orientation and conformation are 
important. The method was developed and demonstrated using several test cases of 
adsorbed proteins for validation. The third objective of this research was to assess 
whether the tuned IFF parameter in the peptide-HDPE adsorption studies can, in turn, 
enable the orientation and conformational behavior of the protein on the surface to also 
be correctly predicted by the simulation. To achieve this we have utilized an in-house 
developed enhanced sampling simulation method to simulate the adsorption behavior of 
ribonuclease A and hen egg-white lysozyme proteins on HDPE. The results of this 
simulation were compared with the adsorbed protein conformation and orientation data 
set that has been generated in our experimental studies of adsorption of these proteins. 
For more details of the specific aims of this work the reader is referred to the Chapter III 
of this dissertation. 
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2.1 Introduction to Molecular Simulations 
Over the past few decades the development in science, computer hardware and 
software has provided the ability to gain insight into the atomistic details of molecular 
interactions using molecular simulations. Molecular simulations can potentially be 
utilized for the accurate prediction of the biomolecular interactions in various fields of 
science ranging from drug design to predicting biomolecule-material surface interactions 
in bioengineering.  
Based on the methods of representation of the molecular systems and the 
calculation of its potential energy, molecular simulations can be categorized into: 
quantum mechanical (QM) methods, all-atom molecular mechanics (MM) methods, and 
united-atom or coarse-grained (CG) methods. 
QM methods consider electrons and/or nuclei as the fundamental particles in the 
simulation and calculate their properties using different approximations of the time-
dependent Schrödinger’s equation (Equation 2-1): 
 ?̂?𝛹(𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝐸𝛹(𝑟, 𝑡), (2-1) 
where ?̂? is the Hamiltonian operator which typically includes the kinetic and potential 
energies of the system, 𝐸 is the total energy of the system, and 𝛹 is the wavefunction. 
The kinetic and potential energies are transformed into the Hamiltonian which acts upon 
the wavefunction to generate the evolution of the wavefunction in space (𝑟) and time (𝑡). 
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The equation provides the quantized energies of the system and gives the form of the 
wavefunction from which other properties of the system can be calculated.
1
 
Such a fundamental electron-level representation of the system makes QM 
simulations highly accurate. While QM methods can be used to study the properties of 
small molecules on their own, they are also commonly used to theoretically derive 
parameters for such small molecules or fragments of larger molecular systems, e.g. 
individual amino acids of proteins. The parameters obtained in QM can subsequently be 
employed by MD simulations. Unfortunately, however, QM methods become 
computationally very inefficient for the simulations of large molecular systems consisting 
of more than just a few dozen atoms. Simulations of larger molecular systems (proteins, 
nucleic acids, lipids, polymers, or large material surfaces), thus require approximations, 
for example using MM or CG approaches. 
CG methods have been widely applied in the simulations of large molecular 
systems in order to accelerate the simulations and reach timescales that are more 
comparable with experiment. Such fast sampling is achieved through simplified 
representation of the molecular system using reduced (compared with QM or MM 
methods) number of degrees of freedom. In CG methods, parts of the molecular systems 
(e.g., an entire amino-acid residue) are treated as single particles, or ‘beads’. While CG 
methods can be very useful in studying protein folding behavior in solution, they are 
largely untested at this time for application to represent protein-adsorption behavior. 
Moreover, the atomic level information on the interatomic interactions between amino-
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acids and material surface controlling protein adsorption may be lost during CG due the 
oversimplification of the molecular system, incorrect treatment of the atomic partial 
charges, and the protein-solvent (e.g., protein-water) interactions. 
All-atom MM or classical molecular simulation methods, such as MD or Monte 
Carlo (MC) simulations, typically employ all-atom empirical FFs, which include sets of 
mathematical equations and parameters governing the motion of atoms in the molecular 
system over time. In MD, each atom is represented as a point with a charge and mass, and 
covalent bonds between atoms are treated as a simple harmonic oscillator with a spring 
constant. Each atom also has parameters, which, being part of a given FF, are used to 
describe the forces of its bonded and nonbonded interactions with the other atoms in the 
system. The aqueous solvent is represented either implicitly (i.e., as a continuous 
dielectric medium) or explicitly with water molecules and appropriate counter ions as 
needed. 
For my studies, I selected all-atom empirical FF simulation as the most suitable 
method for the simulation of protein adsorption behavior. This method not only provides 
the potential ability to accurately represent the atomic interactions in the protein-
adsorption systems (e.g., intra-protein, intra-surface, protein-surface, protein-solvent, 
surface-solvent interactions), but also is sufficiently computationally efficient to handle 




2.2 Classical Simulations and Molecular Dynamics 
In 1963 Richard Feynman in his famous series of lectures on physics made a 
powerful assumption that ‘all things are made of atoms, and that everything that living 
things do can be understood in terms of the jiggling and wiggling of atoms.’
2
 The 
development of MD has allowed scientists to study such atomic motions. The first MD 
simulation of a biomolecule was published in 1975 by Levitt and Warshel,
3
 both of 
whom together with Karplus received the Noble Prize in Chemistry in 2013 ‘for the 
development of multiscale models for complex chemical systems.’
4
 To date thousands of 
various MD simulations have been performed to study conformational behavior of 
biomolecules, material surfaces, biomolecule-material surface interactions, or to design 
new drugs.
5-10
 In principle any thermodynamic property of a desired molecular system 
can be studied through MD. However, this is restricted by the availability of the FF and 
computational power. 
MD is a powerful scientific tool for the exploration of the structure, dynamics, 
and function of molecular systems at the extreme scales (to date typically nano and 
micro) of both size and time. It calculates the microscopic properties (atomic positions 
and momenta) of the molecular system over time, from which the macroscopic properties 
of the system (pressure, temperature, heat capacity, etc.) can be derived.
11
 To more easily 
understand the concept of MD it is useful to consider microscopy, an experimental 
technique in which objects are magnified to study their structure or function. MD is an in 
silico (using computers) experiment, in which the laws of physics are built into a 
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computer simulation program, which is subsequently used to simulate the 3-D structure 
of the molecular system over time. The 3-D coordinates of the atoms of the molecular 
system of interest used in the MD simulations are typically obtained either theoretically 
using molecular modeling software, or through experimental techniques such as X-ray 
crystallography, NMR, scanning electron microscopy, or cryo-electron microscopy.
12
  
2.2.1 Force Field 
MD is typically based on an empirical FF which is represented by a potential 
energy function as the summation of the contributions from the bonded and nonbonded 
energies of the molecular system. The bonded energies include the energy contributions 
from bond stretching, angle bending, dihedral angle, Urey-Bradley term, improper 
dihedral angle, and, for the case of the CHARMM protein FF, a cross-correction term for 
dihedral angles (CMAP). The nonbonded energies include the potential energies 
associated with van der Waals (vdW) and electrostatic interactions. For example, the MD 
FF in CHARMM (Chemistry at Harvard Molecular Mechanics) molecular simulation 
program has the following form (Equation 2-2):
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 𝑈(𝑟) = ∑ 𝐾𝑏(𝑏 − 𝑏0)
2
𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 + ∑ 𝐾𝜃(𝜃 − 𝜃0)
2
𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠 +
∑ 𝐾𝜑(1 + cos(𝑛𝜑 − 𝛿))
2
𝑑𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑠 + ∑ 𝐾𝑈𝐵(𝑆 − 𝑆0)
2
𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑦−𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑦 +
∑ 𝐾𝜔(𝜔 − 𝜔0)
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where the first six terms of the equation represent the potential energy contributions from 
the bonded terms or, in other words, covalently linked atoms in the system. For these 
terms, the parameters 𝑏, 𝜃, 𝜑, 𝑆, 𝜔 represent the bond length, bond angle, dihedral angle, 
Urey-Bradley, improper dihedral, respectively, at a given time point, relative to a 
reference position (𝑏0, 𝜃0, 𝑆0, 𝜔0); the 𝐾s represent spring or force constants for each of 
the bonded terms. In the dihedral angle term, 𝑛 is the multiplicity of the periodicity of the 
dihedral angle and 𝛿 is the phase shift. The Urey-Bradley term accounts for the distance 
between atoms 1 and 3 due to angle bending. The CMAP term accounts for energy 
contributions from 𝜑 and 𝜓 dihedral angles of the protein backbone. vdW interactions are 
represented by Lennard-Jones (L-J) 12-6 potential, which are considered as pairwise 
interactions for all nonbonded atoms (i.e., atoms separated by more than two covalent 
bonds along a covalently bonded chain or between two atoms in different molecules in 
the system), where 𝑖𝑗
𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑅𝑖𝑗
𝑚𝑖𝑛 represent the L-J well depth and the atomic separation 
distance between the designated pairs of atoms when they are in their minimum energy 
position, respectively, for atoms i and j.  The electrostatic interactions between pairs of 
atoms are represented by Coulomb’s law, where 𝑞𝑖 and 𝑞𝑗 represent the partial charges 
centered on atoms i and j, and 0 is the relative permittivity of free space.   
The primary physical principle governing MD is Newton’s second law. For a 
system of N atoms, MD solves the Newtonian equation of motion by numerical 






= ?⃗?𝑖 ,         𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑁 
 
(2-3) 
where 𝑚𝑖 is the mass of i-th atom,  𝑟𝑖 = (𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖, 𝑧𝑖) is the vector of Cartesian coordinates 
of the i-th atom, t is the time, ?⃗?𝑖 is the vector of forces acting on i-th atom, and N is the 
number of atoms in the molecular system. 
The forces on these atoms are the negative gradients of the potential energy, 








To calculate the motion of the atoms in the system, numerical integration of 
equation 2-3 is applied over small timesteps (typically 1-2 fs) using an integration 
algorithm, which approximates the positions, velocities and accelerations by the 
expansion of a Taylor series. While several integration algorithms have been developed, 
the velocity-Verlet
14
 algorithm is commonly agreed to be the optimal because it of its 
time-reversibility. 
At each MD timestep the velocities and positions of the atoms are calculated, 
which are then used in the FF equation (Equation 2-2) to obtain the new potential 
energies and forces at the next timestep in the simulation. This process is repeated over 
the user-assigned period of time of the MD simulation (e.g., nanoseconds). If designated 
throughout the simulation, the pressure and temperature are monitored to verify their user 
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assigned values. The atomic coordinates (trajectories) and their properties are saved at 
certain intervals from which the average system properties of interest can be calculated. 
2.2.2 Interfacial Force Field 
The accuracy of an MD simulation of a given molecular system greatly depends 
on the accuracy of the underlying FF parameters governing the simulation. While MD 
simulations with incorrectly represented FF parameters can still run and produce data, 
such data can be very unrealistic. The real challenge of the application of standard FFs in 
the simulations of protein adsorption behavior is the lack of FF parameters that were 
specifically developed and validated to represent atomistic behavior at the solid-liquid 
interface. 
Fixed-charge empirical FFs have been developed and used over the past three 
decades for all-atom molecular simulations. The majority of simulation programs 
providing these methods enable only one set of FF parameters to be applied for the entire 








 etc., which are 
referred to as class I FFs, have been developed and applied for the simulations of 
biological molecules such as proteins, nucleic acids, or lipids in aqueous solution. Class 




) have a more expanded set of parameters for 
bonded interactions for more accurate representation of the behavior of molecules under 
relatively highly strained conditions. The primary application of this class of FF has been 
in the field of material science to simulate synthetic polymers, metals, and ceramic solid-
phase materials.
13
 Class I FFs that were developed for the simulation of the 
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conformational behavior of proteins in aqueous solution have been widely used for the 
simulation of protein adsorption behavior, even though the parameters of these types of 
FFs have not been validated for this type of application.
20, 21
 Therefore, before these types 
of simulations can be considered reliable, the FFs used need to be quantitatively 




To address this issue, the Latour group has developed the dual-force-field 
CHARMM program (Dual-FF CHARMM)
25
 for the simulation of protein adsorption 
behavior. Dual FF is an adaptation of the CHARMM molecular simulation program,
13
 
which enables the user to control the interphase interactions using a separate set of 
nonbonded FF parameters, which we call interfacial FF (IFF), in protein adsorption 




Dual-FF CHARMM is a significant development for protein adsorption studies as 
it allows the IFF to be individually parameterized using experimental data to accurately 
represent amino-acid−surface and solvent−surface interactions whereas the 
conformational behavior of the protein in solution and the atoms of the surface are 




2.3 Statistical Mechanics 
An MD simulation generates microscopic level information (e.g., atomic positions 
(r), momenta (p), etc.) from which macroscopic terms (e.g., pressure, internal energy, 
etc.) are calculated through statistical mechanics (SM) methods. This enables direct 
comparison of the simulation with experiment, which typically generates information at 
the macroscopic level representing the overall behavior of all of the molecules in the 
system. 
As described by Allen and Tildesley
28
 the thermodynamic state of a system is 
usually defined by a small set of parameters (e.g., number of atoms (N), temperature (T), 
pressure (P), volume (V)). Additionally, other thermodynamic properties may be derived 
from the equations of state and other fundamental thermodynamic equations. A collection 
of all possible systems that have different microscopic states but have an identical 
macroscopic or thermodynamic state, is considered an ensemble. Different ensembles 
with different characteristics are available in MD simulations. A microcanonical 
ensemble (NVE) corresponds to an isolated system, with its thermodynamic state 
characterized by fixed N, V, and energy (E). A canonical ensemble (NVT) is a collection 
of all systems whose thermodynamic state is characterized by fixed N, V, and T. An 
isobaric-isothermal ensemble (NPT) is characterized by fixed N, P, and T. In grand 
canonical ensemble (µVT) the thermodynamic state is characterized by fixed chemical 
potential (µ), V, and T. 
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In SM, a time-average property (〈𝐴〉𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒) of the molecular system is calculated, 
which is defined as the average taken from a large number of microstates over a long 
period of simulation (Equation 2-5): 
 










where 𝚪(𝑡) is a point in phase space ℝ, and it is a function of r and p. The left part of the 
equation is the so called ergodic hypothesis, which is one of the fundamental postulates 
in SM. According to the ergodic hypothesis, the ensemble average equals the time 
average given sufficiently long and thorough sampling conditions. In other words, if an 
MD simulation is long enough that all possible microstates of the system are sampled 
with their respective probabilities of occurrence, then the time-averaged properties from 
all of these sampled states will represent the ensemble-average properties of the system. 
If accurately obtained, such ensemble-average properties can be directly correlated with 
experiment results, assuming that the experimental values are representative of an 
equilibrated system. 
2.3.1 Advanced Sampling Algorithms 
The main difficulty in direct comparison between experimental and simulations 
results of the protein adsorption behavior is that experiments typically provide averaged 
properties of billions of biomolecules (e.g., adsorbed proteins) over timeframes of 
seconds while conventional MD gives results for a single biomolecule over tens of 
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nanoseconds. While MD is a very useful technique in understanding the atomistic level 
details of molecular processes, its results become statistically insignificant in short time 
scales of simulations or for molecular systems which have their microstates separated by 
high energy barriers (e.g., protein-adsorption systems). MD simulations of such systems 
with rugged energy landscapes typically lead to the problem of insufficient 
conformational sampling, due to the biomolecule being trapped in local energy minima, 
and thus being unable to efficiently visit all of its possible microstates during MD. 
Fortunately, over the past decades several methods have been developed to solve this 
problem (e.g., metadynamics, replica-exchange MD, TIGER2A, etc.) by providing the 




From SM, the probability (𝑃𝑖) and the energy of a given state (𝐸𝑖) of the system in 













where Ω𝑖 is the degeneracy for the energy state 𝐸𝑖 (i.e., the number of microstates 
corresponding to the observed energy state 𝐸𝑖), 𝑘𝐵is the Boltzmann constant, T is 
absolute temperature, and 𝑄 is the partition function, which is summed over all of the 
energy states of the system. The relative probability (𝑃𝑖𝑗) of another energy state 𝐸𝑗 with 









𝑒−∆𝐸𝑖𝑗 𝑘𝐵𝑇⁄ = 𝑒−∆𝐺𝑖𝑗 𝑘𝐵𝑇⁄                 
 
(2-7) 
where Ω𝑗 is the degeneracy for the energy state 𝐸𝑗 and ∆𝐺𝑖𝑗 is the change in free energy. 
Equation 2-7 can be altered by introducing a biasing potential which allows for 
easier exploration of the energy landscape of the molecular system. This biasing potential 
typically changes 𝐸𝑖 𝑘𝐵𝑇⁄  by modifying either the numerator 𝐸𝑖 by introducing a biasing 
energy function in the FF equation (Equation 2-2), or the denominator 𝑘𝐵𝑇 by modifying 
the temperature of the system. 
2.3.2 Biased Potential Sampling 
In order for the system to escape the local energy minimum, a biasing potential 








𝑒−(∆𝐸𝑖𝑗+∆𝐵𝑖𝑗) 𝑘𝐵𝑇⁄ = 𝑒−(∆𝐺𝑖𝑗+∆𝐵𝑖𝑗) 𝑘𝐵𝑇⁄                 
 
(2-8) 
The simulation with such a biasing potential will sample with a biasing probability 
distribution (?̅?𝑖𝑗), which can then be corrected (by removing the biasing potential from 
the energy) at the end of the simulation to obtain the correct probability distribution (𝑃𝑖𝑗). 
Obtaining a good biasing potential to overcome the energy barriers surrounding 
all energy minima is challenging. Over the years several methods have been proposed,
29, 
31, 32
 one of which is the method of umbrella sampling.
31
 In umbrella sampling the 
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coordinate of the reaction is divided into discrete segments, each of which are first 
sampled individually using a defined restraining potential described in Equation 2-9. 
This potential is added to the potential energy function and has the form of a harmonic 
potential: 
 𝑈𝑟 = 𝑘(𝜑 − 𝜑0)
2 (2-9) 
where 𝜑0 is the target value of 𝜑 (e.g., reaction coordinate of interest), and k is the 
harmonic force constant. The simulation is restrained to sample the system around a user-
designated value of 𝜑0, with a high energy penalty applied when the system moves away 
from 𝜑0. These individual simulations are performed with  𝜑0 values spanning the user-
designated range of reaction coordinates. At the end of the simulations the sampled 
regions of the system from different  𝜑0  values are combined using the weighted-
histogram analysis method
33
 (WHAM), which is a statistical tool, to calculate the 
unbiased probability distribution over the full range of the designated reaction 
coordinates. This probability distribution is used to calculate the potential of mean force 
(which is directly proportional to the free energy) as a function of 𝜑. 
 Although umbrella sampling is a valuable technique to overcome the sampling 
issue caused by high energy barriers, its application is essentially limited to the variation 




2.3.3 Temperature Based Sampling (REMD and TIGER2A) 
For systems requiring sampling of all the degrees of freedom, temperature based 
sampling can be applied. Among temperature based sampling methods two of the most 
commonly used are simulated annealing and parallel tempering. 
In simulated annealing the system is heated rapidly which provides enough 
thermal energy for the system to escape all the local energy minima in the energy 
landscape. Then to minimize the energy of the system, the temperature is slowly 
decreased to the temperature of interest from which the desired system properties are 
calculated. 
In a more popular parallel tempering method, or replica-exchange
30
 MD (REMD), 
several independent MD simulations are run simultaneously, each at a different elevated 
temperature above the baseline temperature of interest. After each cycle of REMD (short 
MD, typically 1-2 ps) an exchange between randomly chosen two neighboring replicas is 
attempted using a modified Metropolis criterion.
34
 According to this criterion, the 
potential energies between neighboring replicas, 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑇𝑗, are compared and the 
exchange is attempted with the following probability (Equation 2-10): 
 𝑃 = min (1, 𝑒−∆𝛽∆𝐸) (2-10) 
where ∆𝐸 = 𝐸𝑖 − 𝐸𝑗 is the difference of potential energies between the randomly chosen 
replicas i and j respectively; ∆𝛽 = 𝛽𝑖 − 𝛽𝑗, with 𝛽𝑖 and 𝛽𝑗 representing (𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑖)
−1 and 
(𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑗)
−1 respectively, and k is Boltzmann’s constant. In other words: 
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 If 𝐸𝑖 − 𝐸𝑗 ≤ 0 then exchange is made; 
 If 𝐸𝑖 − 𝐸𝑗 > 0 then exchange if  𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑑(0,1) ≤ 𝑒
−∆𝛽∆𝐸. 
After a successful exchange, the atomic coordinates and momenta (p) of the swapped 
replicas are updated by (Equation 2-11) and the next cycle of the REMD simulation 
starts with these updated replicas: 
 𝑝(𝑇𝑖) = 𝑝(𝑇𝑗)√𝑇𝑖 𝑇𝑗⁄ ,             𝑝(𝑇𝑗) = 𝑝(𝑇𝑖)√𝑇𝑗 𝑇𝑖⁄   (2-11) 
The acceptance ratio for the swapping process decreases rapidly with increases in system 
size or the temperature intervals between replicas. The acceptance probability increases, 
as the number of replicas is increased for a given temperature range. However, this comes 
at a cost of increasing computational expense as well as the amount of time required for 
the diffusion of replica configurations from the high to the low temperature levels, thus 
decreasing the efficiency of the simulation. 
The Latour group has addressed the problem of low efficiency of REMD when 
applied to the simulations of large molecular systems (e.g., protein-adsorption systems), 
by developing a sampling method, which was named TIGER2A (temperature intervals 
with global exchange of replicas, v2, with solvent-energy averaging).
12, 35, 36
 In contrast to 
REMD, the higher efficiency of TIGER2A method is achieved through: (1) the 
assignment of the number of replicas independently of the size of the system and 
temperature range to be spanned, thus making it particularly suitable for large systems; 
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and (2) the simultaneous comparison of the potential energies of all replicas at the same 
baseline temperature using a standard Metropolis algorithm. 
Each TIGER2A sampling cycle (for a system containing a solute in explicitly 
represented solvent) contains: (1) rapid heating each replica assigned to an elevated 
temperature level from a baseline temperature (Tb) to the replica temperature (Ti) by 
rescaling the momenta of the atoms within the replica by a factor of √𝑇𝑖 𝑇𝑏⁄  and 
thermally equilibrating for a time t1, (2) MD sampling at constant temperature (Ti) for a 
time t2, (3) rapid quenching of replicas sampled at elevated temperatures back down to Tb 
by rescaling the momenta by a factor of √𝑇𝑏 𝑇𝑖⁄  followed by thermal equilibration and 
sampling for a time t3, (4) further equilibration of the solvent degrees of freedom, while 
holding the solute in a fixed conformation for a time interval in which the energy is 
averaged, (5) comparison between the averaged potential energies of the baseline and 
quenched replicas using the Metropolis criterion, and (6) global replica reassignment to 
the temperature levels for the subsequent sampling cycle based on their potential energies 
(i.e., highest potential energy replica to highest temperature level). 
After comparison, either the quenched replica (if it is accepted) or the baseline 
replica (if the quenched replica is rejected) is saved as a sample in the baseline ensemble 
that will be used for the final statistical analysis of sampled states. The accepted state is 
then used as the baseline state for comparison with the replica quenched from the next 
higher temperature. The purpose of the quenching stage is to equilibrate all replicas to the 
same baseline temperature, thus eliminating differences in thermal energy between 
replicas that otherwise determines the temperature spacing that must be used in a 
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conventional REMD simulation to provide an acceptable degree of exchange between 
replicas. This feature enables the number of replicas used in a TIGER2A simulation to be 
independent of the size of the molecular system, allowing the user to set the 
computational cost of the simulation to match the available computational resources at 
hand. 
When appropriately applied, the TIGER2A method is able to provide sampling 
that satisfies the balance condition and closely approximates a Boltzmann-weighted 
ensemble of states. 
 
2.4 Protein Adsorption 
Protein−surface interaction (PSI) is fundamental in numerous applications in 
bioengineering and biotechnology, such as biocompatibility of implant biomaterials,
20, 37-
40









 and technology for biodefense.
52-58
 To predict and control 
the interactions between proteins and material surfaces, it is important to have a basic 
science understanding of the molecular-level details of protein adsorption at the interface 
formed between the solution and a solid material surface.
59
 Typically PSIs occur 
spontaneously as a protein-containing solution contacts a solid material surface, which 
can result in a substantial shift in the protein's structure as well as changes in the solvent 
accessibility of its amino acid residues, often leading to a reduction in bioactivity. 
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In the field of biomaterials, for instance, the behavior of the proteins on implant 
material surfaces plays a fundamental role in determining the nature of the tissue-implant 
interface. When a medical implant is exposed to a biological environment (e.g., blood, 
interstitial fluid), the proteins generally tend to aggregate on the material surface by 
adhering on it and forming a layer of adsorbed proteins. Such protein coating on the 
material surface then serves to provide ‘receptor’ sites for the surrounding cells to attach 
and respond accordingly. Therefore, the conformation, orientation as well as the 
bioactivity of the adsorbed proteins is directly responsible for the cellular response to the 
implant material. These cellular responses may include triggering secretion of biological 
agents within or outside the cell, which consequently may lead to such processes as 
platelet aggregation and coagulation, complement system activation, and inflammation. 
2.4.1 Role of Water in Protein Adsorption 
The molecules of the solvent (e.g., water, ions) represent one of the major driving 
forces in protein adsorption, which makes their careful representation within the 
molecular simulation essential. 
Typically during the protein adsorption process a gain in entropy is observed, 
which is caused not only from the conformational shift of the protein, but also from the 
release of the water molecules adsorbed on the surface. This rearrangement of the 
molecules caused by protein adsorption is driven by simple thermodynamics—reduction 
of the overall free energy of the system. 
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For instance, when the surface is hydrophobic, the hydrophilic water molecules 
next to the surface at room or body temperature are not able to form the hydrogen 
bonding network like they form in bulk solution, and thus are generally in a higher free 
energy state than water molecules in the bulk aqueous solution. In such a system, protein 
adsorbing on the surface generally tends to unfold and spread out over a hydrophobic 
surface to displace the water and cover hydrophobic groups of the surface with its own 
nonpolar amino acids (i.e., hydrophobic interactions) while maintaining a layer of 
hydrophilic amino acids over its own solvent-accessible surface (SAS).
7
 The water 
molecules in this situation are quickly displaced from the surface and interact not only 
with each other by forming more favorable hydrogen bonds, but also with the polar 
amino-acid residues of the protein exposed on the SAS of the protein. 
In contrast, neutral and hydrophilic surfaces generally tend to maintain the native 
structure of the protein when it is adsorbed by favoring interactions of the polar and 
charged functional groups of the protein with the surface and maintaining the 
hydrophobic residues buried inside the protein. While the water molecules in this 
situation are also replaced by the functional groups of the protein, these functional groups 
are typically formed by the polar or charged amino acids of the protein which are 
exposed on its SAS which interact with the surface (i.e., hydrophilic interactions of 
hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions). The bonds formed between the protein 
and surface reduce the system entropy, however, due to the increase in entropy from the 





Such a vibrant role of water molecules in the protein adsorption process, 
therefore, requires their proper representation of their properties in the analysis of the 
solid-liquid interface. 
2.4.2 Protein Adsorption in Experiments 
An important requirement for the validation of the simulation results and for the 
tuning of FF parameters to represent interfacial behavior is the need of experimental data 
that provides quantitative information regarding the interactions of the amino acid with 
the surface as well as the orientation, conformation, and bioactivity of adsorbed protein 
on the surface.  
Over the past several decades an array of experimental techniques has been used 
to study protein-surface interactions, among which are circular dichroism (CD),
23, 61-65
 
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) spectroscopy,
66-69
 amino acid labeling/mass 
spectrometry (AAL/MS),
61, 64
 atomic force microscopy (AFM),
70-73
 Fourier transform 
infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy,






adsorbed-state bioactivity assays. 
There are advantages and shortcomings to each of these experimental techniques. 
However, if implemented in combinations they are capable of providing sufficiently 
detailed information of the peptide or protein adsorption process under study.
83
 Although 
very powerful techniques, the sort of data that these experimental methods generate is 
typically static and represents the average behavior of literally billions of proteins per 
cm
2
 of the surface. Hence, experiments typically lack the ability to provide dynamic 
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atomistic-level detailed information governing the interactions of amino-acid residues of 
individual proteins with the functional groups of the material surface. 
2.4.3 Previous Studies on Peptide-Adsorption Simulations 
For over a decade the Latour group, in collaboration with the Stuart group, has 
been working to develop and improve methods to properly simulate protein adsorption 
behavior. In order to validate the applicability of a given FF to theoretically predict or 
simulate protein adsorption behavior, we must first have knowledge of what the correct 
value is supposed to be. In other words, experimental data are required to directly assess 
the ability of the FF to provide an accurate representation of the molecular-level details or 
thermodynamic characteristics of the molecular system, e.g. protein adsorption on 
material surfaces. Most of the previously conducted experimental studies to evaluate 
protein adsorption, however, do not provide the kind of information that is needed to 




To address this issue, Latour and coworkers have developed methods using 
surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
66, 67
 and atomic force microscopy (AFM)
23, 86
  to 
measure ∆G°ads for a host-guest peptide model on functionalized self-assembled 
monolayer (SAM) surfaces and applied these methods to characterize the adsorption 
behavior of a large range of peptide-surface combinations. The experimental data 
obtained by Vernekar and Latour
87
 was used for comparison to conventional MD studies 
performed by Raut et al.
7
 In this study, the adsorption behavior of a G4-X-G4 peptide 
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(using the one-letter amino acid code, G = glycine, X = a variable ‘guest’ amino acid 
residue) was simulated on OH-, COOH-, and an oligoethylene glycol (OEG)-
functionalized SAM surfaces with explicitly represented solvent using the GROMACS 
FF
17
 with ∆A°ads determined using the probability ratio method.
7
 While the results from 
these simulations provided close agreement with experimental values for peptide 
adsorption on the OH-SAM surface, the simulations incorrectly predicted strong peptide 
adsorption behavior on the OEG-SAM surface. This study distinctly shows how the 
application of a FF that has not been validated for a specific need can result in unrealistic 
predictions. Moreover, for a strongly interacting peptide-surface system, such as the 
positively charged G4-K-G4 peptide on a negatively charged COOH-SAM surface, 
conventional MD simulations resulted in the peptide being trapped in states tightly bound 
to the surface, which prevented the molecular system from being adequately sampled 
within practical simulation time frames, thus preventing ∆A°ads from being properly 
calculated. Wang et al. suggested that advanced sampling methods must be employed in 
order to resolve this problem, and developed a biased-energy replica-exchange MD 
method (biased-REMD), which was specifically designed to provide adequate sampling 
for a strongly adsorbing solute.
66
 In this study the simple case of the interaction between 
a single sodium ion and a single charged carboxylate group on a surface was used. Later, 
O’Brien et al.
88
 extended this work by showing that the methods developed by Wang et 
al. could be successfully applied to determine ∆A°ads for a strongly interacting peptide-
surface system. Studies carried out by Vellore et al.
24
 included further development and 
application of the methods introduced by Wang et al. and O’Brien et al., in which biased-
31 
energy REMD simulations were conducted on 38 combinations of host-guest peptides 
and SAM surfaces that were used in the SPR experiments of Wei and Latour
67
 to directly 
evaluate the ability of the CHARMM FF
13, 89
 to accurately represent peptide adsorption 
behavior. Simulations using five different host-guest peptides (TGTG-X-GTGT, with X 
= V, T, D, F and K) over nine different functionalized SAM surfaces with explicitly 
represented solvent were performed. The results again demonstrated the fact that standard 
FFs such as CHARMM, which were primarily developed to represent the behavior of 
biomolecules in aqueous solution, may not provide an accurate representation of system 
behavior when used for the simulation of peptide adsorption to material surfaces. In a 
different study, Collier et al. compared three different FFs force fields that are most 





 Using all-atom REMD simulations they found substantial differences in 
both solution and adsorbed peptide conformations amongst these three FFs, with the 
CHARMM22 FF found to most closely match experimental results.
23
 
For further literature review on the peptide-adsorption simulations conducted by 
other groups the reader is referred to the Introduction section of the Chapter IV (section 
4.1) of this dissertation. 
2.4.4 Previous Studies on Simulation of Protein-Surface Interactions 
Many studies have reported MD simulations of protein−surface interactions. As 
early as over a decade ago a Brownian dynamics simulation of hen-egg white lysozyme 
(HEWL) protein on a positively charged surface was reported by Talbot and coworkers.
92
 
Latour and coworkers utilized the GROMOS FF
17
 to simulate the adsorption behavior of 
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a fibrinogen γ-chain fragment on self-assembled monolayer (SAM) surfaces with various 
surface functional groups.
7
 MD and steered MD simulations of the cell binding part of 
fibronectin protein on a hydroxyapatite surface were performed by Shen et al. to study 
the electrostatic energy in the protein adsorption behavior.
66
 In a study by Szleifer and 
coworkers, several hundred  nanoseconds of MD simulations were performed using the 
OPLS-AA FF
91
 with explicit solvent to study the adsorption and desorption properties of 
lysozyme on a polyethylene surface.
21, 23
 As an alternative approach, Collier et al. used 





 and OPLS-AA, in the adsorption behavior of two peptides, 
LKα14 and LKβ7 (capable of forming secondary structure conformations) on SAM 
surfaces.
23
 In a similar FF comparison study, using parallel-tempering metadynamics, 
Deighan and Pfaendtner reported thermodynamic properties as well as orientation and 
conformation of LK peptides on functionalized surfaces.
55
 In another alternative 
simulation study utilizing three different proteins on hydrophobic, moderately-
hydrophilic, and hydrophilic surfaces Wei and Knotts reported a coarse grain modeling 
approach for the study of protein−surface interactions.
23
 In a recent paper, Zhou and 
coworkers described the adsorption behavior of ribonuclease A (RNase) on oppositely 
charged SAM surfaces simulated through parallel-tempering Monte Carlo all-atom MD, 
as well as coarse grain MD.
93
 Over the past decade a series of MD simulation studies 
have been conducted by the Latour group in attempts to understand protein surface 
interactions at molecular level.
7, 94-97
 However, the majority of these studies raised the 
challenging problems of: (1) representation of the parameters governing the interaction of 
33 
the solution phase with the material phase; and (2) insufficient simulation time which 
requires the application of a very efficient advanced sampling algorithm to adequately 
sample this type of large, complex system with rugged energy landscape.
36, 61
 
In addition to the focus of the Latour group on the development of FF 
parameterization and code development for the simulation of protein adsorption behavior, 
it has also addressed the substantial problem of how to efficiently sample a large 
molecular system (e.g., the adsorption of a protein to a surface with explicitly represented 
solvation) so that the simulation results can be directly compared with experiments. 
While previously developed accelerated sampling methods, such as REMD, are 
extremely useful for relatively small molecular systems (e.g., small peptide folding and 
adsorption simulations), REMD becomes excessively computationally expensive and 
inefficient for large molecular systems since the number of replicas needed for a 
simulation scales with the square root of the size of the system. To address this limitation, 
Latour group has developed the TIGER2A advanced sampling method, which was 
described in section 2.3.3 of this dissertation. The TIGER2A method essentially 
decouples the number of replicas that must be used from the size of the system, thus 
enabling large molecular systems to be simulated much more efficiently and with a much 
more manageable number of replicas than required with conventional REMD, hence 





2.5 Cluster Analysis of Protein Adsorption Simulation Trajectories 
MD simulation methods produce trajectories of atomic positions (and optionally 
velocities and energies) as a function of time and provide a representation of the sampling 
of a given molecule’s energetically accessible conformational ensemble. Cluster analysis 
can be applied to group similar configurations of the molecules in the produced ensemble 
into clusters (subsets or groups) based on a similarity function. 
Cluster analysis is a statistical data mining tool that seeks to divide data into 
groups or clusters that share similar qualities.
98-100
 It requires a metric of similarity 
between the objects in a given dataset upon which a particular clustering algorithm either 
sorts the objects or partitions the dataset into separate groups, with the objects within the 
group being similar to each other and different from the objects in any other group. 
Once the cluster analysis has been performed and the clusters have been formed, 
it is important to validate the optimal cluster count. For the validation of the optimal 
number of clusters, effective evaluation standards and criteria must be applied.  These 
methods include the ‘elbow method’, finding the best cutting point of the dendrogram 
obtained in a hierarchical clustering, using an inconsistency coefficient for the 
dendrogram, or using external and internal criteria for cluster validation. 
To analyze molecular simulation trajectories, cluster analysis methods have 
traditionally been developed to group similar conformational states of solutes in solution 
(e.g., biomolecules such as proteins, nucleic acids, or lipids). However, such clustering is 
not appropriate when applied for analyzing molecular systems in which, in addition to 
conformation, the orientation of the sampled states is also important. Protein adsorption 
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on a material surface is an example of such a system. This type of system requires cluster 
analysis methods that discriminate based on both molecular orientation and 
conformation.  
To address this need, we have developed a new clustering method specifically for 
the analysis of systems where both the molecular orientation and conformation are 
important parameters. The proposed method is demonstrated by the analysis of 
trajectories produced in protein-adsorption simulations for validation. The details of this 
work are presented in Chapter V of this dissertation.  
2.5.1 Cluster Analysis Algorithms Considered in the Current Study 
To determine the optimal option for the clustering of the molecular dynamics 
trajectories obtained in protein-adsorption simulations (see Chapter V for details) we 
evaluated four different agglomerative hierarchical (bottom-up) clustering algorithms, 
and 𝑘-means.101-104 The bottom-up clustering methods included: single-linkage (or 
nearest neighbor algorithm),
105
 complete-linkage (or furthest neighbor algorithm),
106
 
average-linkage (unweighted paired-group method with arithmetic mean),
107
 and Ward’s 
methods.
108
 For each of these algorithms we further describe the objective function 𝑓 
both graphically (Figure 2.1) and mathematically, given a set of observations 
(𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑁) in a 𝑑-dimensional real vector, ℝ
𝑑 . In the single-linkage algorithm, the 
objective function, (𝐷(𝑟, 𝑠)), is the minimum distance between members of two clusters: 
𝑓𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒−𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 𝐷(𝑟, 𝑠) = 𝐦𝐢𝐧 (𝑑 (𝑥𝑟𝑖 , 𝑦𝑠𝑗)), 𝑖 ∈ (𝑖, … , 𝑛𝑟), 𝑗 ∈ (1, … , 𝑛𝑠),  where 𝑛𝑟 
and 𝑛𝑠 are the number of members in clusters 𝑟 and 𝑠, respectively; and 𝑥𝑟𝑖 is the 𝑖th 
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member and 𝑦𝑠𝑗  is the 𝑗th member in clusters 𝑟 and 𝑠, accordingly. In the complete-
linkage algorithm, (𝐷(𝑟, 𝑠)) is the maximum distance between the elements of the two 
clusters: 𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒−𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒 = (𝐷(𝑟, 𝑠)) = 𝐦𝐚𝐱 (𝑑 (𝑥𝑟𝑖 , 𝑦𝑠𝑗)), 𝑖 ∈ (𝑖, … , 𝑛𝑟), 𝑗 ∈
(1, … , 𝑛𝑠). In the average-linkage algorithm, (𝐷(𝑟, 𝑠)) is calculated using the average of 
all pairwise distances of the members in one cluster with the members in another cluster: 
𝑓𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒−𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 𝐷(𝑟, 𝑠) =
1
𝑛𝑟𝑛𝑠




𝑖=1 . In Ward’s method, the 
objective function uses the total sum of squared deviations (SSD) from the mean of a 




2,  where ‖?̅?𝑟 − ?̅?𝑠‖ is the Euclidean distance, and 
?̅?𝑟 and ?̅?𝑠 are the means (centroids) of clusters 𝑟 and 𝑠, respectively. The merging 
criterion is decided in a way that minimizes the possible increase in the SSD. 
The 𝒌-means algorithm finds 𝑘 clusters for 𝑁 total observations in a dataset. It 
partitions the dataset into 𝑘(≤ 𝑁) clusters 𝑐 = {𝑐1, 𝑐2, … , 𝑐𝑘}, by minimizing the within-
cluster SSD from the centroid of a cluster. The goal is to minimize this objective function 
over all 𝑘 clusters. The objective function has the following form: 𝑓𝑘−𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠 =




𝑖=1 , where 𝑥𝑖 is an observation in the dataset which belongs to the 




Figure 2.1. The figure shows the differences between the four algorithms of agglomerative 
hierarchical (bottom-up) clustering: single-linkage, which uses the smallest distance between 
objects in the two clusters; complete-linkage, which uses the largest distance between objects in 
the two clusters; average-linkage, which uses the average distance between all pairs of objects in 
any two clusters; and Ward’s method, where the cluster membership is assessed by evaluating the 
total within-cluster SSD from the mean of a cluster. The figure on the bottom illustrates the k-
means algorithm. Initial k centroids are assigned, each of which is based on a seed value 
randomly chosen from the given observations in the dataset (green circles). Clusters are then 
formed by assigning each observation to the nearest centroid. The centroids are then recalculated 
by minimizing the SSD between the centroid and each of the observations. These 3 steps repeat 
by minimizing the within-cluster SSDs from the cluster centroids. 
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2.5.2 Cluster Validation Algorithms Considered in the Current Study 
To determine the optimal number of clusters that are represented within a given 
ensemble of sampled states, three common internal validation algorithms were utilized 





 and the silhouette criteria value.
111
 We further provide the 
mathematical interpretation of each of these methods. The Calinski-Harabasz criterion 







, where 𝑆𝑆𝐵 is between-cluster variance, 𝑆𝑆𝑊 is within-cluster 
variance, 𝑁 is the total number of points in the dataset, and 𝑘 is the cluster count. The 
between-cluster variance 𝑆𝑆𝐵 has the following form: 𝑆𝑆𝐵 = ∑ 𝑛𝑖‖?̅?𝑐𝑖 − ?̅?‖
2𝑘
𝑖=1 , where 
𝑛𝑖 is the number of observations in cluster 𝑖, ?̅?𝑖 is the centroid of cluster 𝑖, ?̅? is the overall 
mean of the sample data, and ‖?̅?𝑐𝑖 − ?̅?‖ is the Euclidean distance between the two 




𝑖=1 , where 
𝑐𝑖 is cluster 𝑖, 𝑥𝑖 is a point in cluster 𝑖. Logically, the smallest 𝑆𝑆𝑊 and largest 𝑆𝑆𝐵 
define the maximum value of CH, which determines the optimal number of clusters. 
The Davies-Bouldin criterion (DB) is the ratio of within-cluster and between-






}𝑘𝑖=1 , where 𝑑?̅? =
?̅?(𝑥𝑖 , ?̅?𝑐𝑖),  which is the average distance between each member in the cluster 𝑖 and the 
centroid of the cluster 𝑖, ?̅?𝑐𝑖 (similarly 𝑑?̅? for the cluster 𝑗), and 𝑑𝑖𝑗= ‖?̅?𝑐𝑖 − ?̅?𝑐𝑗‖, which 
is the Euclidean distance between the centroids of the clusters 𝑖 and 𝑗. From this ratio, 
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large values of within-cluster distances lead to high values of DB. Hence, the optimal 
number of clusters is associated with high values of the between-cluster distances, which 
corresponds to the minimum values of DB. 
The silhouette criterion (S) measures the pairwise between- and within-cluster 




where 𝑎𝑖 is the average distance from the point 𝑖 in the same cluster, and 𝑏𝑖 is the 
minimum average from the point 𝑖 to points in a different cluster, of which 𝑖 is not a 
member. S ranges from ˗1 to +1, and maximum values of S indicate a good match of 𝑖 to 




OBJECTIVES AND SIGNIFICANCE 
 
3.1 Parameterization of an Interfacial Force Field for Accurate Representation 
of Peptide Adsorption Free Energy on High-Density Polyethylene (Chapter IV) 
One of the essential components required for the MD simulation of protein 
adsorption behavior is the development of force field (FF) parameters to accurately 
represent the adsorption behavior of individual amino-acid residues and water with 
functional groups presented by a solid materials surface. 
The main objective of this study was to tune an interfacial force field (IFF) 
parameter set for amino-acid interactions with an HDPE surface using advanced 
molecular sampling methods to obtain close agreement with experimentally measured 
adsorption free energies. HDPE was selected as a model environmental material or 
biomaterial to represent a hydrophobic surface. 
Our group selected and has used the standard-state free energy of adsorption, 
∆A°ads, as the main thermodynamic property to characterize these types of interactions in 
order to compare simulations with experimental results, and to then tune the IFF 
parameterization to optimally match the experimental values. 
Surfaces that tend to strongly adsorb peptides and proteins, such as hydrophobic 
HDPE, typically lead to the situation where the peptide quickly adsorbs on the material 
surface and becomes trapped in a local low-energy, metastable conformational state, 
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making it difficult to measure ∆A°ads in a simulation. To avoid such situations and ensure 
the sampling of the entire energy landscape shaped by the peptide’s various 
conformations and orientations on the surface, enhanced simulation sampling techniques 
(including umbrella sampling and REMD) were used to accurately calculate ∆A°ads.  If 
substantial deviations between simulation and experiment were found using the 
CHARMM protein force field (CHARMM22) for these initial parameters, the IFF 
parameters were then adjusted until the values of ∆A°ads obtained from the simulations 
were within 1.0 kcal/mol of the experimentally measured adsorption free energy values. 
The IFF tuning was performed with our in-house developed IFF program, which 
employs two independent sets of nonbonded parameters: one to represent intra-phase 
interactions (i.e., within the solution or material phases) and another for inter-phase 
interactions (i.e., between the solution and material surface phases). This capability 
enables the adsorbent surface, the protein solution, and the interface between them to 
each be represented by its own validated FF during a simulation. IFF involves only 
nonbonded parameters, which consist of the electrostatic parameters (typically 
represented by Coulomb’s law) and van der Waals parameters (typically represented by a 
12-6 Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential). 
This study developed the capability to accurately represent peptide/protein-





3.2 Cluster Analysis of Molecular Simulation Trajectories for Systems where 
Both Conformation and Orientation of the Sampled States are Important (Chapter 
V) 
Cluster analysis methods for analyzing trajectories produced in molecular 
simulations have traditionally been developed to group similar conformational states of 
the biomolecule (e.g., protein, DNA, or lipid) in solution. Such clustering, however, is 
not appropriate for analyzing molecular systems in which, in addition to the 
conformation, the orientation of the sampled states is also important. 
In an effort to address this shortcoming of the application of the standard cluster 
analysis methods for the analysis of molecular systems in which both orientation and 
conformation are important variables, the main objective of this study focused on the 
development and validation of new cluster analysis methods to account for both of these 
parameters. Protein adsorption on a material surface is an example of such systems. 
New clustering methods with two different alignment procedures have been 
developed, which were specifically designed for the analysis of systems where both the 
molecular orientation and conformation are important. The proposed methods were 
demonstrated in the analysis of trajectories produced in several protein-adsorption 
simulations for validation. 
Moreover, since clustering can be a very subjective procedure, an objective 
procedure is proposed to determine both the optimal cluster count and the best clustering 
algorithm to be applied to analyze a given dataset. The method was demonstrated for 
several agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithms (single-linkage, average-linkage, 
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complete-linkage, and Ward’s method) used in conjunction with three cluster validation 
techniques (Calinszki-Harabasz, silhouette, and Davies-Bouldin indices). The proposed 
method should be useful for identifying the optimal cluster number and clustering 
algorithm to be used for analyzing a specific dataset, regardless of the specific set of 
clustering algorithms and cluster count validation algorithms considered. 
 
3.3 Protein Adsorption Simulations Using the TIGER2A Advanced Sampling 
Method (Chapter VI) 
The majority of the previously conducted MD simulations to study protein-
adsorption behavior have had challenging problems of the representation of the force 
field parameters at the liquid−solid interface, and insufficient simulation time to provide 
adequate sampling of the molecular system. These limitations therefore demand the need 
for the application of a very efficient advanced sampling algorithm to adequately sample 
this type of large and complex systems as protein-adsorption systems. 
This study, thus, focused on addressing the aforementioned limitations. 
Simulations of ribonuclease A and hen egg-white lysozyme protein adsorption behavior 
on an HDPE surface using an in-house developed TIGER2A algorithm with the tuned 
amino acid IFF parameter set (presented in Chapter IV) were conducted. 
The TIGER2A method essentially decouples the number of replicas that must be 
used from the size of the system, thus enabling large molecular systems to be simulated 
much more efficiently and with a much more manageable number of replicas than 
required with conventional REMD, hence dramatically reducing computational cost. This 
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advantage of TIGER2A enables the simulations of large protein-adsorption molecular 
systems to rapidly escape from local low-energy wells, thus providing more efficiently 
sampling over the entire rough energy landscape of the system. 
Although still requiring substantial simulation time, the TIGER2A advanced 
sampling method provides the potential to efficiently generate an equilibrated 
Boltzmann-weighted ensemble of states of the molecular systems from which average 
properties can be calculated for direct comparison with experimental results. Properties 
include the calculation of the secondary structural content in solution and after adsorption 
on the HDPE surface, and adsorption-induced changes in bioactivity of the protein, which 
was represented by both the calculation of the RMSD of the amino acids making up the 
bioactive site of the protein and the determination of the orientation of its amino-acid 
residues relative to the surface (e.g., calculation of the solvent-accessible surface area). 
Such comparisons were used to assess whether the tuned IFF parameter set to adjust the 
relative strength of each type of amino-acid residue with functional groups of a given 
surface can, in turn, enable the orientation and conformational behavior of the protein on 
the surface to also be correctly predicted by the simulation as determined by comparison 
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4.1 Abstract 
Interfacial force field (IFF) parameters for use with the CHARMM force field 
have been developed for interactions between peptides and high-density polyethylene 
(HDPE). Parameterization of the IFF was performed to achieve agreement between 
experimental and calculated adsorption free energies of small TGTG−X−GTGT 
host−guest peptides (T = threonine, G = glycine, and X = variable amino-acid residue) on 
HDPE, with ± 0.5 kcal/mol agreement. This IFF parameter set consists of tuned 
nonbonded parameters (i.e., partial charges and Lennard-Jones parameters) for use with 
an in-house-modified CHARMM MD program that enables the use of an independent set 
of force field parameters to control molecular behavior at a solid-liquid interface. The R 
correlation coefficient between the simulated and experimental peptide adsorption free 
energies increased from 0.00 for the standard CHARMM force field parameters to 0.88 
for the tuned IFF parameters. Subsequent studies are planned to apply the tuned IFF 
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parameter set for the simulation of protein adsorption behavior on an HDPE surface for 
comparison with experimental values of adsorbed protein orientation and conformation. 
 
4.2 Introduction 
The interaction of proteins with material surfaces is important in many 
applications including the biocompatibility of implant biomaterials,
38, 112, 113










fundamental understanding of the molecular-level events accompanying protein−surface 
interactions is necessary to support the knowledge-based design of material surfaces for 
these applications.  Without this level of understanding, surface design to control protein-
surface interactions can essentially only be approached by trial-and-error with low 
probability of obtaining optimal conditions. 
Over the past few decades, all-atom empirical force field molecular dynamics 
(MD) simulations have played a remarkable role in the study of protein folding and 
unfolding behavior in aqueous solution. Similarly, MD holds great promise as an 
important tool to enhance the atomistic-level understanding and prediction of 
conformational shifts and orientation of proteins when they are adsorbed on, or tethered 
to, material surfaces. However, it must be recognized that the molecular environment at a 
liquid-solid interface can be expected to be substantially different from the molecular 
environment in bulk liquid solution.
59
 Therefore force field parameters that have been 
developed and optimized to represent the behavior of proteins in aqueous solution cannot 
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be expected to also accurately represent protein adsorption behavior on a material 
surface, especially when the force field does not treat electrostatic polarizability.  Instead, 
interfacial force field (IFF) parameters need to be separately tuned to appropriately 
represent the interactions between amino-acid residues and a material surface before 
simulations can be expected to accurately represent protein adsorption behavior.
23, 60
  In 
addition, a molecular simulation program is required that enables the use of IFF 
parameters to represent interactions at an interface independently of force field 
parameterization that is used to represent the behavior of the liquid and solid phases of 
the system. Our group has previously made modifications to the CHARMM molecular 
simulation program to provide this capability,
25
 which we refer to as dual-force-field 
CHARMM (Dual-FF CHARMM). 
The Dual-FF CHARMM program employs two independent sets of nonbonded 
parameters: one set to represent intra-phase interactions (i.e., within the solution or 
material phases) and another set (i.e., the IFF) for inter-phase interactions (i.e., between 
the solution and material phases). Dual-FF CHARMM represents an important 
development for further proposed protein adsorption studies as it permits the IFF to be 
separately parameterized based on experimental data to accurately represent 
protein−surface interactions while the conformational behavior of the protein in solution 
can be separately represented by its own validated protein force field.
25
 We are presently 
developing similar capabilities in the LAMMPS molecular simulation program
26
 as well. 
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In order to tune a set of force field parameters to accurately represent the 
interactions between amino-acid residues and a material surface, it is necessary to first 
have designated target property values that can characterize amino-acid adsorption 
behavior and be calculated from simulation.  IFF parameters can then be adjusted until 
the simulated values match those of the target properties. Ideally, these properties would 
be obtained from experimental data.  In the absence of available experimental data, target 
values must come from an alternate source, such as from quantum mechanical 
calculations.   
One of the most representative properties for the characterization of interactions 
between amino-acid residues and material surfaces is adsorption free energy, which can 
be readily determined experimentally and calculated by molecular simulation.  Wei and 
Latour have developed experimental methods using surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
66, 
67
 to measure the change in Gibbs free energy (∆G°ads) for the adsorption of small 
host−guest peptides on functionalized self-assembled monolayer (SAM) surfaces.  The 
host−guest peptides had the sequence TGTG−X−GTGT, where T and G (threonine and 
glycine, respectively) are the ‘host’ amino acids, and X represents the ‘guest’ amino acid, 
which can be any selected amino acid type.  By varying the ‘X’ amino acid type, the 
general character of the host−guest peptide and its subsequent adsorption affinity for a 
given surface was changed, providing a sensitive model system to characterize amino 
acid−surface interactions.  Recently, Wei and Latour
67
 and Thyparambil et al.
23
 extended 
these methods using atomic force microscopy (AFM) to characterize the adsorption 
behavior of a large range of peptide−surface combinations on material surfaces that are 
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not conducive for use with SPR, such as silica glass, poly(methyl methacrylate), and 
high-density polyethylene (HDPE).
23, 67
  In previous studies, Latour and coworkers used 
these experimental data along with the Dual-FF CHARMM program to tune IFF 
parameters to represent amino acid adsorption behavior to both SAM surfaces
24, 25
 and a 
silica glass surface
23
 using CHARMM22/CMAP as the default parameter set for the 
host−guest peptide and its interactions with these surfaces. For both of these types of 
surfaces, adsorption free energies using the default CHARMM parameter set were found 
to deviate substantially from experimental values, thus requiring IFF parameter 
adjustment. 
Other groups have taken similar approaches to represent interactions between 
amino-acid residues and several different types of inorganic surfaces. Tomásio and Walsh 
investigated peptide−carbon nanotube and peptide−graphite interactions using an implicit 
solvent and a polarizable force field for peptide−surface interactions.
118
 Another set of 
studies, by Iori et al. and Wright et al., reports a combined ab initio- and experiment-
based parameterization of a classical atomistic force field for the simulation of amino-
acid residues on gold surfaces in aqueous solution using explicit solvation.
119, 120
 In a 
study by Schneider and Colombi Ciacchi, a combination of metadynamics and steered 
MD simulations was performed to study the binding affinity of small peptides to titanium 
and silicon surfaces.
121
 As an alternative approach, Heinz et al. have presented a 
quantitative analysis of energy changes as a consequence of conformational changes of 
several short peptides after adsorbing on palladium, gold, and bimetallic palladium−gold 




 By another approach, a specialized MD force field for the 
interactions of amino acids with metals was introduced in a recent study by Feng et al. 
involving the calculation of the free energy of adsorption of small peptides.
123
  While 
many groups have thus reported on simulations of peptide adsorption to various inorganic 
surfaces relatively few studies have addressed peptide interactions with organic surfaces, 
which represent an equally important category of surface chemistries. 
In this present study, we describe a set of studies similar to those conducted by 
Snyder et al.
23
 for the evaluation and tuning of IFF parameters to represent amino-acid 
adsorption on an HDPE surface instead of silica glass.   As with Snyder et al., we used 
CHARMM22/CMAP force field parameters as the default IFF parameter set, which we 
found to result in substantial deviations between calculated and experimental adsorption 
free energies.  We were then able to adjust IFF parameters to bring the adsorption free 
energies in close agreement with experimental values to establish a set of IFF parameters 
that should be suitable for subsequent application for the simulation of protein adsorption 
to an HDPE surface. 
 
4.3 Materials and Methods 
4.3.1 Peptide Adsorption Free Energy on HDPE from Experimental Studies 
In previous studies we used SPR spectroscopy and AFM to determine the 
standard-state free energy of adsorption (∆G
o
ads) for a custom-designed host−guest 
peptide and the force required for peptide desorption (Fdes), respectively, for a wide range 




  In the present study, we implemented our standardized 
AFM method to determine the effective adsorption free energy of the same host−guest 
peptides on an HDPE surface, with specific details of this approach previously 
published.
23, 86
 All peptide-surface interactions were investigated in a 10 mM potassium 
phosphate buffer (PPB) with phosphate salts of potassium (Fisher Scientific) added to 
provide a pH of 7.4.  
The host−guest model peptides, which were synthesized by Biomatik 
(characterized by analytical HPLC and mass spectral analysis; ≥ 98% purity) were 
designed with the amino-acid sequence of TGTG−X−GTGT or TGTG−X−GTCT with 
zwitterionic end groups, where G, T, and C are glycine (–H side-chain), threonine (–
CH(CH3)OH side-chain), and cysteine (–CH2SH side chain), respectively. Ten different 
“guest” residues (–X–) were used in the host−guest peptides in this study, which were 
selected to represent each of the primary types of amino acids (i.e., nonpolar (aliphatic 
and aromatic), polar, positively charged, and negatively charged). These are presented in 
Table 4.1, along with their side-chain chemical structure and their characteristic property. 
 
Table 4.1.  List of the ten selected amino acids used for the X residue in the TGTG–X–GTCT 
and TGTG–X–GTGT host−guest peptides. Each amino acid has the general structure of (–NH–
CHR–CO–) with R presenting the side chain structure as presented here. 
–X– residue Side Chain (R) Property 
Alanine (A)  –CH3 Non–polar 




  Positively charged 
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Asparagine (N) –CH2–CO–NH Neutral polar 




 Negatively charged 





  Positively charged 
Phenylalanine (F) –CH2–C6H5 Aromatic 
Threonine (T) –CH(CH3)OH Neutral polar 
Tryptophan (W) –CH2–indole ring (C8H6N) Aromatic 
Valine (V) –CH(CH3)2 Non–polar 
 
TGTG−X−GTGT was initially used in our previous SPR studies
66, 67
 while 
TGTG−X−GTCT was used in both our SPR and AFM studies, with the cysteine (C) 
residue specifically required for the AFM studies as the linker to connect our host−guest 
peptide sequences to the AFM tip via a cross-linker (3.4–kDa pyridyldithio poly(ethylene-
glycol) succinimidylpropionate (PDP–PEG–NHS), Creative PEGWorks; polydispersity 
index = 1.08).
86
 To address concerns of the effect of the swapping of ‘G’ in 
TGTG−X−GTGT for ‘C’ in TGTG−X−GTCT on the adsorption behavior, we conducted 
preliminary studies
86
 to confirm that cysteine could be incorporated into this host−guest 
peptide model without significantly changing the free energy of adsorption of the peptide. 




 measured for 
the TGTG−X−GTGT peptide model using SPR could then be directly correlated with the 
AFM results using the modified peptide model, TGTG−X−GTCT.  
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For the present studies, we formed thin films of HDPE by spin-coating HDPE 
film on glass. The glass substrates (Chemglass Life Sciences) were cleaned by sonicating 
in “piranha” solution (7:3 (v/v) H2SO4 (EMD Chemicals, SX 1244) / H2O2; Ricca 
Chemicals, 3821) followed by basic solution (1:1:3 (v/v/v) NH4OH (BDH Chemicals, 
BDH3016) / H2O2 / H2O); with each wash procedure conducted at 50°C for 1 minute. 
HDPE (Mw = 125,000 Da, Sigma #181900) was then spin-coated onto the clean glass 
substrates from dodecalin (Sigma #294772) (0.5% w/w) at 1500 rpm for 60 s. The HDPE 
surfaces were characterized for their static air–water contact angle (contact–angle 
goniometer; Kruss, DSA-20E), atomic composition (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy; 
NESCA/BIO, University of Washington), film thickness (variable angle spectroscopic 
ellipsometer; Sopra Inc., GES-5), and surface roughness (AFM; Asylum Research, MFP-
3D, over an area of 5 μm × 5 μm).  The results from these surface characterization studies 
are presented in Table 4.2. 
 
Table 4.2.  Surface characterization: Atomic composition, surface roughness, static contact angle 
and film thickness analyses for the HDPE surface. Mean (± 95% confidence interval (C.I.)), N = 
3. 
Surface C (%) O (%) Roughness (nm) Contact Angle (˚) Thickness (nm) 
HDPE 96.3 (2.7) 3.4 (2.6) < 8.0 97.0 (5) 100 (10) 
 
High-resolution desorption force measurements were done using AFM (MFP–3D 
instrument, Asylum Research) with DNP-10 silicon nitride cantilever tips (Veeco 
Nanofabrication Center). The host−guest peptide sequences were then covalently tethered 
to the silicon nitride AFM tips via the heterobifunctional PDP–PEG–NHS cross-linker. 
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Force measurements were performed using our standardized AFM technique.
23
 Briefly, all 
force spectroscopy experiments were performed at room temperature in a fluid cell filled with 
droplets of PPB, pH 7.4. The functionalized tip with the peptide was brought in contact with a 
HDPE surface for one second of surface delay and then retracted at a constant vertical scanning 
speed of 0.1 µm/s. Tips with PEG–OH (i.e., without peptide) were used as controls. The 
deflection signals (volts) were converted to force (Newtons) using the settings of: (a) deflection 
sensitivity in the range of 40−100 nm/volts, (b) spring constant of tips of 0.058−0.065 N/m 
(from the thermal-tune method
125
), and (c) applying correction for offset deflection.  
The interaction force trace was then recorded as a function of the tip−sample 
separation distance, from which Fdes values were measured. For each of the peptide−surface 
systems, 2 different substrate samples from the same material were used, and force 
measurements were performed at three distinct sites on each substrate.  A minimum of 10 
force−separation curves were recorded at each site. In total more than 60 
force−separation curves were used to generate a histogram from which the mean value of 
Fdes was determined for each host−guest peptide. Effective values of ΔG°ads were then 
estimated from our previously validated Fdes vs. ΔG°ads correlation
23
 for each 
peptide−surface system in 10 mM PPB for direct comparison with adsorption free energy 
values calculated from molecular simulation. 
4.3.2 Molecular Model Construction and Equilibration 
All model constructions and MD simulations were carried out with our modified 
CHARMM Dual-FF molecular simulation program.
13
 Similar to our experimental studies 
for peptide adsorption on an HDPE surface, simulations were performed to calculate the 
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change in Helmholtz free energy (∆A°ads) for the adsorption of TGTG−X−GTGT 
host−guest peptides with charged N and C termini, where X represents one of the ten 
different amino-acid types as shown in Table 4.1.  As with our experimental studies, this 
set of amino acids was selected to represent each of the primary types of amino acids.  It 
should be noted that for a condensed-phase system that undergoes negligible change in 
volume for a designated process (e.g., peptide adsorption), changes in standard-state 
Gibbs free energy (∆G°; obtained under constant temperature and pressure) and standard-
state Helmholtz free energy (∆A°; obtained under constant temperature and volume) are 
equivalent, thus enabling the calculated values of ∆A°ads from our simulations to be 
directly compared with our experimentally measured values of ∆G°ads. 
The molecular model of HDPE was constructed using the coordinates of the unit 
cell for a (110) surface plane
126
 from which a square-shaped unit cell in the x−y plane was 
generated approximately 45 Å on each side (x and y directions) and 15 Å thick (z 
direction). The surface had 5 layers (z direction) with 9 polyethylene chains in each of the 
layers (x−y plane), with each polyethylene chain consisting of 18 repeating units of 
(−CH2−CH2−) monomers with their long-axis oriented in the x direction. Since the 
simulations were performed using 3-D periodic boundary conditions (PBC), CHARMM 
PATCH commands were applied for creating covalent bonds, bond angles, and dihedral 
angles crossing the boundary between primary and adjacent image cells to represent an 
infinite surface.  
The CHARMM22 protein force field
127
 with CMAP correction
128
 was used for 




 was used for the atoms of the HDPE surface phase, and IFF parameters
25
 
were used to represent interphase behavior between the solution phase and the HDPE 
surface.  Initially, the IFF parameters used the nonbonded CHARMM force field 
parameters
127, 128
 (i.e., partial charge (qi), well depth (i), and radius (Rmin i)) as the default 
parameter set for each atom, with CHARMM’s standard mixing rules applied for 
Lennard-Jones (L-J) interactions (i.e., geometric mean for well-depth and arithmetic 
mean for radii).  
Each of the simulation systems consisted of a mobile solution phase of 
CHARMM TIP3P water
13
 (~35 Å thick layer) on top of the HDPE surface and a fixed 
water layer (~15 Å thick) below the surface, with the peptide placed in the top water 
layer. The fixed layer of water was used to prevent the peptide from interacting with the 
bottom of the HDPE surface when using PBC. A large water box was initially separately 
equilibrated in the isothermal-isobaric (NPT; constant number of atoms (N), pressure (P), 
and temperature (T)) ensemble at 298 K and 1 atm for 1.0 ns using the leapfrog 
integrator. Two water layers (35 Å mobile layer and 15 Å fixed layer) were subsequently 
created from this equilibrated water box. The fixed water layer was then placed in 
position with respect to the HDPE surface and equilibrated over the bottom of the 
material surface for 1.0 ns, following which the atoms in the water layer were fixed in 
position. The 35 Å mobile layer of water was positioned above the HDPE surface and 
remained mobile. The host−guest TGTG−X−GTGT peptide was then placed into the 
mobile water layer above the surface and water molecules within 3 Å from the peptide 




 counter-ion was then also 
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added to the bulk water solution for the systems with X = K, R, or D for charge 
neutralization. Our simulation system, thus, represents the environment of the peptide 
solution used in our experimental studies with 10 mM PPB, which is equivalent to less 
than one ion each of potassium and phosphate (~0.42 PPB molecules) for the size of our 
simulation system. In order to stabilize the HDPE layer over the fixed layer of water, the 
positions of all heavy atoms of each of the HDPE chains on the bottom layer of the 
material surface slab were harmonically restrained with a very large force constant (2400 
kcal/mol/Å
2
). A harmonic force was also applied to a single carbon atom of each of the 
other chains in order to avoid nonphysical dissolution of the HDPE crystalline structure 
during the simulations. This peptide−HDPE system was then equilibrated for 1.0 ns. An 
example representation of our final model system for the TGTG−F−GTGT peptide over 






Figure 4.1. Representative model system for simulations with a TGTG−F−GTGT host−guest 
peptide on the HDPE surface. The specific system consists of 14,975 atoms. The image was 
generated using VMD.
130
 The mobile water layer is shown using points for clarity, and the fixed 
water layer is displayed using a ball-and-stick representation. SSD is the surface separation 
distance between the center of gravity of the peptide and the top HDPE layer.   
 
After assembling the molecular system, the height of the simulation cell along the 
z-axis direction was adjusted using an approach previously developed by our group to 
provide 1 atm pressure for the mobile solution phase of the system.
24
  This step is 
necessary because the total pressure that is reported by CHARMM for a molecular 
system containing fixed atoms can differ by hundreds of atmospheres from the local 
pressure in the mobile aqueous solution phase of the system. This misrepresentation of 
the solution pressure is a serious concern since the adsorption free energy is substantially 
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influenced by the pressure of the solution phase of the system.
24
 Thus if the size of the 
system is adjusted based on the value of the total system pressure as opposed to the 
pressure of the mobile solution over the surface, the resulting free energy values will not 
be comparable to our experimental values, which were obtained under 1 atm pressure 
conditions. 
Following the pressure optimization procedure the systems were further 
equilibrated for 6 ns in conventional MD simulation in the canonical (NVT; constant 
number of atoms (N), volume (V), and temperature (T)) ensemble using the modified 
velocity-Verlet integrator (VV2)
14
 and a Nosé-Hoover thermostat.
131
 The van der Waals 
interactions were represented using the 12−6 L-J potential with a group-based force-
switched cutoff starting at 8 Å and ending at 12 Å with a pair-list generation cutoff at 14 
Å. Coulombic interactions were represented using a group-based force-shift cutoff with 
the same cutoff values. Bonds involving hydrogen atoms were constrained with 
RATTLE/ROLL, a SHAKE algorithm implementation in CHARMM,
132
 which enabled a 
2 fs timestep to be used for the MD simulations. 
4.3.3 Calculation of Adsorption Free Energy by Molecular Simulation 
To calculate ΔA°ads for peptide adsorption we use an umbrella sampling approach. 
The calculation of adsorption free energy requires the conformational behavior of the 
peptide to be sampled over the full range of surface-separation distance (SSD) values, 
where SSD represents the distance between the center of mass of the peptide and the 
defined surface plane to which the peptide is adsorbing.
24, 88
  Sampling over the full range 
of SSD values can be problematic for strongly adsorbing material surfaces, such as 
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HDPE. On such surfaces, peptides tend to adsorb very strongly and conventional MD 
simulations will only tend to sample states with the peptide trapped on the surface even 
for relatively long runtimes.
7
  Because the calcuation of adsorption free energy requires 
the determination of the relative probability of the peptide in its adsorbed and desorbed 
states over the full range of SSD values, such a simulation cannot be used to calculate 
adsorption free energy. To overcome this sampling problem, we used umbrella 
sampling
31
 restraining potentials to sample the full range of SSD values. 
For our umbrella sampling simulations, a series of harmonic restraining potentials 
were applied to force the peptide to sample the full SSD coordinate space between 4 and 
24 Å. These potentials had the form (Equation 4-1):  
 
𝑉𝑢 = 0.5 𝑘𝑢 (SSD − SSD0)
2  (4-1)         
 
where Vu is the applied biasing energy, ku is the force constant (2 kcal/mol/Å
2
), and SSD0 
is the reference point on the SSD coordinate about which the center of mass of the 
peptide is restrained. MD simulations were first performed for 3 ns at 298 K in the NVT 
ensemble to equilibrate the system with the restraining potential applied prior to 
conducting production-run simulations from which sampling data were collected for 
analysis. The trajectories produced from the umbrella sampling simulations were then 
analyzed using the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM)
33
 to calculate both the 
probability (Pi) and potential of mean force (PMF) of the peptide as a function of SSD. 
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∆A°ads was then calculated using the probability ratio method from the sampled 









𝑖=1 ]  (4-2) 
 
Here, the subscripts ‘i’ and ‘b’ represent the interfacial and bulk solution regions of the 
system and Pi and Pb are the probabilities of the peptide being at positions SSDi, and 
SSDb, respectively, with SSDb being the distance from the surface for which 
peptide−surface interactions become negligibly small, which for our systems is typically 
beyond 18 Å from the surface plane. N is the number of incremental segments spanning 
the SSD-coordinate space for which Pi ≠ Pb, δ is the theoretical thickness of the adsorbed 
layer identical to the value used for the calculation of the experimental value of ∆G°ads,
67
 
and W is the bin width used to produce the probability distribution. ∆A°ads values for the 
interaction of each host−guest peptide on each of the surfaces can thus be determined 
from simulations for comparison with the experimentally determined values of ∆G°ads 
obtained from our SPR and AFM studies for these same systems as a direct means of 
assessing the accuracy of the force field that is used in the simulations. Differences 
between the calculated and experimental values of adsorption free energy can then be 
used to identify situations where IFF parameters need to be adjusted to properly represent 
peptide adsorption behavior.  
 In our previous studies, we coupled umbrella sampling with replica-exchange MD 
(REMD) for the calculation of ∆A°ads.
24, 66, 88
 This method first involved the generation of 
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an estimate of the PMF profile from a relatively short (i.e., 3 ns) umbrella sampling 
simulation, the negative of which was then used as a biasing-energy profile for a 
subsequent biased-REMD simulation.
24, 66, 88
 We previously considered this combined 
approach to be necessary to obtain adequate sampling over both the SSD and 
conformational phase space of the system for the accurate calculation of ∆A°ads.  This 
method, however, is very expensive in both time and computational resources.  We 
therefore sought an alternative, more efficient approach for IFF tuning because of the 
numerous iterations that are involved in parameter adjustment and reassessment until a 
satisfactory set of IFF parameters can be obtained. 
 In the present study, we therefore first sought to determine if longer umbrella 
sampling simulations alone could be used to provide ∆A°ads values that were as accurate 
as those provided by our previous method combining umbrella sampling with biased-
REMD. Details of these preliminary studies are provided in the Supplementary 
Material, section 4.6.1. The results from these comparisons (see Figure 4.3 in 
Supplementary Material, section 4.6) showed no significant difference in calculated 
∆A°ads values using 15 ns umbrella sampling compared with umbrella sampling combined 
with biased-REMD, thus supporting the use of 15 ns umbrella-sampling simulations 
alone for the calculation of adsorption free energies for IFF parameter tuning without the 
need for biased-REMD simulations. 
Additionally, we conducted secondary structure analyses of all host−guest 
peptides in both their solution and adsorbed states with STRIDE.
133
 These analyses 
showed similar secondary structures in solution and when adsorbed, with the peptides 
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essentially exhibiting random structure in all cases (i.e., STRIDE analysis showing 
predominantly random coil structure for each peptide).  This is not surprising given the 
fact that the TGTG−X−GTGT sequence of our host−guest peptides was purposely 
deigned to have random-coil structure (see section 4.6.4 and Figure 4.6 in 
Supplementary Material, section 4.6). 
4.3.4 IFF Parameter Sensitivity Assessment and Tuning 
After obtaining the free energies of adsorption using the standard CHARMM 
force field as our default parameter set, we compared the calculated adsorption free 
energy values with the experimentally determined values to evaluate how well they 
matched.  IFF parameters were then adjusted for peptides with adsorption free energies 
deviating more than 1.0 kcal/mol from the corresponding experimental result to bring 
them more closely in agreement with the experimental value. This error tolerance was 
selected based on the 95% confidence interval of the experimental values, which was 
estimated to be about 0.9 kcal/mol.  Because force field parameter tuning typically 
involves systems that are highly underdetermined (i.e., there is no unique parameter set, 
but rather many different combinations of parameters can be used to obtain a desired 
result), preliminary studies were first conducted to provide guidance regarding which 
parameters should be adjusted for IFF tuning.  
The adsorption free energy between a peptide and a surface essentially reflects the 
competitive binding affinity between atoms of the peptide and the water molecules in 
solution for the functional groups of the surface. These non-covalently linked interactions 
can be further separated into electrostatic and van der Waals contributions. The 
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CHARMM force field represents these nonbonded terms of the force field by a 
Coulombic potential (𝜈𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑙) and a 12-6 L-J potential ( 𝜈𝐿𝐽), respectively, with the 
following expressions (Equation 4-3):   
 
𝜈𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑙(𝑟𝑖𝑗)   =  
𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑗
4𝜋 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑗
 ;  
 𝜈𝐿𝐽(𝑟𝑖𝑗)   =   𝑖𝑗 [(𝑅min.𝑖𝑗 𝑟𝑖𝑗⁄ )
12
  −   2(𝑅min.𝑖𝑗 𝑟𝑖𝑗⁄ )
6
]  (4-3) 
 
where qi and qj represent the partial charges between atoms ‘i’ and ‘j’, separated by 
distance rij; ɛ0 is the permittivity of free space; ɛij is the well depth of the L-J potential, 
and Rmin,ij is the separation of the atoms when the L-J potential is at its minimum value 
(i.e., 𝜈𝐿𝐽(𝑅𝑖𝑗)   =   − 𝑖𝑗).  For the calculation of 𝜈𝐿𝐽(𝑟𝑖𝑗) between two atoms in 
CHARMM, each atom is assigned a parameter value of ɛi and Rmin,i, with geometric 
combining rules applied for the calculation of ɛij (i.e., ij i j   ) and arithmetic 
combining rules for the calculation of Rmin,ij (i.e., 
min min min( ) / 2ij i jR R R  ).   Since our 
simulation systems consisted of a peptide, material surface, and explicitly represented 
water, it was important to understand which specific L-J and/or Coulomb force field 
parameters of the system (i.e., parameters for the atoms in the amino acids or water) most 
strongly contributed to peptide adsorption behavior, thus providing direction regarding 
which parameters should be adjusted to correct the differences in adsorption free energy. 
We did not consider modification of IFF parameters of the HDPE surface itself because 
changes to these parameters would simply tend to influence the adsorption behavior of 
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both the peptide and the TIP3P water in a similar manner, while what is needed is to 
strengthen the adsorption affinity of the peptide relative to the water. 
To investigate this issue, we first performed a simulation of a water droplet on the 
HDPE surface and calculated the value of the contact angle (𝛳) to compare with the 
experimental value
23
 to separately assess how closely the nonbonded parameters between 
water and the HDPE surface represented actual behavior.  We then conducted a series of 
umbrella sampling studies to generate PMF profiles as a function of SSD with either the 
Coulombic or L-J potential contributions to the force field removed, to assess which term 
most strongly dominated the adsorption behavior of the peptides to the HDPE surface.  
The methods and results from these preliminary simulations are presented in the 
Supplementary Material, sections 4.6.2 and 4.6.3, respectively. 
The results of these preliminary studies indicated that the regular CHARMM 
parameters appropriately represented interactions between TIP3P water and the HDPE 
surface and that peptide adsorption affinities were primarily influenced by the L-J well-
depth parameter (i) of the force field with little influence of the partial charges (qi). 
Based on these results, we subsequently modified the L-J IFF i parameters of individual 
amino acids with adsorption free energies that differed from their experimental values by 
more than 1.0 kcal/mol.  Parameter adjustments were made and adsorption free energies 
were recalculated using an iterative process until all adsorption free energies were well 
within 1.0 kcal/mol of the experimental values. As with any process involving force field 
parameterization, because similar atom types are present in several different amino-acid 
residues, adjustment of L-J parameters for a given atom type to correct the adsorption 
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behavior on one amino-acid residue will subsequently alter the adsorption behavior of 
any other amino acid that contains the same atom type.  This can lead to problems where 
adjustment of L-J parameters to correct the adsorption behavior of one amino-acid type 
results in further error in the adsorption behavior of another amino acid. When necessary, 
new atom types can be created (or shared atom types can be forked) to provide a means 
to independently tune the adsorption behavior of individual amino acids without 
influencing the adsorption behavior of other amino acids.   
For each round of IFF parameter tuning, we conducted three independent 
umbrella sampling simulations (i.e., each initiated with a different random number seed) 
to calculate a mean value and variance for ∆A°ads. The first 3 ns of each umbrella 
sampling simulation were used as equilibration and the data from the next 12 ns were 
collected for analysis. Simulations with the final tuned IFF parameter set were performed 
for as long as 25 ns (i.e., 75 ns of cumulative data from 3 seeds) for each of the peptides 
without resulting in significantly different values of ∆A°ads, thus indicating that 15 ns of 
umbrella sampling provided converged results for our systems.  
 
4.4 Results and Discussion 
4.4.1 Experimental Measurement of Adsorption Free Energies 
Using the correlation between Fdes vs. ΔG°ads,
23
 mean Fdes values for each 
peptide−surface system measured by our standardized AFM method were translated into 
effective values of ΔG°ads.  Results from these correlations are presented in Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.3.  Free energies of adsorption for TGTG–X–GTGT peptide from experiment and from 
simulation using CHARMM nonbonded parameters and the tuned IFF parameter set.  Mean (± 
95% C.I.). 
–X– Adsorption Free Energy (kcal/mol) 
 Exp.
a
 CHARMM Tuned IFF 
Ala (A) −5.2 (0.9) −3.8 (0.3) −5.2 (1.7) 
Arg (R) −3.5 (0.9) −1.4 (0.8) −3.8 (0.6) 
Asn (N) −3.1 (0.9) −2.5 (0.3) −3.0 (0.9) 
Asp (D) −2.7 (0.9) −3.0 (0.4) −2.3 (1.9) 
Gly (G) −3.2 (0.9) −3.6 (2.5) −3.0 (0.1) 
Lys (K) −4.0 (0.9) −4.2 (1.9) −4.1 (0.4) 
Phe (F) −3.5 (0.9) −5.2 (0.5) −3.9 (0.7) 
Thr (T) −2.4 (0.9) −2.2 (0.9) −3.0 (0.9) 
Trp (W) −2.6 (0.9) −5.2 (1.5) −3.3 (0.0) 
Val (V) −4.8 (0.9) −2.8 (0.5) −4.1 (0.1) 
 
a
 95% C.I. for the experimental data obtained from confidence intervals about the linear correlation 
between Fdes measured by AFM and ∆G°ads determined by SPR. 
 
4.4.2 Calculation of Adsorption Free Energy Using Default CHARMM 
Parameters for the IFF 
Values of ∆A°ads for the 10 host−guest peptide−HDPE systems obtained from the 
umbrella sampling simulations using the regular CHARMM22 nonbonded parameters as 
our default IFF parameter set are presented in Table 4.3. Figure 4.2(a) shows a scatter 
plot of the simulated free energies plotted against the experimental free energies (round, 
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red data points). These results indicate numerous deviations in the values of ∆A°ads 
relative to the experimental data, with essentially no correlation being indicated between 
the simulation and experimental results (R = 0.00). From an examination of these 
deviations, it was found that the adsorption free energies from the simulations 
underestimated the experimental values (i.e., simulated binding affinities were too weak) 
for guest amino-acid residues that contained only aliphatic carbon atoms in their side 
chains, such as alanine (A) and valine (V). On the other hand, the adsorption free 
energies of the peptides with the guest residues that predominantly included aromatic 
carbon atoms, such as phenylalanine (F) and tryptophan (W), were overestimated (i.e., 
simulated binding affinities were too strong). As these results show, the use of the 
CHARMM force field for the simulation of peptide or protein adsorption behavior to a 
hydrophobic surface can be expected to lead to very unrealistic adsorption behavior as 
the amino-acid residues would not be interacting with the surface with realistic binding 
affinities.  This underscores the need for a separate set of tuned parameters to represent 
interfacial interactions for this type of multiphase system. 
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Figure 4.2.  (a) Comparison of ∆G°ads values from experiment and ∆A°ads values from 15 ns 
umbrella sampling simulations on HDPE based on the initial CHARMM parameter set (red 
circles) and the tuned IFF parameter set (blue diamonds, all within about 0.5 kcal/mol of the 
experimental values).  The solid blue line represents perfect agreement between the simulated and 
experimentally measured values.  The dashed red lines represent deviations of ± 1.0 kcal/mol 
around the solid blue line. A linear regression and R value for the default CHARMM and tuned 
IFF parameter sets are represented.  (b) Examples of atom names (highlighted in green) and 
corresponding atom types (highlighted in red) from CHARMM topology for which the L-J εij 
parameter has been tuned in order to fit the simulated ∆A°ads to experimental ∆G°ads values for 




4.4.3 Tuning of the Interfacial Force Field Parameters 
After determining that the vdW constituent of the nonbonded peptide−surface 
interactions is the main factor contributing to the errors in the free energy of peptide 
adsorption (see section 4.6.3 in Supplementary Material, section 4.6), we executed a 
number of iterative umbrella sampling simulations with different modified IFF 
nonbonded parameter sets in order to either weaken or strengthen the adsorption profile 
for the peptides as necessary to bring them in closer agreement with the experimental 
values. To do this we only modified the i parameters of the amino-acid residues in the 
IFF, while no modifications were made to the atomic charges. 
Evaluation of the results with the IFF parameters set to the default CHARMM 
values showed that the adsorption affinity of the host−guest peptides with X = R, V, and 
A needed to be substantially increased while the adsorption affinity of the F− and 
W−peptides needed to be substantially decreased. The remaining peptides required only 
small corrections in their simulated adsorption affinities, if any, although some required 
adjustments in response to changes in atom types present in other residues.  The 
threonine and glycine residues, for example, affected all of the host−guest peptides. In 
general, however, the approach was to make changes to atom types in a way that affected 
as few residues as possible. In some cases, this necessitated the creation of new atom 
types. For example, although the lysine (K) peptide initially provided adsorption free 
energy that was very close to the experimental value, modification of IFF parameters for 
other residues that contained atom types also present in lysine substantially weakened its 
adsorption behavior, thus requiring that the L-J parameters for the amine group of lysine 
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needed to be strengthened. However, the side-chain amine group of lysine involves the 
same atom types for the N and H atoms as the amine group of the N-terminus. Therefore 
adjustment of the L-J parameters for these atom types to adjust the adsorption affinity of 
the K-containing peptide would affect the adsorption affinity of all of the peptides via 
their N-termini.  Consequently, new atom types for the side-chain N and H atoms of 
lysine were created and the i parameters of these new atom types were modified. 
Similarly, the C and H atom types of the methyl groups of valine and alanine in 
CHARMM also appear in threonine (T), which is present four times in the host sequence 
in all of our peptides. Therefore new atoms types were created for the C and H atoms of 
both valine and alanine and their i parameters were modified. Five amino acids (G, T, F, 
W, and R) were adjusted without requiring the creation of new atom types. The default 
CHARMM parameters for the remaining two peptides (N and D) provided adsorption 
free energies that remained closely in line with the experimental values, and thus did not 
require adjustment. The final set of tuned IFF i parameters are shown in Table 4.4. In 
total, we modified the L-J parameters for 12 atom types (including 6 new atom types) in 
fitting the free energies of the 10 peptide systems. To simplify this process, we took the 
approach of scaling all L-J parameters in a target functional group (e.g., the N and H 
atom types in lysine forming the amine functional group) by the same factor, thus 
reducing the number of adjustable parameters to only 8 during the fitting process.  Figure 
4.2(b) shows examples of atom names and atom types from the CHARMM force field 
topology file
134
 for the amino acid residue structure for Trp (W), Phe (F), and Gly (G) 
that correspond to the parameters shown in Table 4.4. 
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Table 4.4.  Summary of the tuned IFF parameters used to bring the simulation adsorption free 
energy of 10 host−guest peptides into agreement with the experiment values for the HDPE 
surface and comparison with the default CHARMM values. Atom types not listed in the table use 
standard CHARMM parameters in the IFF.  
Residue IUPAC
a
 name Atom type         L-J Parameter (i) 
 CHARMM Tuned IFF 
Gly (G) HA1, HA2 HB
b
 −0.022 −0.008 
Thr (T) CG2 CT3 −0.080 −0.088 
Lys (K) NZ NHT3* −0.200 −0.400 
 HZ1, HZ2, HZ3 HCT* −0.046 −0.092 
Ala (A) CB CTT* −0.080 −0.560 
 HB1, HB2, HB3 HTT* −0.022 −0.154 
Val (V) CG1, CG2 CTV* −0.080 −0.240 
 HG11, HG12, HG13, HG21, HG22, HG23 HTV* −0.022 −0.066 
Phe (F) CG, CD1, CE1, CZ, CD2, CE2 CA −0.070 −0.035 
Trp (W) CE2, CD2 CPT −0.090 −0.100 
 NE1 NY −0.200 −0.220 
Arg (R)  NE, NH1, NH2 NC2 −0.200 −0.380 
Asn (N) No change    
Asp (D) No change    
a
  IUPAC: International union of pure and applied chemistry. 
b
 The HB atom type is also present in every amino acid type as the hydrogen atom linked to the Cα carbon.  
The designated L-J parameter changes thus apply to all 20 types of amino acids.  
* new atom type introduced for the IFF parameter set. 
As shown in Figure 4.2(a), the set of tuned IFF parameters provided adsorption 
free energies for each of our ten peptides that are within about 0.5 kcal/mol of their 
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experimental values. The root mean square deviation (RMSD) between simulated and 
experimental free energies decreased from 1.2 kcal/mol with the default CHARMM 
parameters to 0.4 kcal/mol with the IFF parameters, thus providing much closer 
agreement between the model and experiment. The R coefficient between the full set of 
simulated and experimental free energies increased from R = 0.00 with the default 
CHARMM parameter set to R = 0.88 with the tuned IFF parameter set, so the IFF model 
does a considerably better job than the default CHARMM parameters at representing the 
differences between the individual peptide adsorption free energies.  Through the use of 
the Dual-FF CHARMM program, implementation of this tuned IFF parameter set 
influences only the interactions of the amino acid residues with the HDPE surface, 
whereas amino acid−solvent interactions and peptide conformational behavior are still 
represented by the standard CHARMM protein force field, thus enabling both the 
conformational behavior of the peptide in solution and its adsorption behavior on the 
HDPE surface to both be accurately represented in a simulation.   
Subsequent studies are planned to apply the tuned IFF parameters to simulate the 
adsorption behavior of whole proteins, such as lysozyme and ribonuclease A, to HDPE, 
for which synergistically matched experimental studies have been conducted to provide a 
basis to assess the protein-adsorption simulations. (REFERENCE !!!!) Before these 
simulations can be carried out, however, IFF parameters are needed for the full set of 20 
naturally occurring amino acids.  As an approach to provide IFF parameters for the 
remaining ten amino-acid residues that were not present in our experimental data set, we 
have extended our set of IFF parameters to the remaining amino acids, using adjustments 
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to the L-J well depth comparable to that used for each individual amino-acid type (i.e., 
aliphatic, aromatic, polar, and charged functional groups) along with atom-type matching 
in the parameter fitting described above.  IFF parameters for this remaining set of 10 
amino-acid types are presented in Table 4.5. 
Table 4.5.  Summary of the tuned IFF parameters for the remaining ten amino acid residues that were not 
present in our experimental data set. These IFF parameters have been estimated based upon similarity of 
atom types and amino-acid types (i.e., aliphatic, aromatic, polar, and charged functional groups). Atom 
types not listed in the table use standard CHARMM parameters in the IFF parameter set. 
Residue IUPAC
a
 name Atom type         L-J Parameter (i) 
 CHARMM Tuned IFF 
Leu (L) CD1, CD2 CTV* −0.080 −0.240 
 HD11, HD12, HD13, HD21, HD22, HD23 HTV* −0.022 −0.066 
Ile (I) CG2, CD CTV* −0.080 −0.240 
 HG21, HG22, HG23, HD1, HD2, HD3 HTV* −0.022 −0.066 
Met (M) CE CTV* −0.080 −0.240 
 HE1, HE2, HE3 HTV* −0.022 −0.066 
Tyr (Y) CG, CD1, CE1, CZ, CD2, CE2  CA −0.070 −0.035 
Cys (C) No change    
Glu (E) No change    
Gln (Q) No change    
His (H) No change    
Pro (P) No change    
Ser (S) No change    
a
  IUPAC: International union of pure and applied chemistry. 
* new atom type introduced in the IFF parameter set.  
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4.5 Conclusions 
Adsorption free energies of ten host−guest peptides on an HDPE surface were 
calculated using umbrella sampling simulations with the CHARMM force field and 
compared with the experimental results determined by a combined SPR/AFM method. 
This comparison revealed substantial differences between the simulation and 
experimental results. Using the Dual-FF CHARMM program, IFF parameters were 
subsequently adjusted to reduce these differences. The resulting tuned IFF parameter set 
provides significant improvement in agreement of the adsorption free energies obtained 
between simulation and experiment with RMSD in the free energies of 0.4 kcal/mol for 
the 10 peptides examined experimentally. This is a great improvement over the RMSD of 
1.2 kcal/mol between CHARMM simulation and experiment. The IFF parameters for our 
test set of ten guest amino acids were subsequently used to estimate IFF parameters for 
the remaining set of ten amino acids based on corresponding atom and amino acid types.   
Attempts were made to match the experimental and simulation conditions 
wherever possible, but some differences were unavoidable. For example, in this set of 
studies, the HDPE surface used for the experimental data set was formed by spin coating 
HDPE on a glass substrate, which can be expected to form a semicrystalline HDPE 
surface, while the (110) plane of crystalline HDPE was used as the model surface for the 
simulations.  However, by tuning IFF parameters to match the experimental values, we 
effectively provide the model HDPE surface with the peptide adsorption characteristics 
of the experimental HDPE surface. 
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Simulations are presently underway to apply this IFF parameter set for 
simulations of protein adsorption behavior on an HDPE surface using lysozyme and 
ribonuclease A as model proteins.  The results from these subsequent simulations will be 
compared with adsorbed protein orientation and conformation data sets that we have 
obtained from experimental studies for these two proteins on a spin-coated HDPE 
surface.
135
 These comparisons will then be used to assess the ability of this tuned IFF 
parameter set for amino acid−HDPE interactions to be extended to accurately predict 
actual protein adsorption behavior on this type of surface.  
 
4.6 Supplementary Material 
4.6.1 Comparison Between Adsorption Free Energies Calculated from Umbrella 
Sampling versus Biased REMD 
To check whether longer umbrella sampling simulations alone could be used to 
provide ∆A°ads values that were as accurate as those provided by our previous method 
combining umbrella sampling with biased REMD we conducted both 15 ns umbrella 
sampling simulations and biased-REMD simulations on peptide−HDPE systems with 
threonine and alanine as the guest residues, which have the lowest and highest ∆G°ads 
absolute values, respectively, from the experimental results for our set of 10 
peptide−HDPE systems. Following our previously developed biased REMD methods,
24, 
66, 88
 the PMF profile obtained from umbrella sampling was fit to a Derjaguin, Landau, 
Verwey, and Overbeek potential,
136
 modified by the addition of optional Gaussian 
functions where necessary for a better fit to the PMF profile. The negative of this fitted 
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function (biasing potential) was then added to the force field equation to perform biased-
REMD simulations, thus effectively providing a flat PMF vs. SSD profile to prevent the 
trapping of the peptide on the HDPE surface during the simulation.  
The biased-REMD simulations were performed using the MMTSB
128
 (Multiscale 
Modeling Tools for Structural Biology) software package. To enhance conformational 
sampling, a set of 24 initial configurations obtained from the windowed umbrella 
sampling simulations were assigned to 24 replicas at 24 temperature levels exponentially 
distributed over the range of 298−400 K. Biased-REMD simulations were then run for 3 
ns, with exchanges attempted every 1.0 ps between adjacent replicas. Configurations 
were saved every 1.0 ps at the baseline replica, 298 K, and then used to calculate biased 
probability distributions of SSD values. The resulting biased probability density profile 
was corrected for the biased sampling to obtain the unbiased probability vs. SSD profile, 
with the probability-ratio method
137
 then applied and averaged over SSD for the 
calculation of ∆A°ads for comparison with values obtained from umbrella sampling. More 
detailed explanation of these methods can be found in our previous papers.
24, 66, 88
 Five 
independent biased-REMD simulations were run for peptide−HDPE systems with 
threonine and alanine as the guest residues with ∆A°ads values calculated after each 
successive 0.5 ns to check for convergence. Figure 4.3 compares ∆A°ads values calculated 
using 15 ns of umbrella sampling for each SSD window against ∆A°ads values calculated 
from biased REMD using IFF parameters that were adjusted to match experimental free 
energies, as described below. 
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Figure 4.3. Comparison of adsorption free energy results for the TGTG−T−GTGT (T) and 
TGTG−A−GTGT (A) peptides obtained from the biased-REMD simulations and umbrella 
sampling simulations using the tuned IFF parameters. As shown, adsorption free energy values 
calculated by umbrella sampling alone are not significantly different than those calculated using 
biased REMD, with both methods providing adsorption free energies closely matching the 
experimental values. 
 
4.6.2 Calculation of the Contact Angle in Molecular Simulations to Assess 
Water−HDPE Interactions 
It has been shown in several MD studies that the simulation of a nanodroplet of 
water on a surface can provide contact angle values that are in close agreement with 
experimental contact angle values for macroscopically sized water droplets.138-140 We 
therefore conducted simulations of the spreading of a droplet of TIP3P water on our 
HDPE surface to calculate the water contact angle for our TIP3P−HDPE system. The 
calculated value of the contact angle was then compared with the experimentally 
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measured water contact angle for an HDPE surface to assess the CHARMM parameters 
controlling the interactions between TIP3P water and our HDPE surface.  
In our  water droplet simulations, which were conducted using similar simulation 
methods as described in section 2.2 of the paper (i.e., cutoffs, timestep, integration 
methods, etc.), a spherical droplet of TIP3P water with a 25 Å radius (2,233 water 
molecules) was placed over the HDPE surface. The size of the HDPE surface was 
increased to approximately 100 Å on each side (x and y directions) to ensure that it 
extended well beyond the spreading water droplet during the simulation. The system was 
first equilibrated for 500 ps, followed by an 8 ns production run, which was sufficient to 
allow the water droplet to equilibrate structurally on the surface. The frames from the 
production run were saved every 10 ps, and used to measure the contact angle formed 
between the water droplet and the HDPE surface (𝛳). We used an adaptation of the 
method described by Giovambattista et al.
141, 142
 to calculate the contact angle from the 
simulation. In this method, a z-axis is defined which passes through the center of mass of 
the drop perpendicular to the material surface. Then the drop is divided into slabs (width 
50 Å and height 0.5 Å) parallel to the surface plane. Each slab is divided into bins of 
equal surface area. The density of water in each of the bins was calculated. Near the z-
axis the density of the bins is about 1 g/cm
3
 and decreases with increasing distance from 
the center. The drop profile was defined by the edge bins which have density less than 0.2 
g/cm
3
. The radius of the drop was estimated by fitting the polynomial function of 
𝑟𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝(𝑧) = 𝐴𝑧
2 + 𝐵𝑧 + 𝐶 on the drop profile. Subsequently, the contact angle is 
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evaluated based on the angle formed between this radius profile and the surface, using the 









  (1)  
where (rdrop/z)z=0 is inverse of the slope of the edge of the droplet calculated at the 
surface plane. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 4.4. 
 
Figure 4.4.  The image on the left shows a water droplet of radius 25 Å adsorbing on an HDPE 
surface over 8 ns. The graph on the right shows a subset of the water positions in the droplet 
(black dots), the radius profile (red circles) and the polynomial fit from equation 1 (blue line). 




The simulated contact angle value was not significantly different than the 
experimental value143 (simulation:  96.4 ± 2 (mean ± 95% C.I., N = 6); experiment: 97.0 ± 
5.0 (mean ± 95% C.I., N = 3)). These 𝛳 values are also statistically indistinguishable 
from the simulated and experimental calculations of water contact angle on polyethylene 
or hydrophobic CH3-terminated SAM surfaces published elsewhere. 
113, 144, 145 Therefore, it 
was concluded that the standard CHARMM parameters of TIP3P water for interfacial 
interactions with an HDPE surface were reliable for MD simulations of our systems, and 
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that IFF parameter adjustment should focus instead on the modification of the nonbonded 
interactions influencing amino acid−HDPE interactions. 
4.6.3 Separation of the Influence of Coulombic vs. L-J Parameters for Peptide 
Adsorption Behavior 
The next step in identifying which IFF parameters were most responsible for 
influencing the adsorption affinity of the peptides to the HDPE surface was to separate 
the contributions of Coulombic  vs. vdW interactions. To accomplish this, we conducted 
three independent umbrella sampling simulations for each of the 10 host−guest 
peptide−HDPE systems using our Dual-FF CHARMM program with the IFF defined by 
three distinct potentials: (i) the default CHARMM nonbonded interactions, (ii) purely van 
der Waals (vdW) nonbonded interactions (i.e., all interfacial partial charges were set to 
zero), and (iii) purely electrostatic nonbonded interactions (i.e., all interfacial L-J well-
depth parameters were set to a negligible value of 10
−4
 kcal/mol, effectively eliminating 
vdW attraction while maintaining atom-atom repulsion between the atoms of the two 
system phases). The PMF profiles for each of the simulations then revealed the separate 
contributions of L-J and electrostatic interactions to the adsorption behavior, and served 
as a guide for narrowing down the choice of which parameters should be adjusted for IFF 
tuning. It is worth noting that the multi-phase nature of the Dual-FF approach means that 
even when the parameters are modified in the interphase potential between surface and 
peptide, it does not modify the parameters for the pure solution phase interactions, or the 
pure surface phase.  The resulting representative PMF profiles for the cases in which X = 
G, T, K, and F are presented in Figure 4.5. These profiles clearly indicated that the L-J 
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term dominates the adsorption behavior of these systems while electrostatic contributions 
are minimal. Similar behavior was observed with all 10 host−guest peptide systems. 
Hence, we concluded that the primary IFF parameter influencing the adsorption behavior 
of our host−guest peptides to our HDPE surface was ij. 
 
Figure 4.5. Potential of mean force (PMF) vs. SSD for TGTG−X−GTGT peptide (X: Gly, 
Thr, Lys, Phe) on the HDPE surface with:  (i) full vdW and electrostatic interactions (red circles) 
using the normal CHARMM parameter set; (ii) vdW only (i.e., zero charge on surface atoms) 





4.6.4 Analysis of the Secondary Structure of the Host−Guest Peptides 
To address the question of the structural behavior of the host−guest peptides in 
solution versus in their adsorbed state on the HDPE surface, we conducted a secondary 
structure analysis of all host−guest peptides with STRIDE. The results from these 
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analyses did not find significant differences in the secondary structure of the peptides at 
high SSD (i.e., solution state) vs. low SSD (adsorbed state). The peptides did not form 
any distinguishable secondary conformation either at the interface with the material 
surface or at the bulk solution (Figure 4.6). This was achieved due to the non-chiral 






Figure 4.6.  Illustration of representative snapshots from our umbrella sampling simulations of 
the TGTG−A−GTGT host−guest peptide (in ribbon (a) and sticks (b) representations) over the 
HDPE surface. The peptides did not obtain any distinct secondary structural conformation either 
when they were restrained close to the material surface at 6.1 Å SDD (1), which corresponds to 
the minimum value of PMF for TGTG−A−GTGT host−guest peptide, or when they were 
restrained in bulk solution at 24.0 Å SSD (2), where they were too far from the material surface to 
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5.1 Abstract 
Molecular simulations, such as those used for the simulation of protein folding 
behavior, produce datasets composed of many thousands of sampled configurations of the 
molecular system. Clustering methods have been widely used for the analysis of the 
resulting ensemble of sampled states, which typically involves three-dimensional 
rotation, translation, and comparison of the configurations in attempt to identify similar 
conformational states of the system. However, for applications such as the interaction of 
a protein with a surface, such approaches fail to account for the orientation of the protein 
relative to the surface, which can be important due to its effect on a protein’s adsorbed-
state bioactivity.  Cluster analysis for the assessment of datasets where molecular 
orientation is important thus requires an approach that accounts for comparison of both 
the conformation of the molecule and its orientation. To address this need, we present the 
development of cluster analysis methods that are specifically designed for use for systems 
where both molecular orientation and conformation are important, and we demonstrate 
the methods using test cases of adsorbed proteins for validation. Additionally, because 
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cluster analysis can be a very subjective process, we propose an objective procedure for 
identifying both the optimal number of clusters and the best clustering algorithm to be 
applied to analyze a given dataset. We demonstrate this method for several agglomerative 
hierarchical clustering algorithms (single-linkage, average-linkage, complete-linkage, and 
Ward’s method) used in conjunction with three cluster validation techniques (Calinszki-
Harabasz, silhouette, and Davies-Bouldin indices). This approach provides a 
straightforward method to identify an optimal cluster count and algorithm for performing 




Cluster analysis is a statistical data mining tool that seeks to divide data into 
groups or clusters that share similar qualities.
98-100
 It requires a metric of similarity 
between the objects in a given dataset upon which a particular clustering algorithm either 
sorts the objects or partitions the dataset into separate groups. Ideally, the degree of 
similarity between two objects within the same cluster will be greater than the similarity 
between two objects that are in different clusters. Cluster analysis is thus used to reveal 
structure within a given data set, although it doesn’t directly provide an explanation for 
why a particular pattern in the data exists.  
 For over two decades many research groups have used a variety of clustering 
algorithms to analyze molecular or system configurations obtained from atomistic 
simulation trajectories.
146-170
 For example, Shenkin et al.
151
 described a method of cluster 
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analysis in which a pairwise inter-conformational distance matrix in either torsional or 
Cartesian space was first calculated and then an agglomerative single-link clustering 
method was used to define clusters. The method was embodied in a program called 
Xcluster.
151
 The folding and unfolding of a three-helix-bundle protein were explored 
through cluster analysis in the work of Boczko & Brooks.
154
 In their study clustering was 
performed with hierarchical agglomerative Ward’s method, in which the pairwise 
distance between two structures incorporated the interatomic contact distance between 
core side-chains, helical hydrogen bond distance, and solvent-accessible surface area. 
Daura et al.
171
 performed MD simulation studies on the folding of two β-peptides, and 
developed a cluster analysis technique based on backbone root mean square deviation 
(RMSD) using the nearest neighbor algorithm. In a cluster analysis after Brownian 
dynamics of a protein, Mereghetti et al.
163
 used the RMSD of all the atoms of the protein 
as the metric along with agglomerative single-linkage clustering. In a recent rigorous 
study comparing various cluster analysis methods, the Cheatham group analyzed DNA 
simulation data using eleven different clustering algorithms,
148
 ranging from hierarchical 
(both divisive and agglomerative) to refinement (means, Bayesian, and self-organizing 
maps) clustering algorithms. In general, their analysis showed that there is no single ideal 
algorithm for clustering simulation trajectories. However, they did recommend using the 
hierarchical average-linkage clustering algorithm if the cluster count was unknown in 
advance. Importantly, they found that each algorithm has limitations, such as the 
sensitivity to outliers of some clustering methods, or the tendency of the k-means 
algorithm to generate uniform clusters.
148
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The cluster analysis methods that have previously been developed for analyzing 
simulation trajectories of biomolecules (e.g., protein, DNA, or lipids), have primarily 
been developed and used for the analysis of their conformational behavior in solution, in 
which case the orientation of a given sampled state is not important.  However the cluster 
analysis of datasets where molecular orientation is important (e.g., molecules adsorbed to 
a material surface) also requires consideration of a molecule’s orientation, in addition to 
its conformational state.  This is of particular relevance for protein adsorption behavior, 
where both the adsorbed orientation and conformation can influence the bioactive state of 
the protein. For example, the adsorbed orientation of a protein can lead to steric blockage 
of the bioactive site with subsequent substantial loss in bioactivity, while the same 
conformation may fully retain its bioactivity if it is adsorbed in an orientation such that 
the bioactive site is still available for binding to its intended substrate.  To address this 
limitation, we developed a methodology for the cluster analysis of datasets that accounts 
for both the conformation and orientation of the sampled states of the system while also 
providing an objective process for identifying the optimum number of clusters and cluster 
analysis method that should be applied for a given system. We demonstrate the 
application of these methods by the analysis of collections of sampled states from 






5.3 Materials and Methods 
5.3.1 Structural Alignment of Adsorbed Configurations 
In isotropic systems, such as biomolecules in solution, the RMSD between a pair 
of structures is calculated after a translational and orientational alignment, in which one 
structure is translated and rotated arbitrarily in three dimensions to minimize the 
RMSD.
172
 This defines an alignment vector (∆𝒙, ∆𝒚, 𝜽, 𝝋, 𝝌). 
 For cases like protein adsorption simulations, where the surface imposes both an 
orientational and translational anisotropy, a full three-dimensional translation and 
orientation is not appropriate. We describe two different methods of structural alignment 
that can be applied in such cases. The discussion here uses the example of proteins 
adsorbed on a planar material surface for the sake of concreteness, but the methods are 
equally applicable to any other system where translational and orientational anisotropy is 
present, because of a surface, substrate, structural matrix or external field.  
The first method that we consider is the alignment of the sampled adsorbed states 
of the protein using only translation in directions parallel to the surface plane (taken as 
the x−y coordinate plane) with simultaneous rotation about the axis normal to the surface 
plane (i.e. the z axis) to minimize the RMSD with respect to an arbitrarily chosen 
reference frame (we use the first frame in the trajectory). This alignment procedure thus 
generates frames of the adsorbed protein which differ from the input trajectory frames by 
a 3-component alignment vector (∆𝒙, ∆𝒚, ∆𝜽𝒛), as shown in Figure 5.1 (Method 1). This 
method clusters the sampled states based on their orientation on the material surface, but 
discriminates between structures that are different distances from the surface. The 
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disadvantage of this alignment method, however, is that it will treat sampled states that 
have the same orientation and conformation but with their centers of gravity displaced 
relative to the z coordinate direction as belonging to different clusters.  This method 
would be suitable to help prevent adsorbed and non-adsorbed structures from appearing 
in the same cluster, even when they are conformationally very similar. It would be 
unsuitable, however, for adsorption on surfaces with steps or other surface features that 
would cause identically adsorbed proteins to have different z coordinates, or a system 
with an external field that induces orientational but not translational anisotropy. In such 
cases, Method 2 of Figure 5.1 would be more appropriate. 
The second method of structural alignment of the adsorbed protein frames is 
similar to the first, but includes a translation along the z axis. This type of alignment 
produces frames which differ from the input trajectory by a 4-component alignment 
vector of (∆𝒙, ∆𝒚, ∆𝒛, ∆𝜽𝒛), as shown in Figure 5.1 (Method 2). With this method, two 
structures with similar conformation and orientation relative to the material surface, but 




      
Figure 5.1. Illustration of the clustering of frames of sampled states obtained for structured 
molecules in solution compared to the molecules adsorbed on a surface. Two methods of 
alignment are displayed for the adsorbed condition. Method 1—alignment of adsorbed molecules 
in which RMSD is minimized through alignment vector (∆𝒙, ∆𝒚, ∆𝜽𝒛); in this method the z 
coordinates remain unmodified.  Method 2—alignment of adsorbed molecules in which RMSD is 
minimized through alignment vector (∆𝒙, ∆𝒚, ∆𝒛, ∆𝜽𝒛).  
 
 Both of these methods assume molecular adsorption onto a surface with planar 
isotropy. Alternative methods could be applied for systems where the surface is strongly 
patterned, or periodic, or non-planar.  
5.3.2 Cluster Analysis for the Case of Adsorbed Protein Configurations 
Our clustering approach follows the typical four basic steps for cluster analysis 
of any dataset: feature selection or extraction, cluster algorithm design and selection, 
cluster validation, and results interpretation.
100, 173
 
In the first step of cluster analysis, called feature selection, 3-D coordinates of 
Cα atoms in the protein backbone are extracted as the feature for the clustering. It is 
important to mention here that the choice of the protein atoms for the pairwise 




The highly mobile parts of the protein (e.g., random loop segments) may increase 
the noise in the structural data.  While it may be desirable to ignore these more random 
segments of a protein when performing cluster analysis for the analysis of protein 
behavior in solution, these same segments, which commonly occur along a protein’s 
surface, may play an important role in the adsorption process, may have their structure 
altered as a consequence of adsorption, or may have their fluctuations damped 
significantly upon adsorption. Therefore, these segments are not omitted in our procedure 
for cluster analysis of adsorbed protein frames, because they may contain useful 
information.  
The second step of cluster analysis is associated with the selection of the 
clustering algorithm. Several methods of agglomerative hierarchical clustering, including 
single-linkage (nearest-neighbor algorithm),
174
 complete-linkage (furthest-neighbor 
algorithm),
106
 average-linkage (unweighted paired-group method with arithmetic 
mean),
107
 and Ward’s method,
108
 as well as partitional clustering methods, such as 𝑘-
means,
101, 103, 104
 were selected for evaluation in our study.  These methods were selected 
to represent some of the most commonly used clustering algorithms. 
As the name suggests, any agglomerative hierarchical, or bottom-up, clustering 
algorithm, starts by assigning each sample in a dataset to its own single cluster. At each 
following iteration, the closest clusters are merged to form a larger cluster, with this 
process continued until all of the sampled states are finally combined into a single large 
cluster in the final iteration. A typical representation of bottom-up clustering is the ‘tree’ 
of clusters, or dendrogram, with the ‘root’ being the largest cluster containing all of the 
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sampled states, and each ‘leaf’ being a singleton cluster (i.e., each sampled state being its 
own cluster). The differences between agglomerative hierarchical algorithms are based 
on the distance measure used to decide which clusters to merge in each iteration.  
Single-linkage, for instance, uses the smallest distance between objects in the two 
clusters as a decision for merging two clusters. In contrast, complete-linkage uses the 
largest distance between objects in the two clusters. The merging criterion for average-
linkage is the average distance between all pairs of objects in any two clusters. Ward’s 
method uses the total sum of squared deviations (SSD) from the clusters’ centroids. The 
fusion criterion is based on minimizing the increase in SSD. The 𝒌-means algorithm, 
which is similar to Ward’s method in the way that it also minimizes the SSDs from the 
clusters’ centroids, first assigns 𝑘 arbitrary initial centroids. Then the algorithm forms 
clusters by assigning each observation to the nearest centroid. The centroids are then 
recalculated by minimizing the SSD between the centroid and each of the observations in 
the cluster. These three steps are iterated until the minimum within-cluster SSDs from the 
cluster centroid is achieved. 
In many applications involving molecular conformational analysis, the number of 
clusters is not known ahead of time. This is not a problem for hierarchical agglomerative 
methods, because the dendrogram provides the optimal clustering for any number of 
clusters. The k-means method, on the other hand, must be run separately for each cluster 
number, so it becomes computationally very expensive to consider a broad range of 
cluster numbers. Hence, we decided to drop 𝑘-means from our evaluation because of its 
low efficiency. 
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The main objective of the third step of cluster analysis, called cluster validation, 
is to determine the best partition or the optimal number of clusters that a given dataset 
should be grouped into. It is commonly agreed that this is the most challenging step in a 
clustering procedure. Heuristic evaluation standards and criteria are often used in this 
step. Among these are: (1) a rule of thumb that uses √𝑁/2, clusters, where 𝑁 is the total 
number of samples in the dataset;
173, 175
 (2) the ‘elbow method’, in which the optimal 
cluster count is approximated visually by finding the ‘elbow’ region of the objective 
function versus the number-of-clusters plot;
176-178
 (3) finding the best cutting point of the 
dendrogram obtained in an agglomerative hierarchical clustering, either visually or using 
an inconsistency coefficient;
176, 179, 180




Since a priori knowledge about the cluster counts in the ensembles of states 
obtained from a simulation trajectory is typically unavailable, in this study we employed 
three commonly used internal validation criteria for this assessment as example methods: 
Calinski-Harabasz (CH),
109
  Davies-Bouldin (DB),
110
 and silhouette (S)
182
 indices. The 
CH index assesses the clustering performance based on the ratio of between-cluster 
variance (SSB) to within-cluster variance (SSW). Higher values of this coefficient are 
associated with the optimal cluster counts. The contribution to the DB index for each 
cluster is the ratio of the within-cluster variances to the between-cluster distance, 
maximized over all other clusters. Smaller values of the index therefore indicate better 
clustering. The S index includes a contribution from each structure that contributes 
positively if it is closer to every point in its own cluster than any other, and negatively if 
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it is closer to the points in another cluster than its own.  Maximizing the index gives the 
best clusters. 
While these techniques generally work well, none of them is necessarily superior 
to the others, and, as suggested by Xu and Wunch,
181
 generally “it is advisable not to 
depend on a single rule for selecting the number of groups, but to synthesize the results of 
several techniques.” In light of this statement, in our study we implemented all three 
cluster validation approaches to evaluate the effectiveness of each of the four clustering 
agglomerative hierarchical clustering methods. 
Identifying the optimal number of clusters that a given dataset should be divided 
into can be a very subjective process.  In order to provide a more objective approach for 
this process, we propose a methodology in which a given dataset of sampled states is (i) 
subjected to clustering via four clustering algorithms—single-linkage, complete-linkage, 
average-linkage, and Ward’s method. Then (ii) the three cluster count validation methods 
described above—CH, S, and DB—are applied to each algorithm’s clustering results to 
evaluate the cluster solutions. The resulting 12 graphs of validation index vs. number of 
clusters are plotted and all local maxima or minima (depending on the validation 
technique) corresponding to potential cluster solutions are determined. (iii) Cumulative 
number of observations of cluster solutions from these 12 graphs are then calculated and 
the optimal number of clusters is chosen as that with the highest occurrence among all 12 
clustering / validation techniques. (iv) With this optimal number of clusters, there is then 
one distinct clustering given by each of the four clustering methods. For each of these 
clusterings, the distribution of within-cluster Cα 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is evaluated, with respect to the 
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average structure in that cluster. The clustering algorithm which produces the lowest and 
most consistent values of the Cα 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is then selected, and the clustering it generates 
for the optimal cluster count is used.  
In the fourth and final step of cluster analysis, results interpretation, the clusters 
can be analyzed to determine the properties of interest for the system that is being 
studied.  
We cannot provide a proof that this process identifies the ‘optimal’ number of 
clusters and analysis algorithm that should be used for a given dataset. (Indeed, such a 
proof is not possible, since the optimal clustering will vary depending on the distance 
metric and contains unavoidable subjectivity.) Nonetheless, the results are satisfactory for 
the range of systems considered, and we propose this procedure as a means to provide an 
objective basis that can be followed for cluster analysis of molecular conformations. 
5.3.3 Model Systems and Generation of Trajectories 
For the purpose of demonstrating the above-described procedure for cluster 
analysis, three different protein-adsorption model systems were generated and used to 
produce molecular dynamics (MD) simulation trajectories for evaluation. These model 
systems were used for four separate test cases (TC) 1-4 (TC 1, TC 2, TC 3, and TC 4), 
where the same sampled dataset was used for TC 1 and TC 2.  These test cases are 
illustrated in Figure 5.2. 
TC 1 and TC 2.  To evaluate the general performance of the two different 
methods of structural alignment described above, a common trajectory was designed to 
test clustering following alignment-methods 1 (TC 1) and 2 (TC 2). For these test cases, 
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three different orientations of ribonuclease A in its native-state structure (RNase, PDBID 
5rsa
183
) in vacuum were placed either directly in contact with or translated 10 Å above a 
surface, which was represented by the (110) plane of high-density polyethylene (HDPE), 
thus providing six different configurational states (Figure 2a). Short 200 fs MD 
simulations of each system at 300 K were then performed to slightly perturb each state, 
with each protein’s center of mass restrained with a harmonic potential to maintain its 
general position above the surface plane. Coordinates of the MD simulations were 
sampled every 5 fs, thus generating an ensemble of 40 states for each protein that were 
closely associated with its initial orientation, conformation, and position over the surface. 
The resulting trajectories were then merged into a dataset in which a successful clustering 
method should identify six distinct clusters when using alignment method 1, or three 
distinct clusters when using alignment method 2. 
TC 3.  Our second model system and third test case was designed to assess the 
ability of the various clustering algorithms to analyze a set of states for which the clusters 
are slightly overlapping. I.e., it provides a more complex case to test the ability of our 
proposed objective cluster analysis process to identify the optimum number of clusters, 
but for a system where the correct answer is known.   For this test case, hen-egg white 
lysozyme (HEWL, PDBID 1gxv
184
) was placed over the HDPE surface with its long axis 
parallel to the surface and rotated along this axis to produce ten different orientations of 
the protein on the surface. MD simulations were then conducted for 200 ps in vacuum at 
300 K, with trajectories saved every 10 ps. The sampled states were then combined to 
form a dataset that should be partitioned into ten different clusters, each containing 
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twenty structures (Figure 2b).  Since each protein was in close proximity to the surface 
plane, the analysis was performed using alignment method 1. 
TC 4.  Our third model system was designed to provide an ensemble of sampled 
states of an adsorbed protein where the cluster count was unknown. The trajectory for 
this study was produced from a 19 ns TIGER2A
185
 sampling simulation of HEWL 
protein over a silica glass surface with explicit water to provide an ensemble of sampled 
states consisting of 405 adsorbed protein configurations on the silica glass surface 
(Figure 2c). This provides a more strenuous and realistic test of the objective clustering 
analysis procedure. 
   (a)         (b) 
  (c) 
Figure 5.2.  Illustration of test cases TC 1−4.  (a) Model system for TC 1 and TC 2 is composed of two sets 
of three different conformational states of RNase over an HDPE surface; one set was positioned close to the 
HDPE surface and the other translated 10 Å further away from the surface. (b) Model system for TC 3 is 
composed of similar conformational states of HEWL over the HDPE surface, but with 10 different 
orientations.  (c)  Model system for TC 4 is composed of 405 sampled states of HEWL over a silica glass 
surface that were obtained from an MD simulation with unknown cluster solutions. All the configurations 
in the trajectories produced are shown in all-atom representation (a−c), while a representative structure 
from each cluster is shown in ribbons view (a and b). 
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5.4 Results and Discussion 
We used our proposed cluster analysis procedure to first analyze the test cases 
with known numbers of clusters (i.e., TC 1, TC 2, and TC 3) to assess the ability of our 
procedure to correctly identify the number of clusters. Per design, the number of clusters 
expected in these test cases was 6, 3, and 10, respectively.  Once we were able to 
document that this procedure was functioning as intended, we then applied the same 
procedure to evaluate TC 4, which contained a larger set of sampled states with unknown 
clustering, to demonstrate its application to analyze a collection of sampled states that 
were obtained from an actual MD simulation of protein adsorption behavior.   
Accordingly, following the alignment of the protein frames for model systems TC 
1-3, cluster analysis was performed using our selected set of four agglomerative 
hierarchical clustering algorithms—single-linkage, complete-linkage, average-linkage, 
and Ward’s method. Qualitative inspection of the objective function using the ‘elbow 
method’ as well as dendrogram plots (i.e., a hierarchy tree or tree of clusters) confirm that 
the datasets contain the expected number of clusters (Figure 5.3): six clusters in TC 1 
following alignment-method 1, three clusters in TC 2 following alignment-method 2 
(Figure 5.3a,b), and (at least with some methods) ten clusters for the TC 3 (Figure 5.3c). 
The heuristic approaches begin to be somewhat ambiguous for the more complex TC 3, 
affirming the need for a more objective method of determining an appropriate number of 
clusters to be used for system analysis. 
Figure 5.4 demonstrates a more objective approach to determining the optimal 
number of clusters in a dataset. Validation indices are shown at every cluster size for each 
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of three internal validation techniques (CH, S, and DB) indices, and each of the four 
clustering methods considered. Local maxima (CH and S) or minima (DB) on these plots 
correspond to potential cluster numbers. These include several false positives that do not 
correspond to useful clusterings, but these false positives differ for different methods. 
The consensus from all 12 combinations is presented in Figure 5.5, which shows the 
number of observations with which varying cluster numbers were identified. The largest 
value in these plots indicates the consensus decision, or cluster number most frequently 
identified by the 12 clustering / validation combinations.  
For models TC 1 and TC 2, the number of observations plots provide the same 
result as the more heuristic approaches. All 12 combinations successfully identify 6 
clusters for TC 1 (Figure 5.5a) and 3 clusters for TC 2 (Figure 5.5b). For the more 
complex model system TC 3, the number of observations plot (Figure 5.5c) provides a 
less ambiguous result than the heuristic approaches. Although the clustering / validation 
combinations were not unanimous, 10 of the 12 of them correctly identified ten clusters 
within the dataset. This is a count more than twice as large as any of the false positives.  
Having demonstrated the application of the clustering procedure for our three 
model test cases, we now apply the same procedure to cluster the sampled states from a 
production-scale MD simulation of a protein adsorbing on a silica surface, system TC 4. 
The objective function and dendrogram data in Figure 5.6 provide a general indication 
that the appropriate number of clusters should be somewhere between about 5−25, 
although the ‘elbows’ identified by different clustering methods are not distinct, and 
differ substantially.   
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Figure 5.7 shows the internal validation indices for each combination of 
clustering algorithm and validation technique. Each method identifies several potential 
clusterings, with no sharp maxima or minima as in model systems TC 1 and TC 2 (and, to 
a lesser degree, TC 3). The consensus result, shown in Figure 5.8a, is much less 
ambiguous. The most frequently identified number of clusters for TC 4 is fairly clearly 
either 11 or 17, each of which were identified by 7 of the 12 clustering / validation 
combinations. 
Having identified these two optimal numbers of clusters, it still remains to choose 
the most appropriate clustering. To do so, the within-cluster Cα 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  was evaluated for 
each of the (11 or 17) clusters generated by each of the four clustering algorithms, as 
shown in Figure 5.8b.  This analysis shows that the Ward method provides the most 
constant and lowest Cα 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  values, especially for the largest clusters. (In 
configurations generated from equilibrium sampling, the larger clusters will be the most 
probable and physically important ones, so tight clustering is more important in these 
states than in smaller clusters representing comparatively rare configurations.) Thus, the 
Ward method is chosen as the most accurate for this dataset.  Figure 5.8c shows the sizes 
of each of the 11 and 17 clusters as predicted using the Ward method of clustering. Based 
on the general principle that fewer clusters are preferred to simplify the overall analysis 
of a system, we therefore select the lower number of 11 clusters for this system, which 
can be used for the analysis of desired properties of the molecular system. 
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    (a) 
    (b) 
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     (c) 
 
Figure 5.3.  Objective function at each cluster number (plots on the left) as needed for the ‘elbow 
method’ of visually identifying the cluster number at which the slope changes abruptly, and 
dendrograms (plots on the right) generated with each of the agglomerative hierarchical clustering 
algorithms used in this study for TC 1−3 (a−c). A suggested threshold line is drawn (blue dashed 





   (a) 
   (b) 
   (c) 
Figure 5.4.  Validation indices as a function of cluster number for each combination of clustering 
algorithm (rows) and internal validation techniques (columns) for models TC 1−3 (a−c). Red 
points indicate the local maxima (CH and S) or minima (DB), which correspond to potential 








Figure 5.5. Number of observations (labels as Count on the graphs) of the cluster counts obtained 
from all combinations of clustering methods and validation technique for TC 1−3 (a−c). The 




Figure 5.6.  Objective function at each cluster number (plots on the left) as needed for the ‘elbow 
method’ and dendrograms (plots on the right) generated with each of the agglomerative 
hierarchical clustering algorithms used in this study for TC 4.  
 
Figure 5.7.  Validation indices as a function of cluster number for each combination of clustering 
algorithm (rows) and internal validation technique (columns) for TC 4. Red points indicate the 
local maxima (CH, S), and minima (DB), which correspond to potential clustering solutions.  
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     (a)  
     (b) 
 
             (c) 
Figure 5.8. (a) Number of observations of the cluster counts obtained from all combinations of 
clustering methods and validation techniques for TC 4. (b) Cα 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  for each cluster, with 
respect to the average structure in the cluster. The clusters are numbered in order of decreasing 
size; i.e. cluster 1 is the largest cluster. (c) Sizes of each of the 11 and 17 clusters as identified 




For molecular systems where both the orientation and conformation of sampled 
states are important parameters, conventional cluster analysis methods that cluster based 
only on conformation are not appropriate.  Instead, cluster analysis methods that also 
discriminate based on molecular orientation are required.  
In this work, we propose two methods of cluster analysis to account for molecular 
orientation, with the difference between the methods being which degrees of freedom are 
used for alignment of the sampled states (i.e., translation and/or rotation in 3-D Cartesian 
space). Different methods may be applicable depending on the specific system that is to 
be analyzed.  Also, in an attempt to reduce subjectivity in cluster analysis, we developed 
a procedure that can be objectively applied for identifying the optimal number of clusters 
and selecting the algorithm to be applied for final cluster analysis for a given dataset and 
given set of clustering methods.   
Our proposed methods and procedure were first assessed and validated for three 
model-system test cases using four selected clustering methods in combination with three 
validation techniques. We then further demonstrated their use by application to cluster a 
set of sampled states from a production-scale MD simulation of protein adsorption on a 
silica surface. While the Ward method was identified as the best performing cluster 
analysis method in this particular application, the general method preserves the potential 
for different techniques to be evaluated to select the one that performs the best for a given 
dataset and application. Regardless of the specific algorithms considered, the proposed 
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procedure should thus be useful for identifying the optimal cluster number and clustering 




PROTEIN ADSORPTION SIMULATIONS USING  
THE TIGER2A ADVANCED SAMPLING METHOD 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Protein−surface interactions are fundamental in numerous applications in 












and technology for biodefense.
52-58
 To predict and control the interactions between 
proteins and material surfaces, it is important to have a basic science understanding of the 
molecular-level details of protein adsorption at the solution−solid material interface.
59
 
Over the past several decades, protein adsorption has been widely studied using 
an array of experimental techniques such as circular dichroism (CD),
61, 63, 65, 135, 186, 187
 
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) spectroscopy,
68, 69, 188, 189
 amino acid labeling/mass 
spectrometry (AAL/MS),
61, 64, 190
 atomic force microscopy (AFM),
70-73
 Fourier transform 
infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy,






However, these experimental techniques alone are not capable of providing complete 
molecular-level information on the conformation of the adsorbed protein as well as its 
orientation on the surface. 
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations employing all-atom empirical force fields 
(FFs), on the other hand, are intrinsically capable of capturing the complete picture of the 
111 
atomistic-level events of molecular interactions. However, MD methods need to be first 
tuned and validated before they can be confidently applied in the simulation of a 
particular molecular system. In this context, we address two main limitations of the 
application of the standard MD programs in the simulation of protein−surface 
interactions: (i) the FF parameters that govern the molecular interactions between the 
amino-acid residues of the protein and the material surface, and (ii) the ability of regular 
MD simulations to effectively provide sufficient sampling of such a large molecular 
system to capture such events as the conformational shift of the protein upon its 
interactions with the surface and its orientation with respect to the surface 
21, 39
—events 
that can be observed rather in broader timescales (e.g., close to microseconds range). 
The first limitation of the application of the standard MD programs in protein 
adsorption simulation is that the FF parameters of these programs use have been 
empirically developed and optimized over a few decades for the simulation of 
biomolecules (e.g., proteins, nucleic acids, or lipids) in solution, and not for the 
simulation of their behavior at the liquid−solid interface. Because of the influence of the 
material surface on the protein there is a considerable variation in the conformational 
behavior of the protein adsorbing on a material surface in comparison to the 
conformational behavior of the protein simply in aqueous solution. Hence, when the 
default parameters from a regular MD FF are utilized in the simulation of protein 
adsorption behavior, the simulation can still run successfully; however, it may produce 
very unrealistic results. Instead, in the MD simulation of protein−surface interaction in 
addition to the FF parameters that represent intraphase interactions, i.e. interactions 
112 
between the atoms of the solution phase (i.e., protein in solution) and between the atoms 
of the solid phase (i.e., solid material surface), a separate third set of tuned and validated 
nonbonded FF parameters (i.e., partial charges and Lennard-Jones parameters) can be 
required to independently represent the interphase interactions (i.e. interactions between 




Our previously developed dual-force-field CHARMM program (Dual-FF 
CHARMM),
25
 which is an adaptation of the CHARMM molecular simulation program,
13
 
enables the user to control the interphase interactions using this separate set of 
nonbonded FF parameters, which we call interfacial FF (IFF), to represent interphase 
behavior in protein adsorption simulations. We have also incorporated a similar 
capability in the LAMMPS simulation program.
27
 Dual-FF CHARMM is a significant 
development for protein adsorption studies as it allows the IFF to be individually 
parameterized using experimental data to accurately represent amino acid−surface 
interactions whereas the conformational behavior of the protein in solution is separately 
represented by its own validated protein FF. We hypothesize that using this type of FF 
parameter set up, which allows for the independent representation of the liquid−solid 
interface in the simulation of protein−surface interactions, will enable MD simulation of 
protein adsorption behavior to produce more realistic results.
39
 
In our previous work using the Dual-FF CHARMM method, we parameterized 






 and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) 
surfaces, and achieved good correlations with our experimental results. In those studies, 
adsorption free energies, ∆A
o
ads, of ten small host−guest peptides on each type of surface 
were calculated using umbrella sampling simulations (with the default CHARMM FF 
parameters used for the IFF) and compared with the experimental values determined by 
the SPR/AFM experimental results. These comparisons showed substantial differences 
between simulation and experimental adsorption free energy values. Subsequently the 
IFF parameters were adjusted to decrease these differences, which brought ∆A
o
ads values 
in agreement with their respective experimental data (e.g., in the peptide−HDPE 
adsorption study, the R correlation coefficient increased from 0.00 when the default 
CHARMM parameters were used for IFF to 0.88 when tuned IFF parameters were used). 
Based on the corresponding atom types we then used the tuned parameters of these ten 
guest amino acids to estimate the IFF parameters of the remaining ten amino acids.
22, 191
 
In addition to the FF requirements, the second limitation of the application of the 
standard MD programs in protein adsorption simulation is the question of efficiency of 
such programs to capture the entire adsorption behavior of the protein, including the 
change in its conformation and orientation on a material surface during adsorption. 
Experimental measurements of protein adsorption behavior typically provide averaged 
properties of billions of adsorbed proteins over timeframes of seconds. If simulation 
results are to be compared to such experimental values, the simulation must also provide 
such averaged values as well. These values, however, can be very challenging to obtain 
in a conventional MD simulation
39
 because the rugged phase space of this type of system 
114 
causes the simulations to become trapped in local low-energy states, thus preventing the 
simulation from ergotically sampling over the entire phase space of the system.
21
  Hence, 
capturing the entire protein adsorption behavior requires either extremely long 
simulations in the timeframes of hundreds microseconds or longer, or the use of an 
advanced sampling method to greatly accelerate the sampling process. While previously 
developed accelerated sampling methods, such as replica-exchange molecular dynamics 
(REMD), are extremely effective for relatively small molecular systems (e.g., small 
peptide folding and adsorption simulations), REMD becomes excessively 
computationally expensive and inefficient for large molecular systems since the number 
of replicas needed for a simulation scales with the square root of the size of the system. 
To address this limitation, the Latour group has developed an accelerated 
sampling method that was specifically designed for protein adsorption simulations, which 
has been named Temperature Intervals with the Global Exchange of Replicas, v2 
(TIGER2).
192
 TIGER2 was developed as an efficient type of replica-exchange simulation, 
which implements features similar to the ‘Smart Walking’ sampling algorithm, which 
was previously developed by Zhou and Berne.
193
 Further studies, however, revealed that 
TIGER2 was only effective when used with implicit solvation (i.e., solvation energy 
calculated using a mean-field approximation).  An updated version of this method was 
subsequently developed to for use with systems using explicitly represented solvent, 
which was called TIGER2A (TIGER2 with solvent-energy Averaging).
44, 185, 194
 This 
method essentially decouples the number of replicas that must be used from the size of 
the system, thus enabling large molecular systems to be simulated more efficiently and 
115 
with a much more manageable number of replicas than required with conventional 
REMD, hence dramatically reducing computational cost. 
Literature review on the previously conducted protein-adsorption simulations 
(both in our group and others) can be found in section 2.4.4 of the Chapter II of this 
dissertation. 
While many studies have attempted to represent protein adsorption behavior 
through molecular simulations, the majority of these studies have suffered from the 
challenging problems addressed above of using non-validated FF parameters to represent 
the liquid−solid interface and insufficient simulation time to provide adequate sampling 
of the system. These limitations particularly underscore the need for the use of validated 
interfacial FF parameters sets and the application of a very efficient advanced sampling 
algorithm to adequately sample this type of large and complex systems.
190
 
In this work, we describe simulations of ribonuclease A (RNase, 13.7 kDa, 
PDBID 5rsa
183
) and hen egg-white lysozyme (HEWL, 14.4 kDa, PDBID 1gxv
184
) 
adsorption behavior on the (110) surface plane of HDPE using the TIGER2A algorithm 
and the tuned amino acid IFF parameter set, which we previously developed in our 
host−guest peptide adsorption studies as presented in Chapter IV of this dissertation.
191
 
The results of these simulations are compared with the adsorbed protein conformation 
and orientation data set that has been generated from the Latour group’s experimental 
studies of adsorption of these proteins, using such experimental techniques as circular 
dichroism spectropolarimetry (CD),
189




 and adsorbed-state bioactivity assays; the results of which 
were published elsewhere.
64, 83, 135
 These comparisons can be used to assess whether the 
tuned IFF parameter set to adjust the relative strength of each type of amino-acid residue 
with functional groups of a given surface can, in turn, enable the orientation and 
conformational behavior of the protein on the surface to also be correctly predicted by the 
simulation. 
 
6.2 Materials and Methods 
The design of the protein-surface systems was similar to that in the peptide 
parameterization systems,
191
 but with a much larger simulation cell in order to encompass 
the protein as compared to the 9 amino-acid residue peptide. In order to evaluate the 
capability of the tuned IFF parameters
191
 to also correctly represent the orientation and 
conformation of the proteins on the surface, each protein-surface system was constructed 
and simulated using two different sets of parameters for the interfacial interactions—
standard CHARMM FF
13





 counterions added for system neutrality) over the HDPE surface 
with 3-D periodic boundary conditions applied to represent condensed-phase conditions. 
The HDPE surface was extended in both the x- and y-directions to be ~100 Å, which is 
approximately twice the length of each of the proteins in their native folded state. This 
was predicted to provide sufficient surface area for the protein to unfold and adsorb on 
the surface during the simulations. Because the simulations were performed using 3-D 
117 
periodic boundary conditions (PBC), CHARMM PATCH commands were applied for 
creating covalent bonds, bond angles, and dihedral angles crossing the boundary between 
the primary and image cells to represent an infinite HDPE surface. Since PBC was used, 
as with the peptide simulations, to avoid interaction of the protein with the bottom of the 
HDPE surface, an equilibrated 15 Å thick water layer was placed on the bottom of the 
HDPE surface and fixed during further simulations (Figure 6.1). 
For each, RNase-HDPE and HEWL-HDPE, system 16 different orientations of 
the proteins with their longest axis parallel to the material surface plane were placed in a 
manner such that the closest protein atom to the surface was 5 Å away from the surface. 
Subsequently by feeding each of these different orientation protein-surface systems to a 
replica in the TIGER2A simulation, the simulations were randomized by acquiring initial 
conformational diversity. In order to obtain a satisfactory level of replica exchange 
during the simulation of these large of systems, standard REMD simulations would 
require much narrower temperature intervals between pairs of replicas, and hence much 
large number of replicas.
35
 The TIGER2A algorithm
35
 overcomes this problem by 
removing excess thermal energy before attempting exchanges, thus greatly increasing the 
efficiency of this process. 
In the assembled systems, the initial z-height of mobile solution phase (consisting 
of the protein, water, and counterions) was ~55 Å. The height of the solution phase of the 
systems was adjusted to provide 1 atm pressure.
24
 Evaluation of the solution phase 
pressure of the RNase-HDPE system with different folded and unfolded states of the 
118 
protein determined that the pressure change upon unfolding of the protein is statistically 
insignificant, which indicates that the pressure can be kept at a constant value (1 atm). 
Using our TIGER2A accelerated sampling algorithm, simulations were set up to 
involve 16 parallel replicas of the system, with temperature levels spaced in from 300 K 
to a designated upper temperature limit. The upper temperature limit was determined 
from protein melting curve generation simulations, in which 10 ns of MD simulations 
were performed with each of the two proteins at different temperature levels ranging 
from 300 K to 720 K with 30 K intervals. The secondary structural composition of the 
proteins at each temperature level was analyzed using the STRIDE algorithm, and the 
folding fractions were calculated (Figure 6.2). 
       
(a)                                                              (b) 
Figure 6.1.  Representative model systems for simulations of (a) RNase and (b) HEWL 
adsorption on an HDPE surface. The proteins are displayed in ribbon representation, fixed water 
layer–balls-and-sticks representation, HDPE surface and Cl
-
 counterions–vdW surface 
representation, and bulk water–points representation for clarity. Models with different unfolded 
and folded states of the protein were built for both HEWL and RNase proteins as input structures 







Figure 6.2.  ‘Melting curve’ for RNase generated after 10 ns of MD. Folding fraction is the ratio 
of the number of amino-acid residues in a secondary structure to the total number of residues in 
the proteins. According to the curve, the maximum temperature replica for TIGER2A simulations 
of RNase protein is 660 K, as the folding fraction remains at constant minimal level at 660-720 
K. Folded and unfolded protein conformations at different T levels are displayed for comparison. 
Similarly, the highest temperature limit for TIGER2A simulations of HEWL protein was found to 
be 691K. 
 
As indicated above for each of the protein-surface systems (RNase and HEWL-
HDPE), two sets of TIGER2A simulations were conducted each with a different FF for 
the interfacial interactions–standard CHARMM FF and tuned IFF. To provide statistics 
each simulation started with two independent seeds, differing from each other by a 
random number for the atomic velocities and a random number for the Metropolis 
criterion evaluation. Depending on the system, simulations were run for cumulative 
(additive of two seeds) 15-19 ns of total simulation time for each replica. It must be 
pointed out that TIGER2A is similar to REMD in that it generates an ensemble average 
of states as opposed to an actual dynamic time sequence. Thus, this time period does not 
actually represent 19 ns of continuous MD but rather the amount of sampling that is 
conducted. By design, the elevated temperature levels used in this sampling algorithm 
120 
provide additional thermal energy to rapidly cross energy barriers, which enables an 
equilibrated system of states to be sampled much more quickly than by a conventional 
MD simulation. 
While we had initially intended to conduct much longer simulations to the point 
of reaching convergence for this type of complex system (e.g., > 100 ns), the limitations 
of the CHARMM simulation program only enabled approximately 1.0 ns of sampling to 
be obtained per week using 8 parallel cores per replica (i.e., the maximum effective 
parallelization that could be obtained using the CHARMM program (c36b1)).  Thus, 
obtaining over 100 ns of sampling would require over 100 weeks of continuous 
simulation (i.e., about 2 years of time).  Initial plans were to overcome this limitation by 
using the LAMMPS molecular simulation program (Large-scale Atomic/Molecular 
Massively Parallel Simulator
26
), which preliminary studies showed would provide 
approximately 20 ns of sampling per week (i.e., > 100 ns of sampling in less than 2 
months of time).  However, because LAMMPS does not yet have the capability to run 
simulations with the CHARMM/CMAP FF, LAMMPS was not able to be used for our 
simulations. Therefore, recognizing this limitation, instead simulations using CHARMM 
program were run to provide an example of the application of TIGER2A sampling to 
demonstrate the beginnings of generating a Boltzmann-weight ensemble of states for this 
type of large, complex molecular system, along with the application of a set of analysis 
methods to characterize the ensembles of sampled states that were generated during the 
TIGER2A simulations. 
121 
The resulting ensembles of states for each protein-surface combination were 
analyzed to calculate the average parameters from the simulation ensembles that can not 
only be directly compared with the experimental results,
64
 but can also provide 
supplemental molecular-level information on protein adsorption, which cannot be 
determined by the experiment alone.  
One such simulation parameter that can be directly correlated with experiment 
values is the secondary structure content of the proteins in their adsorbed states (Figure 
6.3, and Table 6.1). The results of the simulations of the protein in aqueous solution are 
also presented as a control. Naturally, the protein in solution at room temperature without 
the influence of any material surface should remain in its native state with only minor 
deviations from the original PDB structure. 
Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of the protein residues in the adsorbed 
state relative to the solution state of the protein is another parameter that can be readily 
obtained from the simulation and compared with experiment values (Figures 6.7-6.9). 
While simulation provides SASA results of the entire range of residues in the protein, 
such comparison between simulation and experiment is limited to only a handful of 
residues capable to experimentally undergo amino acid labeling with further mass 
spectrometry analysis. These residues for RNase protein are: K1, E2, K7, E9, R10, H12, 
D14, Y25, K31, R33, K37, D38, R39, K41, H48, E49, D53, K61, K66, Y73, Y76, D83, 
R85, E86, K91, Y92, Y97, K98, K104, H105, E111, Y115, H119, D121; and for HEWL 
protein are: K1, R5, E7, K13, R14, D18, R21, W28, K33, E35, R45, D48, D52, R61, 
122 
W62, W63, D66, R68, R73, D87, K96, K97, D101, W108, W111, R112, R114, K116, 
D119, W123, R125, C128. 
Similar to the experiment, in simulation the so called solvent accessible ‘Profiles’ 
for each amino-acid residue was calculated through (Equation 6-1): 
 
 𝐏𝐫𝐨𝐟𝐢𝐥𝐞 = log(SASA𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑑 /SASA𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒), (6-1) 
where SASA𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑑 is the SASA of the residue in the adsorbed state of the protein, and 
SASA𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 is the SASA of the residue in the native state of the protein in solution. If the 
SASA of a given amino-acid residue in the native state in solution or in its adsorbed 
states was found to be less than 0.1 Å
2
, then a low ceiling threshold value of 0.1 was 
designated for the respective SASA value instead of 0 in order to avoid the mathematical 
error of dividing by zero in Equation 6-1. CHARMM’s COOR
13
 facility was used to 
calculate the SASA in simulation (with the radius of the probe rolling over the protein’s 
vdW surface designated to be 1.4 Å). 
Additionally, independent additional data can be extracted from the simulation as 
a supplement to the experimental data. For example, the ensemble average z-height of 
each amino-acid residue (e.g., Cα atoms) from the material surface was calculated 
(Figure 6.6). This data can be used to determine the preferential orientation of the protein 
on the surface by studying the protein parts which have higher affinity to the surface (i.e., 
located within a few angstroms from the surface which allows them to directly interact 
with it by forming nonbonded interactions).  
123 
To determine the highly preferred conformations as well as orientations of the 
protein adsorbed on the surface, cluster analysis of the ensembles of states was performed 
following the in-house developed cluster analysis procedure described in Chapter V 
(Figure 6.10-6.13). According to the clustering procedure, the highest count of the 
optimal number of clusters was determined following combinations of the results of 
different cluster analysis algorithms and cluster validation algorithms. Four different 
clustering algorithms (single-linkage, complete-linkage, average-linkage, and Ward’s 
method) were used to group ensembles of states generated by the TIGER2A simulations 
for each of the protein-surface systems (RNase-HDPE and HEWL-HDPE), each using 
both the standard CHARMM FF and the tuned IFF for the interfacial interactions. For 
each obtained clustering, three different cluster validation techniques (Calinski-Harabasz, 
Davies-Bouldin, and silhouette indices) were used. Based on the cumulative results of 
such combinations, the optimal number of clusters was determined. Subsequently, 
following the developed procedure the Cα 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  of the top most populated clusters were 
calculated (five in this study), and the clusters with the lowest values of the RMSDs, thus 
corresponded to the best clustering solutions. Additionally, for these best clustering 
solutions, the free energies (∆𝐺state) of the clusters relative to smallest cluster were 
calculated by (Equation 6-2): 
 
 ∆𝐺state = −𝑅𝑇 ln(𝑁frames in the current cluster /𝑁frames in the smallest cluster), (6-2) 
 
124 
where R is the gas constant in kcal/mol, T is the baseline temperature of 300 K, 
𝑁states in the current cluster is the number of frames (states) in the cluster for which ∆𝐺state 
is being calculated, and 𝑁states in the smallest cluster is the number of frames (states) in the 
smallest cluster with the given clustering results. Additionally, the dictionary of protein 
secondary structure plots (DSSP) for each protein-surface simulations were generated 
with the VMD program
130
 (Figures 6.14-6.15). 
Regular continuous MD simulations of RNase-HDPE and HEWL-HDPE systems 
each with the CHARMM FF and the tuned IFF were also performed as control systems 
for TIGER2A simulations. Each of these control MD simulations (with a given FF) was 
initiated with four different orientations of the protein on the material surface for 
conformational diversity. Cumulatively, the total simulation time of these four 
simulations for each of the protein-FF combinations was 42-56 ns. Since no significant 
shift either in the orientation or the conformation of the adsorbing protein was observed 
with any of these control simulations over the course of the simulated time, the results of 
these simulations are not shown except for cluster analysis comparison to graphically 
show the limitations of the sampling effectiveness provided by standard MD simulations 






6.3 Results and Discussion 
 
 
Figure 6.3.  The average secondary structure (α-helix and β-sheet) and random coil contents of 
RNase and HEWL proteins on HDPE and solution (for RNase) obtained from individual 
ensembles of states produced at the end of each TIGER2A cycle using both the standard 
CHARMM FF and the IFF parameterization for the interfacial interactions. The structures were 
predicted with STRIDE. Each cycle (designated as ‘N cycle’ on the graphs) was 0.9 ns long, with 
10 ps heating, 390 ps sampling, 400 ps quenching and equilibrating to the baseline temperature, 








Table 6.1.  Comparison of the secondary structure content of RNase and HEWL proteins in their 
adsorbed states on the HDPE surface in experiment
64, 190
 and simulation (in water solution, with 
CHARMM FF for the interfacial interactions, and the tuned IFF for the interfacial interactions). 
The simulation results were calculated as the cumulative average of the ensemble of states 
generated in TIGER2A simulations. For the calculation of the confidence intervals (C.I.) in the 
simulation statistics, the sample size, n, corresponds to the number of conformational states in the 
ensemble. 
 
RNase (PDBID 5rsa) HEWL (PDBID 1gxv) 
Native (PDB)   
α-helix 22.6% 37.2% 
β-sheet 37.1% 7.0% 
Experiment  
on HDPE  (n = 3) 
  
α-helix 18.0% ± 2.0% 22.0% ± 3.0% 
β-sheet 25.0% ± 3.0%
190
 28.0% ± 3.0%
64
 
Simulation   
in solution   
α-helix 21.5% ± 0.6% 46.1% ± 1.2% 
β-sheet 31.6% ± 1.2% 
(n = 43) 
2.5% ± 0.8% 
(n = 60) 
on HDPE (CHARMM FF)   
α-helix 21.9% ± 0.3% 37.8% ± 1.1% 
β-sheet 32.2% + 0.7% 
(n = 45) 
7.1% ± 0.5% 
(n = 37) 
on HDPE (Tuned IFF)   
α-helix 21.3% ± 0.7% 36.9% ± 0.9% 
β-sheet 33.0% ± 0.7% 
(n = 56) 
6.9% ± 0.6% 
(n = 50) 
*The values are given as mean ± 95% C.I. 
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Figure 6.4.  Backbone RMSDs (Cα atoms) of the ensembles of the conformational states 
generated by the TIGER2A algorithm for proteins in solution (graphs in the left column) and 




 columns) each using both the 
standard CHARMM FF and the tuned IFF for the interfacial interactions. Each point is calculated 
with respect to the native PDB structure. The order of the states on each graph corresponds to the 
order in which the TIGER2A algorithm sampled them. 
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Figure 6.5.  Active site backbone RMSDs (Cα atoms) of the ensembles of the conformational 
states generated by the TIGER2A algorithm for proteins in solution (graphs in the left column), 




 columns) each using both 
the standard CHARMM FF and the tuned IFF for the interfacial interactions. Each point is 
calculated with respect to the native PDB structure. The order of the states on each graph 
corresponds to the order in which they were sampled by the TIGER2A algorithm. Protein 
structures are displayed in transparent surface and ribbons (blue for RNase, and grey for HEWL) 
representations. The active site residues are shown in green vdW-surface representation in the 
overall protein structure, and in sticks representation in the magnified picture of the active sites. 




Figure 6.6. Distances of each amino-acid residue (Cα atoms) from the surface plane of the HDPE 
along the z-axis (z-height). The surface plane z coordinate is at 0 on the graphs. The results are 
the average of the ensembles of the conformational states generated by the TIGER2A algorithm 
for RNase-HDPE and HEWL-HDPE systems, each using both the standard CHARMM FF and 
the tuned IFF for the interfacial interactions. The error bars correspond to the 95% C.I. The 
sample sizes (correspond to the number of states in the ensembles) are as follows: 45 for RNase-






Figure 6.7.  Solvent accessibility profiles of residues in RNase on HDPE. The profile for each 
amino-acid residue was calculated as a logarithm of the ratio of the SASA of the residue in the 
adsorbed state of the protein to the SASA of the residue in the native state of the protein in 
solution (𝐩𝐫𝐨𝐟𝐢𝐥𝐞 = log(SASA𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑑 /SASA𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒). The results are the average of the 
ensembles of the conformational states generated by the TIGER2A algorithm for RNase-HDPE 
system using both the standard CHARMM FF and the tuned IFF for the interfacial interactions. 
The profiles of the active site residues are also shown separately in the right-hand plots to more 
clearly show their response. Residues showing no difference in their solvation between the 
solution and adsorbed states have profile values equal to 0. 
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Figure 6.8.  Solvent accessibility profiles of residues in HEWL on HDPE. The results are the 
average of the ensembles of the conformational states generated by the TIGER2A algorithm for 
the HEWL-HDPE system using both the standard CHARMM FF and the tuned IFF for the 
interfacial interactions. The profiles of the active site residues are also shown separately in the 
right-hand plots to more clearly show their response. Residues showing no difference in their 
solvation between the solution and adsorbed states have profile values equal to 0. 
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Figure 6.9.  Comparison of the solvent accessibility profiles of targeted residues in simulation 
and experiment. The comparison is limited by the availability of the experimental data from a 
targeted set of amino-acid residues studied with the amino acid labeling and mass spectrometry 
analyses.
64, 190
 These residues for RNase are: K1, E2, K7, E9, R10, H12, D14, Y25, K31, R33, 
K37, D38, R39, K41, H48, E49, D53, K61, K66, Y73, Y76, D83, R85, E86, K91, Y92, Y97, 
K98, K104, H105, E111, Y115, H119, D121; and for HEWL: K1, R5, E7, K13, R14, D18, R21, 
W28, K33, E35, R45, D48, D52, R61, W62, W63, D66, R68, R73, D87, K96, K97, D101, W108, 
W111, R112, R114, K116, D119, W123, R125, C128. The simulation results are the average of 
the ensembles of the conformational states generated by the TIGER2A algorithm for RNase-
HDPE and HEWL-HDPE systems each using both the standard CHARMM FF and the tuned IFF 




Figure 6.10.  Cluster analysis of the ensemble of states obtained in the TIGER2A simulation of 
the RNase-HDPE system using the CHARMM FF for the interfacial interactions. The cluster 
analysis followed the in-house methodology described in Chapter V. (a) Determination of the 
optimal number of cluster following our methodology (cumulative results of combinations of four 
clustering algorithms with three different cluster validation algorithms). The highest count 
corresponding to the optimal number of clusters (5 in this study) is indicated by the red arrow on 
the graph. (b) According to our methodology the next step is the determination of the optimal 
clustering algorithm based on the minimal values of Cα 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  of the top clusters. The optimal 
clustering in this study is achieved by complete-linkage and Ward’s method (identical clusters). 
(c) Representation of the number of frames (designated on the graphs as N Frames) in the clusters 
produced by complete-linkage algorithm. The free energies (-ΔGstates) of the number of 
conformational states in each cluster compared to the number of states in the smallest cluster 
shown. (d) Representative states from the top two clusters. The active site residues are shown in 
green vdW surface, and the residues within 2Å from the HDPE surface are shown in atom-name 
coloring with vdW surface. The amino-acid residues found within 2Å from the HDPE surface are 
indicated on the right-hand table. 
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Figure 6.11.  Cluster analysis of the ensemble of states obtained in the TIGER2A simulation of 
the RNase-HDPE system using the tuned IFF for the interfacial interactions. For details the 
reader is referred to Figure 6.10. (a) The optimal number of clusters is 7. (b) The optimal 
clustering is achieved by complete-linkage, average-linkage, and Ward’s method (identical 
clusters). (c) Representation of the number of frames (designated on the graphs as N Frames) in 
the clusters produced by complete-linkage algorithm. The free energies (-ΔGstates) of the number 
of conformational states in each cluster compared to the number of states in the smallest cluster 
shown. (d) Representative states from the top two clusters. The active site residues are shown in 
green-vdW surface, and the residues within 2Å from the HDPE surface are shown in atom-name 
coloring with vdW surface. The amino-acid residues found within 2Å from the HDPE surface are 





Figure 6.12.  Cluster analysis of the ensemble of states obtained in the TIGER2A simulation of 
the HEWL-HDPE system using the CHARMM FF for the interfacial interactions. For details 
the reader is referred to Figure 6.10. (a) The optimal number of clusters is 12. (b) The optimal 
clustering is achieved by complete-linkage and Ward’s method (identical clusters). (c) 
Representation of the number of frames (designated on the graphs as N Frames) in the clusters 
produced by complete-linkage algorithm. The free energies (-ΔGstates) of the number of 
conformational states in each cluster compared to the number of states in the smallest cluster 
shown. (d) Representative states from the top two clusters. The active site residues are shown in 
green vdW surface, and the residues within 2Å from the HDPE surface are shown in atom-name 
coloring with vdW surface. The amino-acid residues found within 2Å from the HDPE surface are 





Figure 6.13.  Cluster analysis of the ensemble of states obtained in the TIGER2A simulation of 
the HEWL-HDPE system using the tuned IFF for the interfacial interactions. For details the 
reader is referred to Figure 6.10. (a) The optimal number of clusters is 20. (b) The optimal 
clustering is achieved by complete-linkage, average-linkage, and Ward’s method (identical 
clusters). (c) Representation of the number of frames (designated on the graphs as N Frames) in 
the clusters produced by complete-linkage algorithm. The free energies (-ΔGstates) of the number 
of conformational states in each cluster compared to the number of states in the smallest cluster 
shown. (d) Representative states from the top two clusters. The active site residues are shown in 
green vdW surface, and the residues within 2Å from the HDPE surface are shown in atom-name 
coloring with vdW surface. The amino-acid residues found within 2Å from the HDPE surface are 




Table 6.2.  Estimated standard deviations for the clusters formed after cluster analyses of the 
ensembles of states obtained in each protein-HDPE TIGER2A simulations. The values are shown 
in the descending order of the number of frames (n frames) in the cluster. The standard deviations 
are calculated as 𝒑 ± 𝝈, where 𝒑 = 𝒏/𝑵, 𝝈 = √𝒑(𝟏 − 𝒑) 𝑵⁄ , and N is the total number of 
frames (states) in the ensemble for a given protein-HDPE study (e.g., 45 for RNase-HDPE using 
CHARMM FF). 
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Figure 6.14.  Evolution of the secondary structure (DSSP plots) of RNase in solution (top plot), 
and adsorbed on HDPE using CHARMM FF (bottom left plot) and tuned IFF (bottom right plot) 
for the interfacial interactions. 
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Figure 6.15.  Evolution of the secondary structure (DSSP plots) of HEWL in solution (top plot), 
and adsorbed on HDPE using CHARMM FF (bottom left plot) and tuned IFF (bottom right plot) 






Figure 6.16. Assessment of the TIGER2A simulations in comparison with the standard MD 
simulations (Figures 6.16-6.21). Displayed on this figure is the cluster analysis of the trajectory 
obtained from a 13 ns simulation using standard MD initiated from the orientation 1, 
following our cluster analysis methodology. (a) Configuration of the system from which the 
simulation was initiated. (b) Optimal cluster count. (c) Cα 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  (Å) of the top clusters and 
determination of the best clustering algorithm (left-hand table); objective function (determined as 
Ward’s method) vs N clusters graph indicating the dissimilarity between the produced clusters 
(right-hand graph). (d) Representative states from the top 5 clusters. 
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Figure 6.17. Assessment of the TIGER2A simulations in comparison with the standard MD 
simulations (Figures 6.16-6.21). Displayed on this figure is the cluster analysis of the trajectory 
obtained from a 13 ns simulation using standard MD initiated from the orientation 2, 
following our cluster analysis methodology. (a) Configuration of the system from which the 
simulation was initiated. (b) Optimal cluster count. (c) Cα 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  (Å) of the top clusters and 
determination of the best clustering algorithm (left-hand table); objective function (determined as 
Ward’s method) vs N clusters graph indicating the dissimilarity between the produced clusters 
(right-hand graph). (d) Representative states from the top 5 clusters. 
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Figure 6.18. Assessment of the TIGER2A simulations in comparison with the standard MD 
simulations (Figures 6.16-6.21). Displayed on this figure is the cluster analysis of the trajectory 
obtained from a 13 ns simulation using standard MD initiated from the orientation 3, 
following our cluster analysis methodology. (a) Configuration of the system from which the 
simulation was initiated. (b) Optimal cluster count. (c) Cα 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  (Å) of the top clusters and 
determination of the best clustering algorithm (left-hand table); objective function (determined as 
Ward’s method) vs N clusters graph indicating the dissimilarity between the produced clusters 
(right-hand graph). (d) Representative states from the top 5 clusters. 
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Figure 6.19. Assessment of the TIGER2A simulations in comparison with the standard MD 
simulations (Figures 6.16-6.21). Displayed on this figure is the cluster analysis of the trajectory 
obtained from a 13 ns simulation using standard MD initiated from the orientation 4, 
following our cluster analysis methodology. (a) Configuration of the system from which the 
simulation was initiated. (b) Optimal cluster count. (c) Cα 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  (Å) of the top clusters and 
determination of the best clustering algorithm (left-hand table); objective function (determined as 
Ward’s method) vs N clusters graph indicating the dissimilarity between the produced clusters 
(right-hand graph). (d) Representative states from the top 5 clusters. 
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Figure 6.20. Assessment of the TIGER2A simulations in comparison with the standard MD 
simulations (Figures 6.16-6.21). Displayed on this figure is the cluster analysis of the ensemble 
obtained from a ~11 ns simulation using TIGER2A sampling (seed 1), following our cluster 
analysis methodology. These comparisons clearly indicate that better configurational sampling is 
achieved with the TIGER2A. (a) Configuration of the system from which the simulation was 
initiated. (b) Optimal cluster count. (c) Cα 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  (Å) of the top clusters and determination of the 
best clustering algorithm (left-hand table); objective function (determined as single-linkage) vs N 
clusters graph indicating the dissimilarity between the produced clusters (right-hand graph). (d) 
Representative states from the top 5 clusters. 
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Figure 6.21. Assessment of the TIGER2A simulations in comparison with the standard MD 
simulations (Figures 6.16-6.21). Displayed on this figure is the cluster analysis of the ensemble 
obtained from a ~9 ns simulation using TIGER2A sampling (seed 2), following our cluster 
analysis methodology. These comparisons clearly indicate that better configurational sampling is 
achieved with the TIGER2A. (a) Configuration of the system from which the simulation was 
initiated. (b) Optimal cluster count. (c) Cα 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  (Å) of the top clusters and determination of the 
best clustering algorithm (left-hand table); objective function (determined as single-linkage) vs N 
clusters graph indicating the dissimilarity between the produced clusters (right-hand graph). (d) 
Representative states from the top 5 clusters. 
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Table 6.1 indicates that experimentally RNase on HDPE exhibited ~30% relative 
loss in α-helix content (~4.5% absolute decrease), and ~22% relative loss in β-sheet 
content (~12% absolute decrease) in comparison with the native structure. For HEWL on 
HDPE, ~40% relative loss in α-helix content (~15% absolute decrease), and four fold 
relative increase in β-sheet content (~21% absolute increase) were experimentally 
observed. In the simulations (Figure 6.3 and Table 6.1), however, no significant 
statistical difference was shown in the secondary structure content of the adsorbed 
proteins relative to the native state of the protein in aqueous solution. 
The TIGER2A trajectories for HEWL in solution were obtained by a co-worker 
Dr. James A. Snyder. The TIGER2
192
 algorithm was initially used for the HEWL in 
solution sampling, which led to the discovery of inaccuracies of the algorithm when 
applied to the systems with explicit solvation. This inaccuracy was determined to be due 
to the energy fluctuations of the solvent, which cause the sampling method to be 
insensitive to the energy fluctuations of the solute (i.e., the folded state of the protein). 
Subsequently TIGER2A
185
 was developed, which accounts for the solvent energy by 
incorporating averaging of the solvent energy at the baseline temperature as the final step 
in the simulation cycle, which solves the TIGER2 sampling problem. 
 Figures 6.4-6.5 show the results of the RMSDs’ calculations (Cα atoms) of both 
the entire backbone and separately of the active site of the protein relative to the native 
state of the protein. No significant deviations were observed. 
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The distances of each amino-acid residue (z-height) from the surface calculated as 
the average of the ensemble of states produced in TIGER2A simulations are shown in 
Figure 6.6. The general shapes of the graphs from the CHARMM FF simulations 
compared with the tuned IFF simulations are similar for both proteins, indicating a 
common trend in the adsorption profiles of each protein with either FF. Distinct regions 
for both the RNase and HEWL proteins interacting with the HDPE surface can be seen in 
the ‘valley’ regions of the adsorbed protein (regions close to the surface). Additionally 
for the HEWL-HDPE simulations, the findings are consistent with the results of the 300 
ns standard MD simulation produced by Szleifer et al.
21
 For HEWL it is visually 
apparent, however, that at the surface the tuned IFF parameters tend to hold the protein 
more ‘compactly’ (smaller difference between the maximum and minimum z coordinates 
of the protein), and more closely to the surface with the average z-height of the amino 
acids being at ~16.4 Å from the surface in contrast to ~17.4 Å when the CHARMM FF 
was used. 
Similarly, the general trend of the solvent accessibility profiles (Figures 6.7-6.8) 
is similar for both CHARMM FF and tuned FF. For HEWL, however, obvious increase 
in the solvent accessibility of residues in certain regions of the protein was observed. 
Consistently these parts of the protein were also found in the ‘mountain’ regions (far 
from the surface) in z-height plots. Moreover, in the comparison of the simulation with 
the experimental solvent accessibility profiles of a targeted set of amino-acid residues 
(Figure 6.9), a substantial increase in the value of the R correlation coefficient from 
CHARMM FF to tuned IFF for both proteins is notable. 
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The results of the cluster analysis are shown in Figures 6.10-6.13. For each 
system the optimal number of clusters is indicated, following with the Cα 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  values 
of the top clusters (clusters containing the majority of the frames). Cluster analysis 
algorithms producing the lowest values of the RMSDs with the selected optimal number 
of clusters are highlighted. Consequently the clusters were analyzed and -ΔGstates of each 
produced cluster is indicated. For the top two clusters the residues within 2 Å from the 
surface are shown on the representative states, and such residues overlapping between the 
two clusters are highlighted. These residues (directly interacting with the material 
surface) found in representative states of the most populated clusters (Figures 6.10-
13(d)) are generally consistent with the ‘valley’ regions of the z-height plots (Figure 
6.6). Interestingly in the case of HEWL using CHARMM FF (Figure 6.12) the second 
most populated cluster has a distinct orientation of the protein with its tip at the surface. 
While the TIGER2A simulation trajectories are very short (small ensembles of states), 
this finding stipulates that the protein has already started showing the signs of orientation 
shift in the TIGER2A simulations. For comparison, no such rearrangement in the 
orientation was observed either in our regular control simulations (standard MD) or by 
Szleifer et al. 
As the proteins evolve throughout the ensembles of states, the DSSP plots 
indicate no significant deviations (relative to their native state in solution) in the 
formation of secondary structure elements by each amino-acid residue (Figures 6.14-
6.15). 
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Thus, while in some cases the tuned IFF showed variations in measurements 
compared to the CHARMM FF for the interfacial interactions, the general trend of the 
results with such short simulation trajectories is foreseeably similar for both FFs. As 
mentioned in the section 6.2 Materials and Methods, 15-19 ns of TIGER2A simulations 
does not represent continuous MD simulation, but rather the amount of sampling that is 
conducted at elevated temperature levels. Nevertheless, the results of this study indicate 
that the protein did not manage to escape the region of the protein’s conformational space 
that lies relatively close to its starting native structure. This suggests that longer 
simulations are needed to obtain a significant amount of conformational and orientation 
sampling to be able to directly compare the simulation results with experiment values. 
And, while lengthier simulations might be helpful to observe alterations in the secondary 
structure of the adsorbing protein, it must be additionally stated that a thorough review of 
different protein FFs by D.E. Shaw et al. indicated a general trend of the CHARMM FF 
to hold the protein secondary structure substantially more helical than what is found in 
experiment.
196, 197
 Therefore it is possible that the much lower degree of adsorption-
induced unfolding predicted by the simulations compared to the experimental results may 
actually be caused by the CHARMM FF overly stabilizing the native state structures of 
the proteins rather than being due to insufficient sampling of the systems. 
Assessment of the TIGER2A simulations compared with the standard MD 
simulations is shown in Figures 6.16-6.21. The RNase-HDPE system using the tuned IFF 
was used as an example system for this comparison. The cluster analyses were conducted 
following our methodology described in Chapter V. As indicated in section 6.2, 
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Materials and Methods, each of the four standard MD simulations was initiated with a 
different orientation of the protein on the surface, whereas the TIGER2A simulations 
started with 16 temperature replicas each with a different orientation of the protein on the 
surface. Although the simulations are short, these comparisons already clearly indicate 
that the standard MD essentially leads to the protein being ‘stuck’ in one metastable state 
(local low-energy well) for the whole simulation, while TIGER2A samples more broadly 
around the configurational (conformational and orientational) space. While MD with 
different orientations does explore the behavior of different orientations, it is impossible 
to obtain relative probabilities of occurrence of each of these 
conformations/orientations.  In contrast TIGER2A generates a Boltzmann-weighted 
distribution of states that directly provides an estimate of the relative probabilities of the 
occurrence of these different states and enables the differences in free energy between 
them to be readily determined based on the natural logarithm of the resulting probability 
ratios. 
Although TIGER2A is considered to be an efficient enhanced conformational 
sampling algorithm, short simulations of such a large molecular system as protein 
adsorption with this method cannot yet be considered sufficient when it comes to the 
comparison of the simulation results with the experiment. The results and comparisons in 
this chapter, thus, merely showcase a handful of ways in which the protein-adsorption 
data from TIGER2A simulations can be analyzed and the type of data that can be 
extracted from the simulations, which can be subsequently analyzed and compared with 
the experimental findings. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 
7.1 Conclusions 
A fundamental atomistic-level understanding of protein adsorption on material 
surfaces is of paramount importance in a vast range of scientific applications—ranging 
from the design of novel biomaterial surfaces with a higher degree of biocompatibility in 
the field of biomedical engineering to the design of decontamination strategies in the area 
of biological defense. Although an array of exceptional experimental techniques for 
studying protein-surface interactions has evolved over the past several years, these 
experiments lack the capability to generate the type of data which is of absolute 
importance in the study of protein adsorption—the atomistic-level information of the 
molecular interactions taking place during the dynamic process of protein adsorption. 
Over the last several decades all-atom MD simulations have proven to be a valuable tool 
for understanding and predicting molecular interactions at the atomic level. Similarly MD 
has vast potential to predict the details of molecular interactions during the process of 
protein adsorption.  However, a given MD method along with its underlying FF need to 
be first tuned and validated before they can be confidently applied for the simulation of a 
specific molecular system (e.g., protein adsorption) and generate meaningful predictions. 
 The objective of this research was to address several shortcomings of the current 
MD simulations when applied for the simulations of protein adsorption behavior, and to 
demonstrate new efficient developments aimed to solve these limitations. Three such 
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limitations were addressed: (i) incorrect representation of the FF parameters governing 
the interactions of protein with the surface; (ii) the inability of the current cluster analysis 
methods to cluster ensembles of adsorbed protein states obtained in protein-adsorption 
simulations, a molecular simulation system for which not only the conformations of the 
sampled states but also their orientations are important parameters; and (iii) insufficient 
simulation time to obtain a significant level of conformational sampling of such a large 
molecular system as protein adsorption. 
This study, thus, attempted to tune and validate protein adsorption simulation 
methods using high-density polyethylene (HDPE) as a model materials surface. Firstly, 
an IFF parameter set (i.e., LJ parameters and partial charges) compatible with the 
CHARMM protein FF was developed to accurately simulate peptide adsorption behavior 
on HDPE. This was accomplished using a modified version of the CHARMM program, 
called dual force-field CHARMM, which permits an independent set of IFF nonbonded 
parameters to be used to represent interphase  interactions, while the standard CHARMM 
protein FF was used to separately represent intraphase interactions. This was achieved by 
comparing the simulation free energies of peptide-adsorption with those obtained by 
experiment, and subsequent tuning of the IFF parameters until  the adsorption free 
energies obtained from simulation matched the experimental values well within 1.0 
kcal/mol. 
Secondly, two novel cluster analysis methodologies were developed which can be 
specifically applied for clustering large ensembles of adsorbed protein states obtained in 
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protein-adsorption simulations. This project addressed the necessity to compare not only 
the tertiary conformation of the adsorbed state of the protein in such simulations, but also 
its orientation relative to the material surface. Two new methods of structural alignment 
of the adsorbed protein configurations were developed. These methods first applied 
several data clustering algorithms, including different methods of agglomerative 
hierarchical clustering, in conjunction with a cluster-count validation technique to 
provide an objective process to determine the optimal number of clusters in the trajectory 
data and the best algorithm for clustering protein-adsorption trajectories.  
Thirdly, a first of its kind protein-adsorption simulation was performed using an 
in-house developed efficient enhanced sampling method called TIGER2A (loosely based 
on the REMD and ‘Smart Walking’ sampling methods), both with the standard 
CHARMM FF and the aforementioned tuned IFF parameters for the interfacial 
interactions for comparative analysis. Furthermore, we performed an assessment of the 
validity of the combination of the tuned IFF parameters with the advanced sampling 
method to accurately predict the orientation and conformation of the adsorbing protein. 
For the ensembles of adsorbed protein states generated in the simulations we 
demonstrated several effective methods to analyze the simulation data both on its own 
(e.g., assessment of the ensemble average height of the protein amino-acid residues from 
the material surface, SASA of the adsorbed protein, cluster analysis of the ensembles of 
states, and evolution of the secondary structure formed by each residue throughout the 
simulations) and for comparison with the experimental data produced by our 
experimental group (e.g., the ensemble-average secondary structure content, and 
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correlation of the ensemble-average simulation SASA profiles with the experiment). 
Unfortunately, due to software limitations with the CHARMM simulation program, we 
were not able to conduct the simulations sufficiently long to obtain convergence.  
However, using the data sets obtained, we were able to successfully demonstrate the 
application of the developed new methods for the simulation and analysis of this type of 
complex molecular system.  
 
7.2 Future Directions 
While the methods developed in this research work utilized small peptides and 
proteins with low molecular weights, these efficient MD simulation techniques can be 
readily applied to the study of practically any biomolecule-material surface interaction in 
various fields of science. 
To immediately advance the current research, longer TIGER2A simulations of 
protein adsorption could be performed. Such lengthier simulations have a potential to 
converge the simulation trajectories and generate ergodically sampled ensembles of 
adsorbed protein states from which the ensemble average properties of interest could be 
calculated and compared with the experimental data for simulation methods assessment 
and validation. As part of additional analysis of the protein-adsorption simulation 
trajectories, the protein residues in direct physical contact with the material surface could 
then be studied more thoroughly to determine the principles governing protein for 
specific protein-surface combinations. Such analysis of the protein-HDPE systems, for 
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instance, could determine whether the regions of the protein with higher concentration of 
hydrophobic amino acids tend to drive the adsorption. Similar analysis can be performed 
for surfaces with other chemical properties, such as hydrophilic, charged, etc. 
The bioactivity of the adsorbed protein can be assessed through combinations of 
the analyses techniques described in Chapter V. For example, once the equilibrated 
Boltzmann-weighted ensemble of states is generated, the highly occurring configurational 
states of the adsorbed protein (conformation and orientation on the surface) can be 
identified through the application of the newly developed cluster analysis methodology 
(Chapter IV). Subsequently the bioactive cleft of the protein states from the top clusters 
can be subjected to the RMSD analysis to assess the adsorption-induced distortions of the 
conformation of bioactive site. Additionally the solvent exposure of the cleft can be 
assessed through the calculations of the SAS profiles of the amino-acid residues 
composing to bioactive site to assess the accessibility of the bioactive site. The 
combination of the RMSD and the SAS profiles of the active site in the adsorbed states 
relative to the native state of the protein may then be potentially used as a parameter for 
adsorbed state bioactivity. 
At a more general scale, the developments presented in this research can 
potentially be used to predict the behavior of novel implant materials in the human body. 
The tremendous advancement of hardware and software that has been observed in the 
recent decades has allowed MD calculations to be performed on molecular systems 
involving multiple biomolecules and ever larger and more complex molecular systems. 
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Similarly, it is not unrealistic to foresee that theoretical predictions of the behavior of 
new biomaterial surfaces will be possible with the knowledge of the surrounding 
conditions (small molecules, large proteins, ions) in a particular tissue environment 
where the biomaterial is to be inserted. Simulations of multiple different proteins 
adsorbing on implant material surfaces should, thus, be eventually possible to conduct, 
with the goal to make predictions on the performance of new implants once placed in a 
designated physiologic environment. 
For example, in the design of safer implant material surfaces, the competitive 
binding of fibrinogen itself or other large proteins may be able to be investigated in a 
simulation study involving multiple proteins adsorbing on a biomaterial surface. Since 
fibrinogen contains motifs known to trigger platelet adhesion and activation, playing a 
major role in the process of coagulation (leading to the formation of blood clots), the 
analysis of the orientation and structure of adsorbed fibrinogen would be highly 
important in such simulations. Additionally, in the field of biodefense, simulations could 
be performed to study the adsorption behavior of toxic proteins such as ricin in order to 
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Figure A.1. Swap between replicas in the TIGER2A simulation studies from Chapter VI (results of the 
simulations on the HDPE surface). The general trend for the exchanges between replicas indicates that the 
swap tends to occur among the replicas in the lower baths and among the replicas in the higher temperature 
baths (for the given timeframe of the TIGER2A simulations). 
 
 
Figure A.2. Accepted configurational states in TIGER2A simulations (Chapter VI). Due to the TIGER2A 
algorithm’s capability to consecutively compare the energies of all replicas with the baseline replica in 
order to decide whether or not to accept the state from a replica to the ensemble of states, several states can 




Various Simulation and Analyses Scripts 
B.1 CHARMM input script for umbrella sampling (see Chapter IV for details) 
Scripts similar to the following were used to run umbrella sampling simulations (both 
with the standard CHARMM parameters and tuned IFF). We used c36b1 with our 
additions of the IFF as well as the so called ‘CPSP’ module, which was designed in our 
group for calculating (i) the virial per atom in order to find the pressure of the solution 
slab, and (ii) restraining the center of mass of the peptide at a user designated distance 




* HDPE/TGTGaaGTGT SYSTEM 
* start file 
* 
SET idir           @aa 
SET stdir          stream 
SET odir           @aa/umbs_@ssd 
SET rtf1           c22p.rtf 
SET rtf2           sams.rtf 
SET prm1           c22p.prm 
SET prm2           sams.prm 
 
SET psf            dual_@aa.psf 
SET crd            equi5_@aa.crd 
SET smf            smf/@aa.smf 
 
SET newres         udyna@nnn_@aa.res 
SET newdcd         udyna@nnn_@aa.dcd 
SET newpdb         udyna@nnn_@aa.pdb 
SET newcrd         udyna@nnn_@aa.crd 
 
read rtf  card        name @stdir/@rtf1 
read rtf  card append name @stdir/@rtf2 
read para card        name @idir/@prm1 
read para card append name @stdir/@prm2 
 
read psf  card name @idir/dual_@aa.psf 
read smf  card name @stdir/@smf 
read coor card name @idir/equi5_@aa.crd 
!open unit 30 read form name @odir/@res 
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crystal define orthorhombic 45.9612 44.5419 68.935 90.0 90.0 90.0   !dimensions were 
found in P calculation simulations 
crystal build noperations 0 cutoff 15.0 
print image trans 
crystal write card unit 6 
* 
 
image byresidue sele (segid bwat .or. resname pet .or. segid cion) end 
image bysegment sele (segid pep) end 
image fixed     sele (segid fwat) end 
 
update imgfrq -1 ixtfrq 0 cutim 14.0 imall - ! IMAGE SPECs 
       inbfrq -1 ihbfrq 0 bygroup          - ! NBOND  SPECs 
       elec atom cdie fshift eps 1.0       - ! ELEC   SPECs 
       vdw vatom vfswitch                  - ! VDW    SPECs 
       nbxmod 5 e14fac 1.0 wmin 1.5        - ! CUTOFF SPECs 
       ctonnb 8.0 ctofnb 12.0 cutnb 14.0 
 
! If running CHARMM in parallel, you must stream the image patching 
! loop for HDPE because GOTO statments do not work in parallel versions 




cons fix sele segid FWAT end 
cons harm mass force 100.0 sele (segid P1 .or. segid P3 .or. segid P5 - 
           .or. segid P7  .or. segid P9 .or. segid P11 .or. segid P13 - 
           .or. segid P15 .or. segid P17) .and. .not. type H* end 
cons harm mass force 0.5 zscale 0.0 sele (segid P2 .or. segid P4 .or. segid P6  - 
     .or. segid P8  .or. segid P10 .or. segid P12 .or. segid P14 .or. segid P16 - 
     .or. segid P18 .or. segid P19 .or. segid P20 .or. segid P21 .or. segid P22 -  
     .or. segid P23 .or. segid P24 .or. segid P25 .or. segid P26 .or. segid P27 - 
     .or. segid P28 .or. segid P29 .or. segid P30 .or. segid P31 .or. segid P32 - 
     .or. segid P33 .or. segid P34 .or. segid P35 .or. segid P36 .or. segid P37 - 
     .or. segid P38 .or. segid P39 .or. segid P40 .or. segid P41 .or. segid P42 - 
     .or. segid P43 .or. segid P44 .or. segid P45) .and. type C18 end 
 
!/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
! CPSP COMMAND 
! 
!      HARMONIC WELL POTENTIAL: 1/2*HarmK*(SSD-HarmSSD)^2 
! HALF-HARMONIC WELL POTENTIAL: 1/2*HfHarmK*(SSDZMIN-
HfHarmSSD)^2 
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!                               if SSDZMIN > HfHarmSSD and 0.0 otherwise 
!               DLVO POTENTIAL: A*(SSD-E)^(-12) + B*(SSD-E)^(-6) + C/(SSD-E) + D 
!               GAUSSIAN WELLS: PRE/SIG * exp{ -0.5*[(SSD-MU)/SIG]^2 } 
!/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
cpsp 1 1 0 1                         - ! calcssd, calcsvir, explslab, calcbias 
     0.0 0.0 5.0                     - ! slabzmin, slabzmax, slabzhgt 
     0.0                             - ! cutbias 
     1.0 @ssd                        - ! harmk, harmssd 
     0.0 0.0                         - ! hfharmk, hfharmssd 
     0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0             - ! dlvo A,B,C,D,E 
     0.0 1.0 0.0                     - ! g1: pre, sig, mu 
     0.0 1.0 0.0                     - ! g2: pre, sig, mu 
     0.0 1.0 0.0                       ! g3: pre, sig, mu 
 
! MINI 
mini sd nstep 20 
shake bonh param tol 0.1e-09 
mini conj nstep 20 
 
open unit 31 writ form   name  @odir/@newres 
open unit 32 writ unform name @odir/@newdcd 
 
tpcontrol nthermostats 1 ther 1 tref 298.0 tau 0.1 select all end 
 
dynamics    vv2    start           -  
  timestp 0.002   nstep 1800000 -  
  echeck 20.0   !firstt 100.0   - 
  finalt 298.0    !teminc 5.0    ihtfrq 2500    -   
  -! UNIT-SPECifications  
  iunrea -1   iunwri 31    iuncrd    32    - 
  -! FREQUENCY-SPECifications 
  Inbfrq -1   ihbfrq 0    imgfrq -1    ixtfrq 0    iprfrq 10000    - 
  nprint 10000    nsavc 10000   nsavv 10000   isvfrq 10000    - 
  noewald    ntrfrq 3000000   
 
!close unit 30 
close unit 31 
close unit 32 
 
write coor card name @odir/@newcrd 
* crd 
* 







update inbf 0 ihbf 0 imgfrq 0 cutim 14.0 
 
! apply patch to chain ends 
 
calc nmax = int (@m * 2 * @k) 
set px 0 
label loop1 
calc px = @px + 1 
impa P1A C008 p@px 1 prim p@px 1 setup warn 
if @px lt @nmax goto loop1 
 
params.str______________________________________________________________ 
! Crystallographic indices of the (110) HDPE surface 
!generation of n cells along U and m cells along V 
!specify the overall surface size 
 
set n 18 
set m 9 
set k 2.5 
 
!unit cell translation parameters 
set u1 2.5534 
set u2 0.0 
set u3 0.0 
 
set v1 0.000000 
set v2 4.9491      
set v3 0.0 
 
set w1 0.0 
set w2 0.0 




set theta 90.0000 
!Define translational vectors for images 
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calc bigu1 = @n * @u1 
calc bigu2 = @n * @u2 
calc bigu3 = @n * @u3 
 
calc bigv1 = @m * @v1 
calc bigv2 = @m * @v2 
calc bigv3 = @m * @v3 
 
calc bigw1 = @k * @w1 
calc bigw2 = @k * @w2 
calc bigw3 = @k * @w3 
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B.2 A bash/awk script for calculating the adsorption free energies for the 







#for run in {4..24..1} 
do 
                grep 'DYNA CPSP>' ../"$aa""$tr"/umbs_"$run"/udyna"$nn"_"$aa""$tr".out |  
awk '{print NR, $4}' > "$run".ssd 
done 
                ./wham 4.0 24.0 100 0.0001 298 0 metafile.wmf aa 12 12 
                tail -30 aa | awk 'sum+=$4 {print sum/NR}' | tail -1 > Pbavg 
                head -71 aa | awk 'sum+=$4 {print sum/60}' | tail -1 > Pi 
                paste Pi Pbavg > P 
                cat P | awk 'x=-0.592*log($1/$2) {print x}' > aaf 
echo "**************************************" 
dg=`cat aaf` 




B.3 CHARMM input scripts for performing TIGER2A simulations (see Chapter 
VI for details) 
> cat rex_inp.str  
* CHARMM c36b1 TIGER2 RUN: 
* 
 
SET  tstep        0.002                        ! Timestep 
SET  dynnsth 5000                              ! HEATING 
SET  dynnsts 195000                            ! SAMPLING  
SET  dynnstq 200000                            ! QUENCHING  
SET  dynnsta 50000                             ! AVERAGING  
calc dynnstb = @dynnsth + @dynnsts + @dynnstq  ! BASELINE 
calc enstcs  = @dynnsta + 1 ! energy statistics = AVERAGING + 1 
 
set I @istrt 
 
label loop 
calc k = @i - 2 
calc j = @i - 1 
stream rex.str 
 
! *****************************  BASELINE  ***************************** 
if @TACT .eq. @TBSE then  ! DYNAMICS SAMPLING FOR THE BASELINE 
REPLICA 
 
  open read  formatted   unit 13 name @oldrest 
  open write unformatted unit  2 name rex.trj.@I 
  open write formatted   unit  3 name reb.res.@I 
 
  ECHO BEGIN TIGER CYCLE-@I 
  TPCONTROL  NTHErmostats 1  THER 1  TREF @TACT  TAU 0.1  SELEct all END  
  prnlev 5 node 0 
  dyna vv2 rest time @TSTEP nste @DYNNSTB echeck 20 isvf @DYNNSTB inbfrq -1 
- 
         firstt @TACT finalt @TACT imgfrq -1 iprfrq @DYNNSTB nprint 5000 - 
         ntrfrq 700000 iuncrd 2 iunrea 13 iunwri 3 nsavc @DYNNSTB - 
!         @7 @8 @9 vswitch cutimg @3 cutnb @4 ctofnb @6 ctonnb @5 - 
         iche 0 ieqf 0 iasors 0 iasvel 1 iscvel 0 iscale 0 
 
  close unit  2 
  close unit 13 
  close unit  3 
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  open write unit 11 card name ../hot_pool/rex.@TACT.@I.crd 
  write coor card unit 11 




! *****************************  HEATING  ***************************** 
  open read formatted unit 13 name @oldrest 
  open write formatted unit 3 name reh.res.@I 
  ECHO BEGIN TIGER CYCLE-@I 
  TPCONTROL nthermostats 2 -                                              
         ther 1 tref @TACT tau 0.1 sele (segid bwat .or. segid fwat .or. -    
         segid 1gxv .or. segid cion) end -                                   
         ther 2 tref @TBSE tau 0.1 sele (resname pet) end                   
  prnlev 5 node 0 
  dyna vv2 rest time @tstep nste @DYNNSTH echeck 20 isvf @DYNNSTH inbfrq -1 - 
         firstt @TACT finalt @TACT imgfrq -1 iprfrq @DYNNSTH nprint 1000 - 
         ntrfrq 700000 iuncrd -1 iunrea 13 iunwri 3 nsavc 0 iche 1 ieqf 1000 - 
!         @7 @8 @9 vswitch cutimg @3 cutnb @4 ctofnb @6 ctonnb @5 - 
         iasors 0 iasvel 0 iscvel 0 iscale 1 scale @SFACTOR 
 
  close unit 13 
  close unit  3 
 
 
! *****************************  SAMPLING  ***************************** 
  open read  formatted unit 13 name reh.res.@I 
  open write formatted unit  3 name req.res.@I 
  TPCONTROL nthermostats 2 -                                  
         ther 1 tref @TACT tau 0.1 sele (segid bwat .or. segid fwat .or. -   
         segid 1gxv .or. segid cion) end -          
         ther 2 tref @TBSE tau 0.1 sele (resname pet) end           
  dyna vv2 rest time @TSTEP nste @DYNNSTS echeck 20 isvf @DYNNSTS inbfrq -1 - 
         firstt @TACT finalt @TACT imgfrq -1 iprfrq @DYNNSTS nprint 5000 - 
         ntrfrq 700000 iuncrd -1 iunrea 13 iunwri 3 nsavc 0 iche 0 ieqf 0 - 
!         @7 @8 @9 vswitch cutimg @3 cutnb @4 ctofnb @6 ctonnb @5 - 
         iasors 0 iasvel 1 iscvel 0 iscale 0 
 
  close unit 13 




! *****************************  QUENCHING  
***************************** 
  calc rfactor = 1.0 / @SFACTOR 
 
  set crd -1 
  if @TACT .ge. 564 set  crd 2 
  open read  formatted unit 13 name req.res.@I 
  open write formatted unit  3 name reb.res.@I 
  if @TACT .ge. 564 open write unformatted unit 2 name ../@TACT/rex.trj.@I 
  TPCONTROL nthermostats 2 - 
         ther 1 tref @TBSE tau 0.1 sele (segid bwat .or. segid fwat .or. - 
         segid 1gxv .or. segid cion) end - 
         ther 2 tref @TBSE tau 0.1 sele (resname pet) end 
  dyna vv2 rest time @TSTEP nste @DYNNSTQ echeck 20 isvf @DYNNSTQ inbfrq -1 
- 
         firstt @TBSE finalt @TBSE imgfrq -1 iprfrq @DYNNSTQ nprint 5000 - 
    ntrfrq 70000 iuncrd @crd iunrea 13 iunwri 3 nsavc @DYNNSTQ iche 1 ieqf 1000 - 
!         @7 @8 @9 vswitch cutimg @3 cutnb @4 ctofnb @6 ctonnb @5 - 
         iasors 0 iasvel 1 iscvel 0 iscale 1 scale @RFACTOR 
 
  close unit 13 
  close unit  3 
 
  open write unit 11 card name ../hot_pool/rex.@TACT.@I.crd 
  write coor card unit 11 





! *****************************  AVERAGING  
***************************** 
! SAMPLE AT BASELINE TEMPERATURE WITH PROTEIN FIXED--WRITE 
AVERAGE POT. E. 
! ***************************** 
 
cons fix sele none end 
cons fix sele segid FWAT .or. segid 1gxv end 
cons harm mass force 100.0 sele (segid P1 .or. segid P3 .or. segid P5 - 
.or. segid P7 .or. segid P9 .or. segid P11 .or. segid P13 .or. segid P15 - 
.or. segid P17 .or. segid P19 .or. segid P21 .or. segid P23 .or. segid P25 - 
.or. segid P27 .or. segid P29 .or. segid P31 .or. segid P33 .or. segid P35 - 
.or. segid P37 .or. segid P39 .or. segid P41) .and. .not. type H* end 
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cons harm mass force 0.5 zscale 0.0 sele (segid P2 .or. segid P4 .or. segid P6 .or. - 
segid P8 .or. segid P10 .or. segid P12 .or. segid P14 .or. segid P16 .or. - 
segid P18 .or. segid P20 .or. segid P22 .or. segid P24 .or. segid P26 .or. -  
segid P28 .or. segid P30 .or. segid P32 .or. segid P34 .or. segid P36 .or. - 
segid P38 .or. segid P40 .or. segid P42 .or. segid P43 .or. segid P44 .or. - 
segid P45 .or. segid P46 .or. segid P47 .or. segid P48 .or. segid P49 .or. - 
segid P50 .or. segid P51 .or. segid P52 .or. segid P53 .or. segid P54 .or. - 
segid P55 .or. segid P56 .or. segid P57 .or. segid P58 .or. segid P59 .or. - 
segid P60 .or. segid P61 .or. segid P62 .or. segid P63 .or. segid P64 .or. - 
segid P65 .or. segid P66 .or. segid P67 .or. segid P68 .or. segid P69 .or. - 
segid P70 .or. segid P71 .or. segid P72 .or. segid P73 .or. segid P74 .or. - 
segid P75 .or. segid P76 .or. segid P77 .or. segid P78 .or. segid P79 .or. - 
segid P80 .or. segid P81 .or. segid P82 .or. segid P83 .or. segid P84 .or. - 
segid P85 .or. segid P86 .or. segid P87 .or. segid P88 .or. segid P89 .or. - 
segid P90 .or. segid P91 .or. segid P92 .or. segid P93 .or. segid P94 .or. - 
segid P95 .or. segid P96 .or. segid P97 .or. segid P98 .or. segid P99 .or. - 
segid P100 .or. segid P101 .or. segid P102 .or. segid P103 .or. segid P104 .or. - 
 
 
  estats length @ENSTCS skip 1 VARI nprint -1 
 
  open read  formatted unit 13 name reb.res.@I 
  open write formatted unit  3 name rex.res.@I 
  TPCONTROL  NTHErmostats 1  THER 1  TREF @TBSE  TAU 0.1  SELEct all END 
  dyna vv2 rest time @TSTEP nste @DYNNSTA echeck 20 isvf @DYNNSTA inbfrq -1 
- 
         firstt @TBSE finalt @TBSE imgfrq -1 iprfrq @DYNNSTA nprint 5000 - 
         ntrfrq 700000 iuncrd -1 iunrea 13 iunwri 3 nsavc 0 iche 1 ieqf 1000 - 
!         @7 @8 @9 vswitch cutimg @3 cutnb @4 ctofnb @6 ctonnb @5 - 
         iasors 0 iasvel 1 iscvel 0 
 
  close unit 13 
  close unit  3 
 
! 
! open unit 2 write card name @TACT/rex.crd.@I 
! write coor card unit 2 
! close unit 2 
 
prnlev 4 node 0 
format (F16.8) 
set efix ?ENER 
set eafix ?AENE 
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cons fix sele none end 
cons fix sele segid FWAT end 
cons harm mass force 100.0 sele (segid P1 .or. segid P3 .or. segid P5 - 
.or. segid P7 .or. segid P9 .or. segid P11 .or. segid P13 .or. segid P15 - 
.or. segid P17 .or. segid P19 .or. segid P21 .or. segid P23 .or. segid P25 - 
.or. segid P27 .or. segid P29 .or. segid P31 .or. segid P33 .or. segid P35 - 
.or. segid P37 .or. segid P39 .or. segid P41) .and. .not. type H* end 
 
cons harm mass force 0.5 zscale 0.0 sele (segid P2 .or. segid P4 .or. segid P6 .or. - 
segid P8 .or. segid P10 .or. segid P12 .or. segid P14 .or. segid P16 .or. - 
segid P18 .or. segid P20 .or. segid P22 .or. segid P24 .or. segid P26 .or. -  
segid P28 .or. segid P30 .or. segid P32 .or. segid P34 .or. segid P36 .or. - 
segid P38 .or. segid P40 .or. segid P42 .or. segid P43 .or. segid P44 .or. - 
segid P45 .or. segid P46 .or. segid P47 .or. segid P48 .or. segid P49 .or. - 
segid P50 .or. segid P51 .or. segid P52 .or. segid P53 .or. segid P54 .or. - 
segid P55 .or. segid P56 .or. segid P57 .or. segid P58 .or. segid P59 .or. - 
segid P60 .or. segid P61 .or. segid P62 .or. segid P63 .or. segid P64 .or. - 
segid P65 .or. segid P66 .or. segid P67 .or. segid P68 .or. segid P69 .or. - 
segid P70 .or. segid P71 .or. segid P72 .or. segid P73 .or. segid P74 .or. - 
segid P75 .or. segid P76 .or. segid P77 .or. segid P78 .or. segid P79 .or. - 
segid P80 .or. segid P81 .or. segid P82 .or. segid P83 .or. segid P84 .or. - 
segid P85 .or. segid P86 .or. segid P87 .or. segid P88 .or. segid P89 .or. - 
segid P90 .or. segid P91 .or. segid P92 .or. segid P93 .or. segid P94 .or. - 
segid P95 .or. segid P96 .or. segid P97 .or. segid P98 .or. segid P99 .or. - 
segid P100 .or. segid P101 .or. segid P102 .or. segid P103 .or. segid P104 .or. - 




set enofix ?ENER 
calc edif = @efix - @enofix 
calc eanofix = @eafix - @edif 
 
! KEEP THIS NEXT BIT 
open unit 12 write card name rex@I.ene 




close unit 12 
 





incr I by 1 
bomlev -2 
wrnlev -5 
prnlev -1 node 0 
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B.4 CHARMM script for calculating the SASA (see Chapter VI for details) 
read rtf  card name top_all27_prot_na.rtf 
read para card name par_all27_prot_na.prm 
 
read psf  card name hewl-hdpe.psf 
read coor card name ../ensemble/coor/rex.@nnn.@ccc.s@sss.crd 
 
 
coor surf rprobe 1.4 select segid 1gxv .or. resname PET end  




B.5 A bash/awk script for calculating the secondary structure content of each 
state saved in TIGER2A simulations (see Chapter VI for details) 
# Script by -TA for calculating secondary str. content in replicas 
# Need crdtopdb.chm charmm file 
# To run the script do 'sh secondary.sh $k' 
# where $k is the cycle number 
 
######################### 
# Create variables below 
protein='1GXV'       # PDBID 
total_residues='129' # total # of residues in the protein 
######################### 
 
# Convert crd files to pdb to run stride 
for run in {300..660..24} 
 do 
   if  [ -s "../low_pool/rex.$run."$1".crd" ]; then 
   $CHM36 nnn:$run ccc:"$1" < crdtopdb.chm 
   fi 
done 
 
rm -f secondary..txt 
rm -f secondary."$1".txt 
#awk 'BEGIN{print "replica", " %alpha-helix", " %beta-sheet"}' > secondary."$1".txt 
 
# Calculate secondary str. content in replicas 
for run in {300..660..24} 
 do 
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   if  [ -s "rex.$run."$1".pdb" ]; then 
   grep "$protein" rex.$run."$1".pdb > $run.pdb 
   alpha_helix_content=`./stride $run.pdb | grep -E '   AlphaHelix |   310Helix '| wc -l` 
   beta_sheet_content=`./stride $run.pdb | grep '   Strand '| wc -l` 
   coil_content=`./stride $run.pdb | grep -E 'Coil |Turn |      Bridge  '| wc -l` 
   awk 'BEGIN{print "'$run'     ", 100*"'$alpha_helix_content'"/"'$total_residues'", "     ", 
100*"'$beta_sheet_content'"/"'$total_residues'", "     ", 
100*"'$coil_content'"/"'$total_residues'"}' >> secondary."$1".txt 
#   secondary_content=`./stride $run.pdb | grep -E '   AlphaHelix |   310Helix |   Strand '| 
wc -l` >> secondary_total."$1".txt 
   rm -f $run.pdb 





B.6 A bash/awk script for calculating the secondary structure content and their 
standard deviations for each TIGER2A cycle (see Chapter VI for details) 
# Script by -TA for generating time vs secondary str. diagram 
#       for Tiger2a simulations 
# ah is alpha helix 
# bs is beta sheet 
# To run do 'sh secondary-time.sh maxcycle' 
  
# Calculate secondary str. in each cycle of each of 2 seeds 
for ((run=2;run<$1;run++)) 
do 
  awk 'sum+=$2 {printf "%0.4f\n", sum/NR}' seed1/analysis/secondary."$run".txt | 
        tail -1 > ah1.$run.txt 
  awk 'sum+=$3 {printf "%0.4f\n", sum/NR}' seed1/analysis/secondary."$run".txt | 
        tail -1 > bs1.$run.txt 
  awk 'sum+=$4 {printf "%0.4f\n", sum/NR}' seed1/analysis/secondary."$run".txt | 
        tail -1 > coil1.$run.txt 
  awk 'sum+=$2 {printf "%0.4f\n", sum/NR}' seed2/analysis/secondary."$run".txt | 
        tail -1 > ah2.$run.txt 
  awk 'sum+=$3 {printf "%0.4f\n", sum/NR}' seed2/analysis/secondary."$run".txt | 
        tail -1 > bs2.$run.txt 
  awk 'sum+=$4 {printf "%0.4f\n", sum/NR}' seed2/analysis/secondary."$run".txt | 
        tail -1 > coil2.$run.txt 
  paste -s ah1.$run.txt ah2.$run.txt >> ah.$run.txt 
  paste -s bs1.$run.txt bs2.$run.txt >> bs.$run.txt 




# Calculate secondary str. in each cycle in total, 
#       stdev.s of secondary str. from 2 seed 
for ((run=2;run<$1;run++)) 
do 
  awk 'sum+=$1 {print sum/NR}' ah.$run.txt | tail -1 > ah.sum.$run.txt 
  awk '{sum+=$1; array[NR]=$1} END {for(x=1;x<=NR;x++){ 
        sumsq+=((array[x]-(sum/NR))^2);} 
                print sqrt(sumsq/(NR-1))}' ah.$run.txt > ah.stdev.$run.txt 
  awk 'sum+=$1 {print sum/NR}' bs.$run.txt | tail -1 > bs.sum.$run.txt 
  awk '{sum+=$1; array[NR]=$1} END {for(x=1;x<=NR;x++){ 
        sumsq+=((array[x]-(sum/NR))^2);} 
                print sqrt(sumsq/(NR-1))}' bs.$run.txt > bs.stdev.$run.txt 
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  awk 'sum+=$1 {print sum/NR}' coil.$run.txt | tail -1 > coil.sum.$run.txt 
  awk '{sum+=$1; array[NR]=$1} END {for(x=1;x<=NR;x++){ 
        sumsq+=((array[x]-(sum/NR))^2);} 





  paste ah.sum.$run.txt ah.stdev.$run.txt bs.sum.$run.txt bs.stdev.$run.txt 
coil.sum.$run.txt coil.stdev.$run.txt >> str.txt 
done 
 
awk '{printf "%0.0f   " "%0.4f " "%0.4f    " "%0.4f " "%0.4f    " "%0.4f " "%0.4f\n", NR, 
$1, $2, $3, $4, $5, $6} 
        ' str.txt > secondary-time.$2.txt 
 
rm -f ah* bs* str.txt coil* 
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B.7 A bash/awk script for calculating the ensemble average height of Cα atoms in 
the protein (see Chapter VI for details) 
# Script by -TA for generating a plot of 
# residue height from the surface 
#  




   # For each  SEED 
   for seed in 1 2 
   do 
      # For each  REPLICA 
      for run in {300..660..24} 
      do 
         if  [ -s "./coor/rex.$run.$cycle.s$seed.pdb" ]; then 
         grep CA ./coor/rex.$run.$cycle.s$seed.pdb | awk '{print $8-(-10.22)}' > 
./coor/z.$run.$cycle.s$seed 
         fi 
      done 
   done 
done 
 




Cluster Analysis Scripts 
Several separate MATLAB scripts were created for each step of cluster analysis: 
(i) to separate coordinates in the ensemble (seppdb.m); (ii) correct the center of mass of 
the protein in xy-plane (comcorrected.m); (iii) align the frames by minimizing the Cα 
RMSD using the Procrustes module (rmsfit2.m); and (ii) perform cluster analysis and 
generate graphics and text outputs (with indicated frames in each cluster and the optimal 
number of clusters) (hierarchy.m). Initial assistance with the MATLAB scripting was 
received from Aby M. Thyparambil. 
To perform cluster analysis, in a directory include the MATLAB files provided 
below (*.m files), a single PDB file containing the coordinates of the ensemble of states 
to be clustered (name it as cluster.pdb), and a PDB file with the native state of the protein 
(name it as protein.pdb). Then open the MATLAB program, go to the directory 
containing all these files, and execute the scripts through the main script (clustering.m) 
by typing ‘clustering’ in the command window. 
To change the clustering algorithm used, modify the line containing 
‘typeoflinkage’ in clustering.m  (e.g., complete, single, average, ward, centroid, etc.). 
By default these scripts will produce results based on the alignment Method 1 as 
described in Chapter V of this dissertation. To follow the Method 2 modifications in the 
scripts are needed. In comcorrection.m change the line 
                            Data.Model.Atom(j).Z = z(j); 
with the following line 





% dump variables  
filename ='cluster.pdb'; 
var1 = 1; % comment out when do only clustering 
%% Creating a single file into multiple frames 
[fileprefix, filenumber] = seppdb(filename);  % comment out when do 
only clustering 
%% Creating the COM corrected files on the XY plane. 
vfile = comcorrection(fileprefix, filenumber);  % comment out when do 
only clustering 
%% Finding the optimal fit about the Z axis for the minimimal RMSD 
dist = rmsfit2(vfile, var1, filename);   % comment out when do only 
clustering 
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filename = 'test.mat'; % use this data file, comment in all the lines 
below when doing only clustering 
save(filename); 
load test.mat; 
typeoflinkage = 'complete'; 
threshold = 0; % in percent 
hierarchy(dist, typeoflinkage, threshold); 
 
seppdb.m_____________________________________________ 
function [fileprefix, filenumber] = seppdb(filename) 
fclose('all'); 
fileprefix = 'Frame'; 
[~, message]  = fopen(filename); 
    if ~strcmp(message, 'No such file or directory') 
    folder = strcat(filename, 'Results');  
    % mkdir(folder, 'Frames'); 
    % path = strcat(folder,'/Frames'); 
        theLines = textscan(fopen(filename),'%s','delimiter','\n'); 
        numLines = numel(theLines{1,1}); 
        lineCounter = 1; 
        filenumber = 1; 
        blank = blanks(80); 
        filetext = strcat(fileprefix, num2str(filenumber), '.pdb'); 
        fclose('all'); 
        fileID = fopen(filetext,'w'); 
        N = 1; 
        %oldFolder = cd(path); 
            while lineCounter <= numLines 
                    tline = theLines{1,1}{lineCounter}; 
                    len = length(tline); 
                    tline = [tline blank(len+1:80)];  
                    lineCounter = lineCounter+1; 
                    Record_name = tline(1:6); 
                    Record_name = deblank(Record_name);  
                    switch Record_name 
                           case 'ATOM'  
                               fileID = fopen(filetext,'a'); 
                               fwrite(fileID, tline); 
                               fprintf(fileID, '\n'); 
                           case 'END' 
                               N = N + 1; 
                               fileID = fopen(filetext,'a'); 
                               fwrite(fileID, tline); 
                               fprintf(fileID, '\n'); 
                               fclose(fileID); 
                               filenumber  = filenumber + 1; 
                               filetext = strcat(fileprefix, 
num2str(filenumber), '.pdb'); 
                               fileID = fopen(filetext,'w'); 
                    end 
                    fclose('all'); 
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            end 




function vfile = comcorrection(fileprefix, filenumber) 
  
xcm = 0; 
ycm = 0; 
zcm = 0; 
count = 0; 
vfile(1:filenumber-1) = 0; 
fileID2 = fopen('radiofg.txt', 'w'); 
fprintf(fileID2, '%20s %20s\r\n', 'Frame number', 'Radius of 
gyration'); 
%% Reading the coordinates of the atom from pdb inputs 
    for i = 1:filenumber-1 
        filename = strcat(fileprefix, num2str(i), '.pdb'); 
        [fileID, message]  = fopen(filename);            
        radiofg = 0; 
        if ~strcmp(message, 'No such file or directory') 
            count = count + 1; 
            vfile(count) = i; 
            Data  = pdbread(filename); 
            alphc = 0; 
            for j = 1:length(Data.Model.Atom) 
                x(j) = Data.Model.Atom(j).X;  
                y(j) = Data.Model.Atom(j).Y; 
                z(j) = Data.Model.Atom(j).Z; 
                atom = Data.Model.Atom(j).AtomName; 
                    % finding centre of mass of the alpha carbons for 
each 
                    % input 
                    switch atom 
                        case 'CA' 
                            alphc = alphc + 1; 
                            xcm = Data.Model.Atom(j).X + xcm;  
                            ycm = Data.Model.Atom(j).Y + ycm;  
                            zcm = Data.Model.Atom(j).Z + zcm; 
                    end 
            end 
           xcm = xcm/alphc; 
           ycm = ycm/alphc; 
           zcm = zcm/alphc; 
  
            for j = 1:length(Data.Model.Atom) 
            radiofg = radiofg + (x(j)-xcm).^2+(y(j)-ycm).^2+(z(j)-
zcm).^2; 
                            Data.Model.Atom(j).X = x(j)- xcm; 
                            Data.Model.Atom(j).Y = y(j)- ycm; 
                            Data.Model.Atom(j).Z = z(j); 
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            end 
        end 
           filename = strcat('comcorrected', 
num2str(vfile(count)),'.pdb'); 
           pdbwrite(filename, Data);            
           fclose(fileID); 
           radiofg = sqrt(radiofg/length(Data.Model.Atom)); 
           fprintf(fileID2, '%20s %20s\r\n', num2str(i), 
num2str(radiofg)); 
    end 
           fclose(fileID2); 





function dist2 = rmsfit2(vfile, var1, filename2) 
fileprefix = 'comcorrected'; 
warning('off'); 
%% Reading the coords of alpha carbon 
    for i = 1:size(vfile, 2) 
        filename = strcat(fileprefix, num2str(vfile(i)), '.pdb'); 
        Data  = pdbread(filename);    
        fclose('all'); 
        atomnumber = 0; 
        for j = 1:length(Data.Model.Atom)          
            xnew(i, j) = Data.Model.Atom(j).X; 
            ynew(i, j) = Data.Model.Atom(j).Y; 
            znew(i, j) = Data.Model.Atom(j).Z;  
                 atomnumber = atomnumber + 1; 
                 xca(i, atomnumber) = Data.Model.Atom(j).X;  
                 yca(i, atomnumber) = Data.Model.Atom(j).Y; 
                 zca(i, atomnumber) = Data.Model.Atom(j).Z;       
        end 
    end 
%% Z rotation 
        h = zeros(1, size(xca, 2)); 
        coord1= [xca(1, :)', yca(1, :)', h'];    
            x(1, :) = xca(1, :)'; 
            y(1, :) = yca(1, :)'; 
            z(1, :) = zca(1, :)'; 
           for k = 1:i 
            coord2 = [xca(k, :)', yca(k, :)', h']; 
            [~,~,tr] = procrustes(coord1, coord2); 
            Zi = coord2*tr.T; 
        %Zi = coord2*tr.T + tr.c; 
            Zi(:, 3) = zca(k,:)'; 
            x(k, :) = Zi(:, 1); 
            y(k, :) = Zi(:, 2); 
            z(k, :) = Zi(:, 3); 
%% Write the Z rotated file 
            filename = strcat(fileprefix, num2str(vfile(k)), '.pdb'); 
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            Data  = pdbread(filename); 
            fclose('all'); 
                atomnumber = 0; 
                canumber  = 0; 
            for f = 1:length(Data.Model.Atom) 
                atomnumber = atomnumber + 1; 
                xdiff  = xca(k, atomnumber)- Zi(atomnumber, 1); 
                ydiff  = yca(k, atomnumber)- Zi(atomnumber, 2); 
                zdiff  = zca(k, atomnumber)- Zi(atomnumber, 3); 
                Data.Model.Atom(f).X  = Data.Model.Atom(f).X - xdiff;  
                Data.Model.Atom(f).Y  = Data.Model.Atom(f).Y - ydiff;   
                Data.Model.Atom(f).Z  = Data.Model.Atom(f).Z - zdiff; 
                atomname = Data.Model.Atom(f).AtomName; 
                switch atomname 
                    case 'CA' 
                        canumber  = canumber + 1; 
                        xz(k, canumber) = Data.Model.Atom(f).X; 
                        yz(k, canumber) = Data.Model.Atom(f).Y; 
                        zz(k, canumber) = Data.Model.Atom(f).Z; 
                end 
            end 
           filename = strcat('zrotated', num2str(vfile(k)),'.pdb'); 
           pdbwrite(filename, Data); 
           fclose('all'); 
           end 
%% Saving for cluster analysis 




function hierarchy(dist, typeoflinkage, threshold) 
load test.mat; 
originalpdb = 'protein.pdb'; 
radiofg = rgyration(originalpdb); 
peak = []; 
  
Y = pdist(dist,'euclid'); 
Y = Y/radiofg; 
  
Y = Y/(sqrt(size(dist, 1))); 
  
Z = linkage(Y, typeoflinkage); 
W = inconsistent(Z); 
n = 0; 
  
fileID = fopen('clusteroutput.txt','w'); 
fileID2 =fopen('cluster-objfn.txt', 'w'); 
fileID3 =fopen('cluster-optimal.txt', 'w'); 
fileID4 =fopen('silhouette.txt', 'w'); 
fileID5 =fopen('CH.txt', 'w'); 
fileID6 =fopen('DB.txt', 'w'); 
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string = strcat('Radius of gyration = ',num2str(radiofg)); 
fprintf(fileID2,'%20s\r\n',string); 
fprintf(fileID,'%20s %20s %20s %50s \r\n','#_of_Clusters_Cutoff',... 
    '#_of_Clusters', 'Tot_#_Frames_in_Clus', 'Frame_#'); 
fprintf(fileID2,'%20s %20s\r\n','Frames','Obj fn'); 
fprintf(fileID3,'%20s %20s\r\n','Analysis','Optimal Cluster'); 
  
  
for i = 1:size(dist,1) 
    n = n + 1; 
    T(:, n) = cluster(Z,'maxclust',i); 
    cluster_dists = get_cluster_dists(Z,i); 
    obj2(n) = max(cluster_dists); 
    s(n) = i; 
    fprintf(fileID2,'%20s %20s\r\n', num2str(s(n)), num2str(obj2(n))); 
end 
  
k = [1:size(dist,1)-1]; 
myfunc1 = @(dist,k) 
clusterdata(dist,'linkage',typeoflinkage,'maxclust',k); 






h = figure; 
peak = []; 
fprintf(fileID4,'%20s\r\n', strcat('Local 
Maxima:',num2str(threshold),... 
    '% threshold')); 
fprintf(fileID4,'%20s\r\n', ''); 
fprintf(fileID4,'%20s %20s\r\n', 'Cluster #', 'Objective Function'); 
[pks, loc] = findpeaks(E1.CriterionValues); 
counter = 1; 
for i = 1:length(pks) 
    diff1 = (E1.CriterionValues(loc(i))- E1.CriterionValues(loc(i)-
1))/... 
        E1.CriterionValues(loc(i))*100; 
    diff2 = (E1.CriterionValues(loc(i))- 
E1.CriterionValues(loc(i)+1))/... 
        E1.CriterionValues(loc(i))*100; 
    if (diff1 >= threshold) && (diff2 >= threshold) 
        peak(counter) = pks(i); 
        post(counter) = loc(i); 
        fprintf(fileID4,'%20s %20s\r\n', num2str(loc(i)),... 
            num2str(pks(i))); 
        counter = counter + 1; 
    end 
end 
plot (E1.InspectedK, E1.CriterionValues, '-ko',... 
                'LineWidth',2,... 
                'MarkerEdgeColor','k',... 
182 
                'MarkerFaceColor','w',... 




for i = 1:length(peak) 
plot(post(i), peak(i), '-ro','MarkerSize',18,... 
    'MarkerEdgeColor','r',... 
    'MarkerFaceColor',[1,0,0]); 
y1 = ylim; 
sp = y1(2)-y1(1); 
ax = gca; 
ax.LineWidth = 2; 
text(post(i), peak(i)-0.075*sp, num2str(post(1, i)),'FontSize', 12, ... 






xlabel('N Cluster', 'FontSize',18,'FontName', 'Verdana', 
'FontWeight',... 
    'bold','Color','k'); 
ylabel('Silhouette','FontSize',18,'FontName', 'Verdana', 
'FontWeight',... 







%% CalinskiHarabasz Method of Validation 
h = figure;peak = [];pks= [];loc = [];post = []; 
fprintf(fileID5,'%20s\r\n', strcat('Local 
Maxima:',num2str(threshold),... 
    '% threshold')); 
fprintf(fileID5,'%20s\r\n', ''); 
fprintf(fileID5,'%20s %20s\r\n', 'Cluster #', 'Objective Function'); 
[pks, loc] = findpeaks(K1.CriterionValues); 
counter = 1; 
for i = 1:length(pks) 
    diff1 = (K1.CriterionValues(loc(i))- K1.CriterionValues(loc(i)-
1))/... 
        K1.CriterionValues(loc(i))*100; 
    diff2 = (K1.CriterionValues(loc(i))- 
K1.CriterionValues(loc(i)+1))/... 
        K1.CriterionValues(loc(i))*100; 
    if (diff1 >= threshold) && (diff2 >= threshold) 
        peak(counter) = pks(i); 
        post(counter) = loc(i); 
        fprintf(fileID5,'%20s %20s\r\n', num2str(loc(i)), 
num2str(pks(i))); 
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        counter = counter + 1; 
    end 
end 
plot (K1.InspectedK, K1.CriterionValues, '-ko',... 
                'LineWidth',2,... 
                'MarkerEdgeColor','k',... 
                'MarkerFaceColor','w',... 
                'MarkerSize',18); 
hold on; 
if ~isempty(peak) 
for i = 1:length(peak) 
plot(post(i), peak(i), '-ro','MarkerSize',18,... 
    'MarkerEdgeColor','r',... 
    'MarkerFaceColor',[1,0,0]); 
y1 = ylim; 
sp = y1(2)-y1(1); 
ax = gca; 
ax.LineWidth = 2; 
text(post(i), peak(i)-0.075*sp, num2str(post(1, i)),'FontSize', 12,... 




xlabel('N Cluster', 'FontSize',18,'FontName', 'Verdana', 
'FontWeight',... 
    'bold','Color','k'); 
ylabel('CH','FontSize',18,'FontName', 'Verdana', 
'FontWeight','bold',... 







%% DaviesBouldin Method of Validation 
h = figure;peak = [];pks= [];loc = [];post = []; 
fprintf(fileID6,'%20s\r\n', strcat('Local 
Maxima:',num2str(threshold),... 
    '% threshold')); 
fprintf(fileID6,'%20s\r\n', ''); 
fprintf(fileID6,'%20s %20s\r\n', 'Cluster #', 'Objective Function'); 
[pks, loc] = findpeaks(-B1.CriterionValues); 
counter = 1; 
for i = 1:length(pks) 
    diff1 = (-B1.CriterionValues(loc(i))+B1.CriterionValues(loc(i)-
1))/... 
        B1.CriterionValues(loc(i))*100; 
    diff2 = (-
B1.CriterionValues(loc(i))+B1.CriterionValues(loc(i)+1))/... 
        B1.CriterionValues(loc(i))*100; 
    if (diff1 >= threshold) && (diff2 >= threshold) 
        peak(counter) = -pks(i); 
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        post(counter) = loc(i); 
        fprintf(fileID6,'%20s %20s\r\n', num2str(post(counter)),... 
            num2str(peak(counter))); 
        counter = counter + 1; 
    end 
end 
plot (B1.InspectedK, B1.CriterionValues, '-ko',... 
                'LineWidth',2,... 
                'MarkerEdgeColor','k',... 
                'MarkerFaceColor','w',... 
                'MarkerSize',18); 
hold on; 
if ~isempty(peak) 
for i = 1:length(peak) 
plot(post(i), peak(i), 'ro','MarkerSize',18,... 
    'MarkerEdgeColor','r',... 
    'MarkerFaceColor',[1,0,0]); 
y1 = ylim; 
sp = y1(2)-y1(1); 
ax = gca; 
ax.LineWidth = 2; 
  
text(post(i), peak(i)-0.075*sp, num2str(post(1, i)),'FontSize', 12,... 





xlabel('N Cluster', 'FontSize',18,'FontName', 'Verdana', 
'FontWeight',... 
    'bold','Color','k'); 
ylabel('DB','FontSize',18,'FontName', 'Verdana', 
'FontWeight','bold',... 







%% File Writing 
fprintf(fileID,'%20s %20s %20s %50s \r\n','1','1', .... 




nofcluster = sqrt(size(dist,1)/2)+25; 
  
for i = 2:size(dist,1) 
    [H,nodes] = dendrogram(Z, i); 
    set(H,'LineWidth',1, 'Color', 'black'); 
    element = unique(nodes, 'stable'); 
    ghk = countmember(element, nodes); 
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    lkj = [ghk element]; 
    lkj = sortrows(lkj, -1); 
     
if (i<= nofcluster) 
    for t = 1:size(element) 
            c = find(nodes == lkj(t, 2)); 
            aminos = []; 
            [zavg, aminoacids] = tenangstrom('Frame', c); 
             
            counter =0; 
            string = num2str(c(1)); 
                        for lk = 2:size(c, 1) 
                                %formatspec = '%10d\r\n'; 
                                counter = counter + 1; 
                                if (counter <= 10) 
                                    string = [string ' ' 
num2str(c(lk))]; 
                                else 
                                    fprintf(fileID,'%20s %20s %20s %50s 
\r\n','','','', string); 
                                    string = num2str(c(lk)); 
                                    counter = 0; 
                                end 
                        end 
            fprintf(fileID,'%20s %20s %20s 
%50s\r\n',num2str(i),num2str(t),... 
                num2str(size(c, 1)), string); 
            fprintf(fileID,'%100s\r\n',''); 
    end 
   
fprintf(fileID,'%s\r\n','..............................................
...............................................'); 





%writing optimal clusters 
optimal = sqrt(size(dist,1)/2); 
fprintf(fileID3,'%20s %20s\r\n','Rule of Thumb',num2str(optimal)); 
fprintf(fileID3,'%20s %20s\r\n','Silhouette method - 
Linkage',num2str(E1.OptimalK)); 
fprintf(fileID3,'%20s %18s\r\n','CalinskiHarabasz method - 
Linkage',num2str(K1.OptimalK)); 























function C = countmember(A,B) 
% COUNTMEMBER - count members 
% 
%   C = COUNTMEMBER(A,B) counts the number of times the elements of 
array A are 
%   present in array B, so that C(k) equals the number of occurences of 
%   A(k) in B. A may contain non-unique elements. C will have the same 
size as A. 
%   A and B should be of the same type, and can be cell array of 
strings. 
% 
%   Examples: 
%     countmember([1 2 1 3],[1 2 2 2 2])  
%        -> 1     4     1     0 
%     countmember({'a','b','c'},{'a','x','a'})  
%        -> 2     0     0 
% 
%   See also ISMEMBER, UNIQUE, HISTC 
  
% for Matlab R13 and up 
% version 1.2 (dec 2008) 
% (c) Jos van der Geest 
% email: jos@jasen.nl 
  
% History: 
% 1.0 (2005) created 
% 1.1 (??): removed dum variable from [AU,dum,j] = unique(A(:)) to 
reduce 
%    overhead 
% 1.2 (dec 2008) - added comments, fixed some spelling and grammar 









    C = zeros(size(A)) ; 
    return 
elseif isempty(A), 
    C = [] ; 
    return 
end 
  
% which elements are unique in A,  
% also store the position to re-order later on 
[AU,j,j] = unique(A(:)) ;  
% assign each element in B a number corresponding to the element of A 
[L, L] = ismember(B,AU) ;  
% count these numbers 
N = histc(L(:),1:length(AU)) ; 
% re-order according to A, and reshape 
C = reshape(N(j),size(A)) ;     
 
get_cluster_dists.m____________________________________ 
function cluster_dists   = get_cluster_dists(Z, num_clusters) 
% parse the SAHN tree Z to obtain the distances associated with nodes 
% corresponding to clusters upon partitioning the SAHN tree into 
% num_clusters clusters: cluster_dists(i) is the distance of the i'th 
such 
% cluster (the numbering of the clusters corresponds to the numbering 
% assigned to clusters by the function cluster 
  
num_elements = length(Z) + 1; 
  
cluster_dists = zeros(num_clusters,1); 
  
if(num_clusters == num_elements) 
    % all clusters are singletons and hence have 0 associated with 
their nodes 
    % so nothing more to do 
   return; 
end 
  
pre_sig_node = num_elements - num_clusters; 
cur_cluster_num = 1; 
  
if isequal(num_clusters , 1) 




    node1idx = Z(i+pre_sig_node,1); 
    node2idx = Z(i+pre_sig_node,2); 
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    [dist1 clust1idx cur_cluster_num] = get_dist_idcs(node1idx, Z, 
num_clusters, cur_cluster_num); 
    [dist2 clust2idx cur_cluster_num] = get_dist_idcs(node2idx, Z, 
num_clusters, cur_cluster_num); 
     
    cluster_dists(clust1idx) = dist1; 




function [dist_val clust_idx nci] = get_dist_idcs(node_idx, 
the_SAHN_tree, nc, cci) 
% helper function to get distance for cluster and which elements are in 
% this cluster 
  
dist_val = -1; 
num_elements = size(the_SAHN_tree,1) + 1; 
num_nodes_sup = 2*num_elements-(nc-1); 
  
if(node_idx <= num_elements) % cluster is a singleton 
    dist_val = 0; 
elseif(node_idx < num_nodes_sup) 
    dist_val = the_SAHN_tree(node_idx-num_elements,3); 
end 
  
if(dist_val < 0) % no cluster at all 
    nci = cci; 
    clust_idx = []; 
else % we have explored a cluster 
    clust_idx = cci; 




function radiofg = rgyration(filename) 
xcm = 0; 
ycm = 0; 
zcm = 0; 
Data  = pdbread(filename); 
alphc = 0; 
radiofg = 0; 
  
            for j = 1:length(Data.Model.Atom) 
                x(j) = Data.Model.Atom(j).X;  
                y(j) = Data.Model.Atom(j).Y; 
                z(j) = Data.Model.Atom(j).Z; 
                atom = Data.Model.Atom(j).AtomName; 
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                    % finding centre of mass of the alpha carbons for 
each 
                    % input 
                    switch atom 
                        case 'CA' 
                            alphc = alphc + 1; 
                            xcm = Data.Model.Atom(j).X + xcm;  
                            ycm = Data.Model.Atom(j).Y + ycm;  
                            zcm = Data.Model.Atom(j).Z + zcm; 
                    end 
            end 
           xcm = xcm/alphc; 
           ycm = ycm/alphc; 
           zcm = zcm/alphc; 
  
            for j = 1:length(Data.Model.Atom) 
            radiofg = radiofg + (x(j)-xcm).^2+(y(j)-ycm).^2+(z(j)-
zcm).^2; 
                            Data.Model.Atom(j).X = x(j)- xcm; 
                            Data.Model.Atom(j).Y = y(j)- ycm; 
                            Data.Model.Atom(j).Z = z(j); 
            end 
             
           radiofg = sqrt(radiofg/length(Data.Model.Atom)); 
 
tenangstrom.m_________________________________________ 
function [z, string] = tenangstrom(fileprefix, frameslists) 
%% Reading the coordinates of the atom from pdb inputs 
        zcounter = 0; 
 for i = 1:size(frameslists, 2) 
        filename = strcat(fileprefix, num2str(frameslists(i)), '.pdb'); 
        [fileID, message]  = fopen(filename); 
        counter = 0; 
        if ~strcmp(message, 'No such file or directory') 
            Data  = pdbread(filename); 
            for j = 1:length(Data.Model.Atom) 
                atom = Data.Model.Atom(j).AtomName; 
                    % finding centre of mass of the alpha carbons for 
each 
                    % input 
                    switch atom 
                        case 'CA' 
                            counter =  counter + 1; 
                            z(counter) = Data.Model.Atom(counter).Z + 
zcounter; 
                            string{counter} = 
strcat(Data.Model.Atom(j).resName, num2str(Data.Model.Atom(j).resSeq)); 
                    end 
            end 
        end 
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         fclose(fileID); 
 end 





Numeric Data for the Graphs Presented in this Dissertation 
Figure 6.3 
 
RNase in solution 
 
1   22.0967  34.0323  43.8710 
2   20.9678  31.8548  47.1775 
3   20.9678  32.6613  46.3709 
4   21.1693  36.0887  42.7419 
5   23.3871  33.0645  43.5484 
6   23.3871  32.6613  43.9516 
7   24.1936  30.2419  45.5645 
8   22.1774  34.2742  43.5483 
9   23.3871  31.4516  45.1613 
10   22.9839  27.4194  49.5968 
11   21.3710  27.8226  50.8065 
12   23.3871  30.6452  45.9677 
13   21.3710  29.4355  49.1936 
14   23.7903  23.3871  52.8226 
15   24.1936  29.3011  46.5053 
16   23.3871  31.4516  45.1613 
17   22.5806  28.2258  49.1935 
 
HEWL in solution 
 
1 44.9612 1.03359 54.0052 
2 47.8036 1.55039 50.646 
3 48.062 5.16796 46.77 
4 43.4108 2.06719 54.522 
5 47.0284 0 52.9716 
6 45.9948 3.87597 50.1292 
7 49.6124 1.03359 49.354 
8 43.6693 3.10078 53.2299 
9 45.7364 1.55039 52.7132 
10 46.77 5.42636 47.8036 
11 44.186 6.20155 49.6125 
12 46.77 5.16796 48.062 
13 51.6796 1.03359 47.2868 
14 43.4109 1.03359 55.5555 
15 50.646 1.03359 48.3204 
16 46.77 3.10078 50.1292 
17 45.9948 1.03359 52.9716 
18 41.8605 4.65116 53.4883 
19 45.9948 0 54.0052 
20 41.8605 2.06719 56.0723 
 
RNase CHARMM FF 
 
1   22.0430    32.2581    45.6989 
2   22.5806    32.2581    45.1613 
3   20.1613    35.0807    44.7580 
4   20.4301    31.1828    48.3871 
5   22.1774    31.8548    45.9677 
6   21.7742    30.3764    47.8495 
7   21.3710    31.0484    47.5806 
8   21.3710    31.4516    47.1774 
9   21.7742    31.9893    46.2365 
10   22.5806    33.8710    43.5483 
11   22.1774    34.6774    43.1452 
12   22.5806    33.8710    43.5484 
13   21.7742    34.6775    43.5483 
14   22.5806    30.2419    47.1774 
15   20.5645    32.2581    47.1774 
16   22.5806    30.6452    46.7741 
17   21.7741    32.2581    45.9677 
18   22.5806    30.2419    47.1774 
19   22.1774    31.8548    45.9677 
20   22.9839    33.4677    43.5483 
RNase IFF 
 
1   22.1774    32.6613    45.1612 
2   21.3710    29.8387    48.7904 
3   21.7742    33.0645    45.1613 
4   22.0430    33.3333    44.6237 
5   21.3710    32.2581    46.3710 
6   22.3118    33.0645    44.6236 
7   21.1693    35.0807    43.7500 
8   21.5054    34.9462    43.5484 
9   22.1774    32.6613    45.1613 
10   21.5054    32.5269    45.9677 
11   22.0430    34.4086    43.5484 
12   21.3710    32.6613    45.9677 
13   21.3710    33.0645    45.5645 
14   20.9677    36.6936    42.3387 
15   22.1774    34.4758    43.3468 
16   21.3710    31.4517    47.1774 
17   22.3118    33.6022    44.0860 
18   21.7742    31.7205    46.5054 
19   18.9516    31.4516    49.5968 
20   22.0430    31.9893    45.9677 
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HEWL CHARMM FF 
 
1   40.6977    5.4264    53.8760 
2   35.6589    8.5271    55.8139 
3   39.5349    6.7183    53.7468 
4   36.8217    6.2016    56.9767 
5   37.4677    6.2016    56.3308 
6   37.5969    7.7519    54.6512 
7   41.0853    6.2016    52.7132 
8   34.8837    6.2016    58.9147 
9   40.0517    8.2687    51.6796 
10   35.2713    7.7519    56.9767 
11   37.7261    6.2016    56.0724 
12   35.6589    6.2016    58.1395 
13   42.2481    6.9767    50.7752 
14   38.3721    7.7519    53.8760 
15   37.2093    7.7519    55.0388 




1   37.4031    7.7519    54.8450 
2   35.9173    8.2687    55.8140 
3   39.9225    6.9767    53.1008 
4   33.7210    7.3643    58.9147 
5   37.9845    7.7519    54.2636 
6   36.4341    8.1395    55.4263 
7   38.5013    6.2016    55.2972 
8   37.5969    7.7519    54.6512 
9   37.2093    4.6512    58.1395 
10   39.5349    6.9767    53.4884 
11   36.1757    6.9767    56.8476 
12   37.2093    8.2687    54.5220 
13   34.4961    6.2016    57.3643 
14   38.3721    6.9767    54.6512 
15   33.5917    7.2351    57.8812 
16   41.0853    6.2016    52.7132 
17   35.0775    5.8140    59.1085 












































































































































































































































































































































RNase    (residue; CHARMM FF and st. dev.;  Tuned IFF and st. dev.) 
 
1 28.59653571 2.342921235 26.6268 1.975771945 
2 26.32242857 1.911502758 24.74624444 1.613247918 
3 24.89244643 1.773086089 22.60175556 1.701798418 
4 22.98835714 1.52188754 20.60364444 1.477406492 
5 21.68048214 1.26441209 19.66591111 1.430120525 
6 22.67614286 1.281112951 21.63948889 1.329591684 
7 22.46203571 1.205325544 21.70324444 0.985771936 
8 20.25191071 0.851639575 19.49804444 0.791399929 
9 20.0255 0.944733479 19.96128889 1.122589656 
10 20.92251786 0.871610143 21.78611111 0.898761281 
11 19.98192857 0.820037676 20.72117778 0.654039127 
12 17.83846429 0.610436468 18.52131111 0.71292921 
13 17.26382143 0.931850865 18.1662 1.276152761 
14 16.55414286 1.362445299 18.47288889 1.775093972 
15 15.57726786 1.935492493 17.84908889 2.474166593 
16 15.14282143 2.234161258 18.10444444 2.900135372 
17 12.95248214 2.440104647 16.95024444 3.171376664 
18 11.49126786 2.584711423 15.26617778 3.142090695 
19 10.23026786 2.635130494 14.1666 3.397103359 
20 10.67060714 2.306075408 14.95226667 3.144209804 
21 10.30016071 2.308061072 15.32813333 3.047524426 
22 11.333375 1.940396175 16.87788889 2.845079083 
23 11.59257143 1.736317585 17.28213333 2.696251725 
24 13.64680357 1.475449428 19.59846667 2.581695931 
25 13.943875 1.345311197 19.41302222 2.322904442 
26 14.84098214 1.032851947 19.50808889 1.855104905 
27 16.37567857 1.09372769 21.36093333 1.960086 
28 17.08526786 1.048925806 22.26533333 1.89945844 
29 17.16930357 0.862320122 21.46166667 1.520176923 
30 18.42333929 0.942933723 22.25831111 1.370364497 
31 19.92728571 1.137122469 24.34773333 1.501589835 
32 20.06033929 1.035413923 24.43148889 1.367472763 
33 20.67492857 0.995105523 23.81477778 0.991503685 
34 21.99691071 1.44410128 25.28146667 1.150961425 
35 20.92530357 1.478209949 23.65411111 1.321430417 
36 20.76051786 1.880738266 24.60015556 1.826404894 
37 22.976625 2.226799638 26.82911111 1.890564419 
38 23.99408929 2.764247524 27.18415556 2.386539021 
39 22.13528571 2.725135433 25.48442222 2.601740592 
40 19.90946429 2.271565742 23.5964 2.381834748 
41 18.93058929 2.044027258 21.83795556 2.09732117 
42 17.10716071 1.967038844 19.86977778 2.356996461 
43 15.82357143 1.490941477 18.22495556 1.817926453 
44 16.04716071 0.971455692 18.21864444 1.252026274 
45 14.72496429 0.542913329 16.53406667 0.926766076 
46 14.99285714 0.594007554 16.92102222 1.063893555 
47 14.17482143 0.939932676 15.44462222 1.353168287 
48 13.41405357 1.583485592 15.11946667 2.074774788 
49 13.23903571 1.780965646 14.07964444 2.261809919 
196 
50 14.67425 1.846314533 15.06446667 2.500975207 
51 16.56767857 1.430906649 16.08786667 2.102868642 
52 15.82016071 1.761020051 14.59211111 2.547071029 
53 13.94708929 1.727572234 12.91606667 2.277484202 
54 15.03692857 1.106072679 13.9462 1.562996153 
55 16.50964286 1.177253494 14.37802222 1.754279891 
56 14.63621429 1.449447258 12.20875556 1.990945684 
57 14.10351786 1.053276268 11.78922222 1.314126224 
58 15.90146429 0.990157762 12.81044444 1.198160309 
59 14.89180357 1.34792728 11.2442 1.496220916 
60 12.962375 1.305622625 9.591133333 1.276691709 
61 12.16591071 1.109654984 8.953466667 0.845950881 
62 13.89046429 1.162200295 10.26308889 1.006299164 
63 13.67639286 1.277209978 10.44886667 1.25287709 
64 14.96266071 1.695182859 11.68771111 1.874825035 
65 16.19728571 1.80456053 13.46757778 1.998459368 
66 16.23333929 2.222342179 13.80835556 2.591112717 
67 18.17248214 2.524268279 15.53397778 2.89504184 
68 17.86264286 2.686980872 14.31966667 2.930078668 
69 18.74860714 2.313847256 15.36175556 2.455127039 
70 17.794625 2.102299872 13.74673333 2.082174784 
71 18.13485714 1.619945007 14.42853333 1.584986155 
72 16.39780357 1.174607295 13.39055556 1.132144954 
73 14.679875 0.837812198 11.91688889 0.711456062 
74 12.50173214 0.806383768 10.44988889 0.507988939 
75 11.34205357 1.10513872 9.729244444 0.988158878 
76 9.268482143 1.585974761 7.680177778 1.420922803 
77 8.872982143 1.845652027 8.149822222 1.897321225 
78 8.419482143 1.793274087 8.797 1.879255261 
79 10.22776786 1.590831292 10.9516 1.856320062 
80 10.23305357 1.706573321 12.11113333 2.055289431 
81 11.650125 1.19870787 13.66208889 1.557801656 
82 12.20469643 1.103119824 15.05544444 1.570417868 
83 12.53592857 0.903620991 15.23797778 1.422824575 
84 13.90810714 0.978811124 17.18822222 1.611196276 
85 14.00016071 1.35591094 17.39224444 2.043506938 
86 14.79894643 1.758155758 18.86468889 2.527116562 
87 13.48141071 2.00169238 18.57311111 2.936529863 
88 13.80528571 2.447088368 19.19457778 3.5189302 
89 14.543375 2.565590741 21.15155556 3.548728494 
90 16.43542857 2.586619638 22.12384444 3.167039155 
91 18.20435714 2.721275955 24.27846667 3.343435644 
92 20.17141071 2.805693442 25.9654 3.092519916 
93 20.68475 2.618412723 26.93108889 2.772834164 
94 18.75992857 2.192299818 25.40982222 2.701504073 
95 17.80451786 1.976138857 23.5048 2.559526968 
96 15.59121429 1.717375656 21.37948889 2.53942146 
97 14.46589286 1.421336034 19.38017778 2.255486188 
98 12.40030357 1.428800428 17.10497778 2.275801773 
99 11.76157143 1.342065564 16.14028889 2.032486742 
100 10.07558929 1.464250846 13.9906 2.011084405 
101 9.526 1.633172824 13.16264444 2.06038154 
102 8.514607143 1.671576018 11.41315556 1.95572561 
197 
103 8.067428571 1.815049578 10.15124444 1.952490375 
104 8.718553571 1.4311378 9.832244444 1.429347486 
105 9.752196429 1.170099521 9.731888889 1.065289085 
106 12.14442857 0.678871829 11.73108889 0.648233384 
107 13.724625 0.587691168 12.50513333 0.493632789 
108 15.97010714 0.591167247 14.29124444 0.518922367 
109 17.957 1.043666846 15.51246667 0.989264624 
110 19.25410714 1.138054724 16.09171111 1.147138774 
111 21.47739286 1.570245231 17.45211111 1.607682929 
112 22.86283929 1.785905807 18.14286667 1.975217607 
113 22.40930357 1.826947704 17.33424444 2.302526165 
114 21.04958929 1.669244637 16.53777778 2.286609784 
115 19.98951786 1.343091159 16.065 1.73274957 
116 19.96532143 1.137724155 16.99973333 1.432950671 
117 18.884375 0.843848194 16.70608889 0.94931656 
118 20.47046429 1.116452426 18.46726667 0.942609535 
119 19.167625 1.024576794 17.73711111 0.890176144 
120 16.95633929 0.659474068 16.17493333 0.649750313 
121 16.08591071 1.025368686 15.21946667 1.179985014 
122 13.81373214 0.895206775 13.83675556 1.160929142 
123 11.618 0.910536879 12.20533333 0.991865494 
124 9.674535714 1.149539946 10.25664444 1.259669806 
 
HEWL     (residue; CHARMM FF and st. dev.;  Tuned IFF and st. dev.) 
 
1 12.50437838 2.95989055 12.78502 2.247202525 
2 13.00616216 2.981473202 12.88364 2.541217802 
3 14.99559459 2.633482996 13.98764 2.340483614 
4 15.98494595 2.871692895 14.15366 2.716730935 
5 17.49751351 2.653808998 14.91046 2.587171063 
6 19.0827027 2.565783551 15.87662 2.443189688 
7 18.09048649 2.439125409 15.51906 2.222595497 
8 18.10459459 1.950499753 15.9463 1.716633586 
9 20.11532432 1.963350669 17.00216 1.636921262 
10 20.80905405 2.020166038 17.21688 1.809602355 
11 19.60997297 1.771224812 17.00384 1.619686224 
12 20.51964865 1.546787593 17.76628 1.23631274 
13 22.40351351 1.948601201 18.6881 1.505180011 
14 21.98135135 1.932286236 18.60574 1.9477059 
15 21.48975676 1.688218499 18.61672 1.882745587 
16 23.29251351 2.038221465 19.75248 1.775326864 
17 22.69756757 1.912287454 19.22778 1.214844346 
18 24.10508108 2.383110593 19.81682 1.182461766 
19 25.61764865 2.862110271 20.81846 1.175780145 
20 24.92410811 2.667620021 20.8013 1.363863582 
21 25.82524324 3.1585145 21.58624 1.567256508 
22 26.22167568 3.418482666 21.62084 1.184325377 
23 24.29356757 2.777669498 20.23062 0.946345924 
24 23.99554054 2.666126163 19.73478 1.059519533 
25 22.55478378 2.189691277 18.85558 1.131532919 
26 21.61067568 2.39323426 18.07788 1.66613125 
27 21.1152973 2.251168924 18.08018 1.412055102 
28 19.78502703 1.706741957 17.56658 1.041030509 
198 
29 18.98745946 1.93695577 16.72776 1.634345993 
30 18.62913514 2.256940583 16.44906 2.097522568 
31 17.61086486 1.866273387 16.17524 1.699028916 
32 16.40072973 1.77699132 15.4465 1.713281841 
33 15.95564865 2.380395599 14.91228 2.482323536 
34 15.09662162 2.50890751 14.46544 2.74112993 
35 14.23716216 2.136485929 14.4466 2.357020759 
36 13.46867568 2.227105217 13.6672 2.256660697 
37 13.69372973 2.694353553 13.523 2.716445475 
38 14.66302703 2.3482527 14.12268 2.20041564 
39 13.03464865 2.503984058 13.33004 2.097399623 
40 13.31516216 2.177048298 13.78798 1.609330263 
41 11.27327027 2.661807907 12.68556 1.805427947 
42 11.36443243 2.480714138 12.78288 1.925494318 
43 10.58664865 2.428511226 12.68164 1.878771129 
44 10.35062162 2.451190383 12.48002 2.201627869 
45 9.600864865 2.536745567 12.17266 2.318053817 
46 10.43335135 2.374425592 12.8629 2.476853045 
47 9.416864865 2.738014894 12.4397 2.902328341 
48 10.33424324 2.473236739 13.38194 2.697233351 
49 9.521864865 2.500338089 13.0486 2.470617956 
50 11.18718919 1.992565509 14.14594 2.071904067 
51 11.16302703 1.924846177 13.83684 1.795046731 
52 12.61189189 1.566205882 14.42248 1.536411168 
53 12.72521622 1.572759025 14.29218 1.287560823 
54 13.60727027 1.601268669 14.43944 1.203443979 
55 14.91064865 1.520949694 14.89428 1.26983223 
56 16.14913514 1.083829781 15.84058 1.028416137 
57 14.578 1.246405525 15.1715 1.272512099 
58 15.26975676 0.866868727 15.83348 1.162381005 
59 14.26348649 1.109266284 15.62968 1.49969381 
60 13.30978378 1.378111971 15.31432 1.801634858 
61 13.73783784 1.562185321 15.85744 2.176270418 
62 15.80983784 1.512413211 16.9309 2.2688262 
63 16.49051351 1.214793428 17.16708 2.013667008 
64 14.9847027 1.296551365 16.21876 2.076187336 
65 13.27251351 1.760586158 15.45696 2.354754884 
66 11.39156757 2.070427181 14.09394 2.138541415 
67 10.36513514 2.529272388 13.96422 2.600852906 
68 9.155918919 2.620508899 13.11302 2.40451763 
69 10.40267568 2.214204619 13.8664 2.421993271 
70 10.6322973 2.350693896 14.25124 2.895359755 
71 12.64651351 2.232539959 15.53788 3.099405173 
72 13.81243243 1.907502407 16.02884 2.787751169 
73 15.80037838 2.07839622 17.16152 3.118290457 
74 15.98094595 1.774592824 17.04208 2.860814559 
75 18.03745946 1.855940546 18.2343 2.826927911 
76 18.21037838 1.564011766 18.1617 2.545185804 
77 17.25708108 1.901673349 17.69908 3.082423724 
78 15.816 1.632140142 16.6667 2.598786896 
79 13.72289189 1.826174185 15.48688 2.356881197 
80 13.00972973 1.653351454 14.81204 1.744772948 
81 11.92194595 2.202131138 14.00894 1.879990197 
199 
82 13.63145946 1.920689979 14.89708 1.960409751 
83 14.04181081 1.510374932 14.93786 1.402455849 
84 12.30535135 2.156449385 13.76874 1.457579579 
85 13.039 2.351770119 14.03058 1.701680073 
86 13.57543243 2.535767238 13.99452 1.833810015 
87 15.57886486 2.048227403 15.39112 1.806901859 
88 16.62716216 1.435485001 16.11152 1.420620799 
89 17.97589189 1.388977766 17.09412 1.873247182 
90 17.18235135 1.267692761 16.87518 1.933827046 
91 17.11518919 0.868042624 16.67104 1.275065004 
92 19.13545946 0.998487037 17.7575 1.329636434 
93 19.67154054 1.327682914 18.4193 2.02335822 
94 18.73545946 1.073655687 17.97486 1.788942944 
95 19.60754054 1.132081951 18.15734 1.224615603 
96 21.48805405 1.720140713 19.37282 1.73376488 
97 21.02975676 1.887271734 19.41738 2.213450312 
98 20.38289189 1.747477816 18.8795 1.719909496 
99 22.14416216 2.23557921 19.73026 1.619328304 
100 23.29594595 2.727266665 20.63396 2.344950676 
101 22.54243243 2.836370677 20.29654 2.609468126 
102 22.26472973 3.061850484 20.43786 2.229639902 
103 21.6827027 2.725617641 19.44442 2.052899718 
104 21.82089189 2.480168251 19.44972 1.589805248 
105 20.86078378 2.167715337 18.66408 1.35856109 
106 20.57502703 2.613710351 18.4155 1.748190298 
107 19.14343243 2.238001268 17.43818 1.636452317 
108 17.9527027 1.861606255 16.58162 1.5306219 
109 17.04054054 2.18101912 15.80908 2.166889565 
110 16.95851351 2.211879137 15.75674 2.326520068 
111 18.88448649 2.285898248 17.17804 2.040481676 
112 19.12291892 2.777258003 17.16862 2.30484658 
113 18.28627027 3.028273805 16.22692 3.005561242 
114 18.07959459 2.999302116 15.66488 3.202859345 
115 19.88024324 3.011722746 16.59316 2.895285115 
116 20.99743243 3.519557407 17.03914 3.214787248 
117 21.913 4.15426222 16.53526 3.591850365 
118 21.6712973 3.957602472 16.79154 3.478461951 
119 22.87435135 3.733926348 17.6432 3.060556382 
120 22.46959459 3.13853712 17.84142 2.489505622 
121 23.43751351 3.236611001 18.47992 2.484166023 
122 22.20402703 3.368388442 17.34924 3.192478241 
123 20.65435135 2.894676375 16.54572 2.983008535 
124 21.60662162 2.767199926 17.22524 2.570708125 
125 22.60110811 3.2098521 17.37306 3.073014044 
126 22.27140541 3.240292827 16.96118 3.431600914 
127 21.64648649 2.796030659 16.94298 2.946200066 
128 23.006 2.727510512 18.10472 2.766428207 
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